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0
Black lines will indicate only current revisions with changes and

additions to or deletions of existing text and illustrations. Changes in
capitalization, spelling, punctuation or the physical location of material on
a page will not be identified.

ORIGINAL PAGES ISSUED

The original pages issued for this handbook prior to revision are given
below:

Title, ii through vii, I-1 through 1-21, 2-1 through 2-10, 3-1 through
3-15, 4-1 through 4-21, 5-1 through 5-29, 6- I through 6-43, 7-1 through 7-24,
8-1 through 8-18, 9-1 through 9-14, and 10-1 through 10-2.
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS

Current Revisions to the PA-28-181 Archer I I Pilot's Operating Handbook,
REPORT: VB-1120 issued July 2, 1979.

Revision FAA Approval
Number and Revised Description of Revision Signature and

Code Pages Date

Rev. I 1-3 Revised para. 1.7 (c).
(PR800529) 2-3 Revised para. 2.7 (d) (8).

2-4 Revised para. 2.9 (a).
2-t0 Added placards.
3-3 Revised wording.
3-10 Revised wording.
4-8 Corrected spelling.
4-I1 Revised para 4.9.
4-20 Revised wording.
6-i Revised Table of Contents.
6-6 Revised Figure 6-5.
6-12 Revised Figure 6-15.
6-12a Added pages and added new
thru info.
6-12d
6-13 Revised para. no.
6-22 Added item 97 b.
6-23 Added item 105.
6-25 Relocated items to pg. 6-26:

added new item 145.
6-26 Relocated items to pg. 6-27;

added new items 147, 149; re-
numbered items.

6-27 Relocated items to pg. 6-28;
renumbered items.

6-28 Relocated items to pg. 6-29b
and pg. 6-29a.

6-29 Relocated items to pg. 6-29a.
6-29a Added new pg.; relocated

items from pg. 6-29 and item
203 from pg. 6-28.

6-29b Added new pg. and new
items 219, 227, 229.
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision FAA Approval
Number and Revised Description of Revision Signature and

Code Pages Date

Rev. I (cont) 6-29c Added new pg. and new
items 231 thru 241.

6-29d Added new pg. and new item
243; relocated and renum-
bered items from pg. 6-30.

6-30 Relocated and renumbered
items from pg. 6-31.

6-31 Relocated items from pg.
6-32; added new items 265
and 267.

6-32 Relocated item from pg.
6-33; renumbered items.

6-33 Relocated and renumbered
items from pg. 6-34; added
new item 285.

6-34 Renumbered items; added
new items 289, 291, 295.

6-35 Renumbered items; relocated
item to pg. 6-36; added item
from pg. 6-34.

6-36 Renumbered items; relocated
item to pg. 6-37.

6-37 Renumbered items; relocated
item to pg. 6-38.

6-38 Renumbered items; relocated
item from pg. 6-37.

6-39 Renumbered items.
6-41 Relocated item to pg. 6-42;

added new item 429.
6-42 Relocated item to pg. 6-43;

renumbered items; added
items 431 and 433.

6-43 Added item from pg. 6-42.
7-i Added para. 7.39 to Table of

Contents.
7-20 Revised material.
7-24 Added para. 7.39.

REPORT: VB-II20
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision FAA Approval
Number and Revised Description of Revision Signature and

Code Pages Date

Rev. I (cont) 7-25 Added pg.; added new info.
8-12 Revised para. 8.21 (a) (b).
8-12a Added pg.; added new info.
8-12b Added pg.; relocated mate-

rial from pg. 8-12 and 8-13;
added cautions and revised
info. (c).

8-13 Relocated info. to pg. 8-12;
added info. from pg. 8-14.

8-14 Relocated info. to pg. 8-13.
added info. from pg. 8-15.

8-15 Relocated info. to pg. 8-14. Ward Evans
10-2 Added para. 10.3 0). May 29, 1980

Rev. 2 9-i Added supplement 5 and
(PR800822) pages

9-15 Added supplement 5
thru (Century 21 Autopilot).
9-18 Ward Evans

Aug. 22, 1980

Rev. 3 Title Revised approval.
(PR810114) ii Revised warning.

2-3 Revised para. 2.7 (d) (6).
2-4 Revised para. 2.9 (c).
3-i Changed para. 3.23 title,

page nos.
3-6 Changed alternator failure to

electrical failures; add info.,
moved info. to pg. 3-7.

3-7 Relocated info. from pg. 3-6;
moved info. to pg. 3-8.

3-8 Relocated info. from pg. 3-7.
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision FAA Approval
Number and Revised Description of Revision Signature and

Code Pages Date

Rev. 3(cont) 3-13 Revised, retitled para. 3.23
with added info.

3-14 Added para. 3.24; moved
para. 3.25 and 3.27 to pg.
3-15, and para. 3.29 to
pg. 3-16.

3-15 Relocated para. 3.25 and 3.27
from pg. 3-14; moved para.
3.31 to pg. 3-16.

3-16 New page, relocated para.
3.29 from pg. 3-14 and para. 0
3.31 from pg. 3-15.

3-17 New page. added relocated
info.

6-19 Added item 61.
6-29a Added item 204.
6-31 Revised item 267.
6-33 Added item 274; revised item

275; moved items 283 and 285
to pg. 6-34.

6-34 Relocated items 283 and 285
from pg. 6-33; moved items
291 thru 295 to pg. 6-35.

6-35 Relocated items 291 thru 295
from pg. 6-34; moved items
301 and 303 to pg. 6-36.

6-36 Relocated items 301 and 303
from pg. 6-35; moved item
309 to pg. 6-37.

6-37 Relocated item 309 from pg.
6-36; moved items 317 and 319
to pg. 6-38.

6-38 Relocated items 317 and 319
from pg. 6-37: moved item
327 to pg. 6-39.

6-39 Relocated item 327 from pg.
6-38; moved items 333 thru
337 to pg. 6-40.

REPORT: VB-II20 0
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANi)BOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision FAA Approval
Number and Revised Description of Revision Signature and

Code Pages I)ate

Rev. 3(cont) 6-40 Relocated items 333 thru 337
from pg. 6-39; moved items
409 thru 417 to pg. 6-41.

6-41 Relocated items 409 thru 417
from pg. 6-40. moved items
423 thru 429 to pg. 6-42.

6-42 Relocated items 423 thru 429
from pg. 6-41; moved items
435 thru 441 to pg. 6-43.

6-43 Relocated items 435 thru 441
from pg. 6-42; moved info. to
pg. 6-44.

6-44 New page; relocated info.
from pg. 6-43.

7-7 Revised para. 7.13.
7-10 Revised para. 7.15.
7-11 Revised figure 7-11.
7-12 Cont. para. 7.15 revision.
7-13 Cont. para. 7.15 revision.
7-20 Revised para. 7.25.
9-i Added supplement 6.
9-15 Retyped supplement 5.
thru
9-18
9-19 Added supplement 6 (Piper
thru Control Wheel Clock)
9-20 Ward Evans

Jan. 14, 1981

Rev. 4 1-4 Revised para. 1.13.
1RX 10625) 5-1 Moved info. to pg. 5-2.

5-2 Relocated info. from pg. 5-1;
added Warning.

6-6 Revised Figure 6-5.
6-16 Revised item 21.

R E PO RT: V B- I120
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PILOT'S OPERATING IfANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision IAA Approval
Nuier a nd Revised I)escription of Revision Signa tire a nd

Code Pages l)atc

Rev. 4 (cont) 6-21 Revised items 85 and 87:
moved item 95 to pg. 6-22.

6-22 Relocated item 95 from pg.
6-21.

6-25 Revised item 137.
6-31 Renumbered and moved

item to pg. 6-31b.
6-31a New page.
6-31b Added items 268 and 269; re-

located renumbered item
from pg. 6-3 1.

6-33 Added item 276; moved item
281 to pg. 6-34.

6-34 Relocated item 281 from pg.
6-33.

6-35 Revised item 291.
6-42 Revised items 427, 429 and 431;

moved item 433 to pg. 6-43.
6-43 Relocated revised item 433

from pg. 6-42.
6-44 Removed info.
7-7 Revised para. 7.11. Ward Fvans
7-10 Revised para. 7.15. liune 25, 1981

Rev. 5 3-i, 4-i Revised Table of ('ontcnts.
(PR811116) 4-4, Revise Normal procedure

4-7, checklist.
4-8
4-12 Relocated para. 4.13 info. to

pg. 4-13; added Note; revised
info.

4-13 Relocated Note to pg. 4-14;
added para. 4.13 info. from
pg. 4-12.

4-14 Relocated para. 4.17 info. to
pg. 4-15; added Note from
pg. 4-13.
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IllAIr's OPIERATIN; IIANI)BOOK lOG OF REVISIONS (ciae)

Revision 
-AA ApprovalNumber and Revised I)escriplnin of* Rvisiol Signalie and

('odc Pages )ale

Rev. 5(cont 4-15 Relocated para. 4.21 to pg.
4-16; added para. 4.17 info.
from pg. 4-14.

4-16 Relocated par'a. 4.23 and
para. 4.25 to pg. 4-17- added
para. 4.21 from pg. 4-15;
added Note; revised inf).

4-17 Relocated para. 4.27 info. i
pg. 4-18; added para. 4.23
and para. 4.25 from pg. 4-16.

4-18 Relocated par. 4.29 into. to
pg. 4-19; relocated para. 4.31
to pg. 4-19 and pg. 4-20;
added para. 4.27 info. from
pg. 4-17.

4-19 Relocated info. to pg. 4-20;
added para. 4.29 and para.
4.31 info. from pg. 4-18;
revised para. 4.31.

4-20 Relocated para.. 4.37 and
para. 4.39 to pg. 4-21, added
info. nrom pg. 4-18 and pg.
4-19.

4-21 Relocated para. 4.41 to pg.
4-22; added para. 4.37 and
para. 4.39 from pg. 4-20.

4-22 Added pg.; added para. 4.41
from pg. 4-21.

6-i Revised lable of (hmtIclls.
6-1. Revised para. 6.11.
6-33 Reloca ted ilcm 279 to pg.

(-34; renumbrced old ilci
277; added new ileni 277.

6-34 Relocaled ilem 289 to pg.
6-35; added ienm 279 Ilroill

pg. 6-33.

REIOR'T: VI'-1120
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PIoT'S OPERATING IIANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (toni)

Revision I"AA Appioval

Nunbehr and Reviscd I)cscripliof of Revision Signalulc and

CoI Pages I )at

Rev. 5(cont) 6-35 Relocated items 297 and 299
to pg. 6-36; added items 289
from pg. 6-34.

6-36 R elocated item 307 to pg.
6-37; added itcms 297 and
299 fior pg. 6-35.

6-37 Relocated items 313 and 115

to pg. 0-39; added item 307
from pg. 6-36.

6-38 Rclocalcd item 325 to pg.
6-39; added items 313 an(d
315 from pg. 6-37.

6-39 Relocated item 329 to pg.
6-40 and renumbered itcn,
relocated item 331 Io pg. 6-40;
revised item 328, added new
item 329.

6-40 Relocated items 405 and 407
to pg. 6-41; added rc-
numbered items 330 and 331
from pg. 6-39.

6-41 Relocated items 419 and 421
to pg. 6-42, added rcviscd
item 405 from pg. 6-40; added
item 407 from pg. 6-40.

6-42 Relocated item 431 to pg.
6-43; added items 419 and
421 from pg. 6-41.

6-43 Relocated item 443 to pg.
6-44: added item 431 Irorn
pg. 6-42.

6-44 Added item 443 from pg.
6-43; added new item 445.

7-20 Revised info.
9-18 Revised ilem (c) (4). Ward Fvans
9-19 Revised item (a). Nov. 16, 1981

, , I
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PILOT'S OPERATING IIANI)BOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision IFAA Approval
Number and Revised l)escriplion of Revision Signature and

('ode Pages I )ale

Rev. 6 iii Revised handbook into.
(lPR20721) I-i Removed para. 1.21 - con-

version factor index.
1-4 Added info. to para. I. II.
2-1 Revised para. 2.1.
2-4 Added into. to para. 2.11.
2-9 Corrected placard error.
3-i Expanded emerg. procedure

index; moved info. to new
pg. 3-ii.

3-ii New pg.; relocated info. from
pg. 3-i.

4-i Expanded normal procedure
index; moved info. to new
pg. 4-ii.

4-ii New pg.; relocated info. from
pg. 4-i.

4-1 Revised para. 4.1.
6-i Revised index pg.
6-6 Revised fig. 6-5 info.
6-7 Revised fig. 6-7 into.
6-9 Added info. to fig. 6-9.
6-10 Added info. to fig. 6-11.
6-12a Revised para. 6.9.
7-20 Revised para. 7.25.
7-21 Revised para. 7.31; moved

para. 7.33 info. to pg. 7-22.
7-22 New pg.; relocated info. from

pg. 7-21.
9-i Updated Supplement index

pg.
9-13 Revised Supplement 4 (pitch

REIPORIT: VB-1120
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II ii)rT'S OIRA'ITING IIANI)BOIK IOC 01- 1IIVISIONS (coat)

ReVisl) I AA App,IoI
Ninilbr ani IlvisC( I )()Irtiimn 0 Re.6wVisl ' ilr ;nd

(oe Pages I lair

Itcv. 6 (colit) 9-21 Added new Stiple i mtn 7
IhiI

9-40
9-41 Adde'd ncw Sippieneni 8 LS p -,l&rc
Ihri Wa d I .Valls

9-66 .Iuiy ?1. 19X2

14ev. 7 1-12 I)'le(Ie pai, 1.21 and llge,
(IPIR821I115) 111111

121
5-3 14Revised I;11a. 5.
hll

5-7
7-12 Icalld l(1. honi pg 7-11.
7-1, Mov'd inh. to pg. 7-12.

addllcd( (Clllh oll.

8-2 Rccsd pala. 8.3.
8-3 Ievisevd piarI. 8.. ;nl 8,5,

ieloc'a ed iilo. hm jg X-4
-4 Movcti levised pa"a.i g L,) 1( ,

X-3. ,elocaltd lo. 1 ,,11 jig
X-5. Ward I '

8 Movcd inlo. I pg. 4, Nor IS. 1IX.

Rev. c X9 I )c'ledte M IA.
(Pl,830720) 1-12 I)_lclcd pg. 1-12. paia. 1.21.

2-10 Moved hicl placalds to
pg. 2-11.

2-11 Addcd lew page ((AMA

pIla Ili I).
069 Reviscd lig. 6-9.
812 lcvisc( pali. 8.3.
8-3 Rcvi ed pa;ln 8.5. XJ
967 Added Stipleicnit 9) .. ,A "

Ihii W ard I ';1i s
9-7(7 I 0ily )1 k,

"PORI: V-1120
vi-h



PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision FAA Approval
Number and Revised Description of Revision Signature and

Code Pages Date

Rev. 9 vii Revised Table of Contents.
(PR840629) 1-3 Revised para. 1.7.

1-7, I-8 Revised item (b).
2-3 Revised para. 2.7.
3-1 Revised para. 3.1.

4-4, 4-6 Revised procedures.
4-11 Revised para. 4.9.
4-15 Revised para. 4.19.
5-29 Revised Fig. 5-37.
6-I Revised para. 6. 1.
6-2 Revised para.. 6.3.
6-5 Revised para. 6.5.
6-16 Revised item (b).
7-3 Revised para. 7.7.
7-8 Revised para. 7.13.
7-10 Revised para. 7.15.
7-14 Revised para. 7.17.
7-21 Revised para. 7.33.
8-12 Revised para. 8.21. L4 Seaer
10-i Revised Table of Contents.
10-1, Changed Safety to Operating. Ward L-vans
10-2 JLunc 29. 1984

Rev. 10 4-18 Added info. to para. 4.27.
(PR850705) 5-20 Revised charts.

thru
5-25
7-7 Revised para. 7.11.
7-9 Relocated info. from

pg. 7-10.
7-10 Added info, to para. 7.15.
7-20 Added info. to para. 7.25.

Sept. 16, 1985
Rev. I I 9-i Revised Table of Contents.

(PR861020) 9-71 Added Supplement 10.
thru (Aux. Vac. System) I).H. Irnicpler
9-76

Date

0REPORT: VB-II20
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PILOT'S OP'ERATING IIANI)BOOK LO(; OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision FAA Approval
Number and Revised Description of Revisions Signature and

Code Pages Date
Rev. 12 8-1 Revised para. 8. 1.

(PR88215) 8-2 Revised para. 8.1 and 8.3.
8-3 Revised para. 8.3.
8-12 Revised para. 8.19.
9-i Added Supplement 10

to T.O.C.
9-9 Revised Section 3, para. (a). 1s,, ev L

D.H.Trorpler
Jan. 10, 1989 0

Rev. 13 vi-j Added Rev. 13 to Log of
(PR900202) Revisions.

1-6 & Revised para. 1. 19.
1-7
4-6 Revised para. 4.5.
5-4 Revised parta. 5.5.
6-10 Revised fig. 6-I1.
6-12b Revised par. 6.9.
6-12c Added fig. 6-17 title.
7-24 Moved para. 7.39 to pg. 7-26.
7-25 Revised para. 7.37. Added

Narco ELT 910 information.
7-26 Added page. Relocated

para. 7.39 from pg.
7-24. Revised para. 7.39.

8-12 Revised para's. 8.19 & 8.21.
8-12a Revised Fuel Grade Chart.
9-5 Added Sec. 6 & 7.
9-10 Revised Preflight (b)(1).
9-35 Revised item 10.
9-37 Revised item 4.
9-53 Removed text.
9-54 Revised item 13.
9-61 Revised item 10. D. .T

____ ___ ___ _ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ Mar. 26, 1990I
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision FAA Approval
Number and Revised Description of Revisions Signature and

Code Pages Date

Rev. 14 vi-k Added log of revision page
(PR930107) vi-I Added log of revision page

9-i Added Supplement II
to T.O.C.

9-77 Added Supplement II
W. R. MOREU
Jan. 07, 1993

Rev. 15
(PR940329) 7-i Revised TO.C.

7-26 Relocated para. 7.39 from
pg. 7-26 to page 7-27

7-26 Revised para. 7.37 added
ELT info.

7-27 Added page.
7-28 Added Page. W. R. MOREU

March 29, 1994

Rev. 16
(PR980402) vi-k Added Rev. 16 to L of R.

2-3 Revised Para. 2.7.
3-6 Revised Para. 3.3.
7-9 Revised Fig. 7-9.
7-10 Revised Para. 7.15. Cz
9-75 Revised illustration. PEAIR E. PECK

April 2, 1998

REPORT: VB-1120
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Revision FAA Approval
Number and Revised Description of Rcvisions Signature and

Code Pages Date
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION I
PA-2g-iBI, ARCHER II GENERAL

SECTION I

GENERAL

1.1 INTRODUCTION

This Pilot's Operating Handbook is designed for maximum utilization
as an operating guide for the pilot. It includes the material required to be
furnished to the pilot by C.A.R. 3 and FAR Part 21, Subpart J. It also
contains supplemental data supplied by the airplane manufacturer.

This handbook is not designed as a substitute for adequate and
competent flight instruction, knowledge of current airworthiness directives,
applicable federal air regulations or advisory circulars. It is not intended to
be a guide for basic flight instruction or a training manual and should not be
used for operational purposes unless kept in a current status.

Assurance that the airplane is in an airworthy condition is the
responsibility of the owner. The pilot in command is responsible for
determining that the airplane is safe for flight. The pilot is also responsible
for remaining within the operating limitations as outlined by instrument
markings, placards, and this handbook.

Although the arrangement of this handbook is intended to increase its
in-flight capabilities, it should not be used solely as an occasional operating
reference. The pilot should study the entire handbook to familiarize himself
with the limitations, performance, procedures and operational handling
characteristics of the airplane before flight.

The handbook has been divided into numbered (arabic) sections, each
provided with a "finger-tip" tab divider for quick reference. The limitations
and emergency procedures have been placed ahead of the normal
procedures, performance and other sections to provide easier access to
information that may be required in flight. The "Emergency Procedures"
Section has been furnished with a red tab divider to present an instant
reference to the section. Provisions for expansion of the handbook have
been made by the deliberate omission of certain paragraph numbers, figure
numbers, item numbers and pages noted as being intentionally left blank.

O ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1120
I-I



SECTION I PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
GENERAL PA-2f-1Il, ARCHER If 0

Wing Area (sq. ft.) 170.0
Min. Turning Radius (ft.) 30.0
(from pivot point to wingtip)(from pivotpoint to winglip)

|"3 I''"

r~3 SS"'
JI

/

THREE VIEW
Figure I-I

REPORT: VR-lI20 ISSUED: JULY 2,1979 0
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION I
PA-28-181, ARCIIER II (;ENERAI.

1.3 ENCINES

(a) Number of Engines
(b) Engine Manufacturer Lycoming
(c) Engine Model Number O-360-A4M or

O-360-A4A
(d) Takeoff Power - 5 Minute Limit (Bill) 180
(e) Takeoff Engine Speed - 5 Minute

Limit (RPM) 2700
(f) Maximum Continuous Power (BliP) 178
(g) Maximum Continuous Engine

Speed (RPM) 2650
(h) Bore (inches) 5.125
(i) Stroke (inches) 4.375

, (I) Displacement (cubic inches) 361.0
(k) Compression Ratio 8.5:1
(I) Engine Type Four Cylinder. Direct

Drive, Horizontally
Opposed, Air Cooled

1.5 PROPELLERS

(a) Number of Propellers I
(b) Propeller Manufacturer Senscnich
(c) Model 76EM8S5-O-62
(d) Number of Blades 2
(c) Propeller Diameter (inches)

(I) Maximum 76
(2) Minimum 760 (1) Propeller Type Fixed Pitch

1.7 FUEL

AV(AS ONLY

(a) Fuel Capacity (U.S. gal.) (total) 50
(b) Usable Fuel (U.S. gal.) (total) 48
(c) Fuel

(I) Minimum Octane 100 Green or 1001J. Blue
Aviation Grade

(2) Alternate Fuel Refer to latest issue of
l-ycoming Instruction No. 1070.
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1.9 OIL

(a) Oil Capacity (U.S. quarts) 8
(b) Oil Specification Refer to latest issue

of Lycoming Service
Instruction 1014.

(c) Oil Viscosity per Average Ambient

Temp. for Starting
Single Multi

(I) Above600F S.A.E. 50 S.A.E. 40or50
(2) 30F to 900 F S.A.E. 40 S.A.E. 40
(3) O0 F to 70 0F S.A.E. 30 S.A.E. 40 or

20W-30
(4) Below 100 F S.A.E. 20 S.A.E. 20W-30

1.11 MAXIMUM WEIGHTS

Normal Utility

(a) Maximum Ramp Weight (lbs.) 2558 2138
(b) Maximum Takeoff Weight (lbs.) 2550 2130
(c) Maximum Landing Weight (lbs.) 2550 2130
(d) Maximum Weights in Baggage

Compartment (lbs.) 200 0

1.13 STANDARD AIRPLANE WEIGHTS

Refer to Figure 6-5 for the Standard Empty Weight and the Useful
Load.

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979
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1.15 BAGGAGE SPACE

(a) Compartment Volume (cubic feet) 24
(b) Entry Width (inches) 22
(c) Entry Height (inches) 20

1.17 SPECIFIC LOADINGS

(a) Wing Loading (lbs. per sq. ft.) 15.0
(b) Power Loading (lbs. per hp) 14.2

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1I20
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1.19 SYMBOLS, AIIIREVIATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

The following definitions are of symbols, abbreviations and termi-
nology used throughout the handbook and those which may be of added
operational significance to the pilot.

(a) General Airspeed Terminology and Symbols

CAS Calibrated Airspeed means the indicatcd
speed of an aircraft, corrected for position
and instrument error. Calibrated airspeed
is equal to true airspeed in standard
atmosphere at sea level.

KCAS Calibrated Airspeed expressed in -Knots."

GS Ground Speed is the speed of an airplane
relative to the ground.

IAS Indicated Airspeed is the speed of an air-
craft as shown on the airspeed indicator
when corrected for instrument error. IAS
values published in this handbook assume
zero instrument error.

KIAS Indicated Airspeed expressed in "Knots."I
TAS True Airspeed is the airspeed of an airplane

relative to undisturbed air which is the
CAS corrected for altitude, temperature 0
and compressibility.

VA Maneuvering Speed is the maximum speed
at which application of full available
aerodynamic control will not overstress the
airplane.

VjI.- Maximum Flap Extended Speed is the
highest speed permissible with wing flaps
in a prescribed cmendcd position.

REPORT: VII-1120 ISSUED: .IULY 2, 1979 O
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VNE/MNI Never Exceed Speed or Mach Number is
the speed limit that may not be exceeded at
any time.

VNO Maximum Structural Cruising Speed is the
speed that should not be exceeded except
in smooth air and then only with caution.

Vs Stalling Speed or the minimum steady
flight speed at which the airplane is con-
trollable.

Vso Stalling Speed or the minimum steady
flight speed at which the airplane is con-
trollable in the landing configuration.

Vx Best Angle-of-Climb Speed is the airspeed
which delivers the greatest gain of altitude
in the shortest possible horizontal distance.

VY Best Rate-of-Climb Speed is the airspeed
which delivers the greatest gain. in altitude
in the shortest possible time.

(b) Meteorological Terminology

ISA International Standard Atmosphere in
which: The air is a dry perfect gas; The
temperature at sea level is 150 Celsius (590
Fahrenheit); The pressure at sea level is
29.92 inches Hg (1013.2 nib); '[ie tempera-
ture gradient from sea level to the altitude
at which the temperature is -56.5°C
(-69.7'F) is -0.00198C (-0.003564°F) per
foot and zero above that altitude.

OAT Outside Air Temperature is the free air
slalic temperature, o)tained either from
inflight temperature indications or ground
meteorological sources, adjusted for
instrumcnt error anti compressibilily
effects.

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 II()R'l': VB-l120
REVISED: FEBRUARY 2, 1990 1-7
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Indicated The number actually read from an
Pressure Altitude altimeter when the barometric subscale has

been set to 29.92 inches of mercury ( 1013,2
millibars).

Pressure Altitude Altitude measured from standard sea-level
pressure (29.92 in. Fig) by a pressure or
barometric altimeter. It is the indicated
pressure altitude corrected for position and
instrument error. In this handbook,
altimeter instrument errors are assumed
to be zero.

Station Pressure Actual atmospheric pressure at field
elevation.

Wind The wind velocities recorded as variables
on the charts of this handbook are to be
understood as the headwind or tailwind
components of the reported winds.

(c) Power Terminology

Takeoff Power Maximum power permissible for takeoff.

Ma ximum Ma ximum power permissible continuously
Continuous during flight.
Power

(d) Engine Instruments

EGT Gauge Exhaust Gas Temperature Gauge

REPORT: VB-1I20 ISSIIFfD: JUlY 2, 1979
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(c) Airplane Perormance and I'Ight Planning Icrminology

('limb (radient |he demonstrated rali of the change in
height during a portion tl a climb, io the
horimongal distance traversed in Ihe same
lime interval.

lkmonstraed hc dcemonstraled crosswind velcity is the
Crosswind velocity of the crosswind component for
Velocity which adequatlc control o the airplane
(lkmo. X-Wind) during takeoff and landing was actually

demonstrated during cc. tafication tests.

Accelcrate-Stop I he distance required to accelerate an air-
I)istance plane to a specified speed and. assuming

lailure olan engine at the instant that speed
is attained, to bring the airplane to a stop.

Route Segment A part of a routle. Each end ol that part is
identified by: (I) a geographical location;
or (2) a point at which a definite radio fix
can be established.

(f) Weight and Balance Ierminology

Reference Datum An imaginary vertical plane from whichall
horizontal distances are measured for
balance purposes.

Station A location along the airplane fuselage
usually given in terms of distance front the
reference datum.

Arm [he horironlal distance Irom the reference
datum to the center of gravity (C.G.) of an
item.

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VI-110
REVISED: JULY 20, 1983 1-9
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Moment The product of the weight of an item multi-
plied by its arm. (Moment divided by a
constant is used to simplify balance calcu-
lations by reducing the number of digits.)

Center of Gravity The point at which an airplane would
(C.G.) balance if suspended. Its distance from the

reference datum is found by dividing the
total moment by the total weight of the
airplane.

C.G. Arm The arm obtained by adding the airplane's
individual moments and dividing the sum
by the total weight.

C.G. Limits The extreme center of gravity locations
within which the airplane must be operated
at a given weight.

Usable Fuel Fuel available for flight planning.

Unusable Fuel Fuel remaining after a runout test has been
completed in accordance with govern-
mental regulations.

Standard Empty Weight of a standard airplane including
Weight unusable fuel, full operating fluids and full

oil.

Basic Empty Standard empty weight plus optional
Weight equipment.

Payload Weight of occupants, cargo and baggage.

Useful Load Difference between takeoff weight, or
ramp weight is applicable, and basic empty
weight.

Maximum Ramp Maximum weight approved for ground
Weight maneuver. (It includes weight of start, taxi

and run up fuel.)

REPORT: V-1120 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979
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0 Maximum Maximum weight approved for the start of
Takeoff Weight the takeoff run.

Maximum Maximum weight approved for the landing
Landing Weight touchdown.

Maximum Zero Maximum weight exclusive of usable fuel.
Fuel Weight

0

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1I20
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SECTION 2

LIMITATIONS

2.1 GENERAL

This section provides the "FAA Approved" operating limitations,
instrument markings, color coding and basic placards necessary for opera-

* lion of the airplane and its systems.

[his airplane must be operated as a normal or utility category airplane
in compliance with the operating limitations stated in the form of placards
and markings and those given in this section and this complete handbook.

[imitations associated with those optional systems and equipment
which require handbook supplements can be found in Section 9
(Suppiments).

2.3 AIRSPEED LIMITATIONS

SPEED KIAS KCAS

Never Exceed Speed (VNE) - Do not exceed
this speed in any operation. 154 148

Maximum Structural Cruising Speed
(VNO) - 1)o not exceed this speed except in
smooth air and then only with caution. 125 121

O ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-II20
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SPEED KIAS KCAS

Design Maneuvering Speed (VA) - Do not
make full or abrupt control movements
above this speed.

At 2550 lbs. G.W. 113 III
At 1634 lbs. G.W. 89 89

CA UTION

Maneuvering speed decreases at lighter weight
as the effects of aerodynamic forces become
more pronounced. Linear interpolation may be
used for intermediate gross weights. Maneuver-
ing speed should not be exceeded while opera-
ting in rough air.

Maximum Flaps Extended Speed (VFE) -
Do not exceed this speed with the flaps
extended. 102 I00

2.5 AIRSPEED INDICATOR MARKINGS

MARKING IAS

Red Radial Line (Never Exceed) 154 KTS

Yellow Arc (Caution Range - Smooth 125 KTS to
Air Only) 154 KTS

Green Arc (Normal Operating Range) 55 KTS to
125 KTS

White Arc (Flap Down) 49 KTS to
102 KTS

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED JULY 2, 1979
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2.7 POWER PLANT LIMITATIONS

(a) Number of Engines I
(b) Engine Manufacturer Lycoming
(c) Engine Model No. O-360-A4M or

O-360-A4A with
carburetor setting

10-3878
(d) Engine Operating Limits

(I) Takeoff Power - 5 Minute
limit (BHP) 180

(2) Takeoff Engine Speed - 5
Minute Limit (RPM) 2700

(3) Maximum Continuous Power
(BHP) 178

(4) Maximum Continuous Engine
Speed (RPM) 2650

(5) Maximum Oil Temperature 2450F
(6) Oil Pressure

Minimum (red line) 25 PSI
Maximum (red line) 90 or 100 PSI

(7) Fuel Pressure
Minimum (red line) 0.5 PSI
Maximum (red line) 8 PSI

(8) Fuel (AVGAS ONLY)
(minimum grade) 100 or IOOLL

Aviation Grade
J (9) Number of Propellers I

( 10) Propeller Manufacturer Sensenich
(II) Propeller Model 76EM8S5-0-62
(12) Propeller Diameter

Minimum 76 IN.
Maximum 76 IN.

(13) Propeller Tolerance (static RPM
at maximum permissible throttle
setting, sca level, ISA) Not above 2340 RPM

Not below 2240 RPM

NOTE
Refer to the airplane maintenance manual for test
procedure to determine approved static rpm
under non-standard conditions.

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1120
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2.9 POWER PLANT INSTRUMENT MARKINGS

(a) Tachometer
Green Arc (Normal Operating Range) 500 to 2650 RPM

Yellow Arc (5 Minute Limit) 2650 to 2700 RPM

Red Line (Takeoff Power) 2700 RPM

(b) Oil Temperature
Green Arc (Normal Operating Range) 750 to 2450 F

Red Line (Maximum) 2450F

(c) Oil Pressure
Green Arc (Normal Operating Range) 60 PSI to 90 PSI

Yellow Arc (Caution Range) (Idle) 25 PSI to 60 PSI

Yellow Arc (Ground Warm-Up) None or 90 PSI to 100 PSI

Red Line (Minimum) 25 PSI
Red Line (Maximum) 90 or 100 PSI

(d) Fuel Pressure
Green Arc (Normal Operating Range) 0.5 PSI to 8 PSI
Red Line (Minimum) 0.5 PSI

Red Line (Maximum) 8 PSI

2.11 WEIGHT LIMITS

Normal Utility

(a) Maximum Ramp (lbs.) 2558 2138

(b) Maximum Weight (lbs.) 2550 2130

(c) Maximum Baggage (lbs.) 200 0

NOTE

Refer to Section 5 (Performance) for maximum

weight as limited by performance.

0
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2.13 CENTER OF GRAVITY LIMITS

(a) Normal Category

Weight Forward Limit Rearward Limit
Pounds Inches Aft of Datum Inches Aft of Datum

2550 88.6 93.0
2050 (and 82.0 93.0

less)

(b) Utility Category

Weight Forward Limit Rearward Limit
Pounds Inches Aft of Datum Inches Aft of Datum

2130 83.0 93.02050 (and 82.0 93.0
less)

NOTES

Straight line variation between points given.

The datum used is 78.4 inches ahead of the wing
leading edge at the inboard intersection of the
straight and tapered section.

It is the responsibility of theairplane owner and
the pilot to insure that the airplane is properly
loaded. See Section 6 (Weight and Balance) for
proper loading instructions.

5 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1I20
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2.15 MANEUVER LIMITS

(a) Normal Category - All acrobatic maneuvers including spins
prohibited.

(b) Utility Category - Approved maneuvers for bank angles exceeding
600.

Entry Speed
Steep Turns 113 KIAS
Lazy Eights 113 KIAS
Chandelles 113 KIAS

2.17 FLIGHT LOAD FACTORS

Normal Utility
(a) Positive Load Factor (Maximum) 3.8 G 4.4 G
(b) Negative Load Factor (Maximum) No inverted maneuvers

approved

2.19 TYPES OF OPERATION

The airplane is approved for the following operations when equipped in
accordance with FAR 91 or FAR 135.

(a) Day V.F.R.
(b) Night V.F.R.
(c) Day I.F.R.
(d) Night I.F.R.
(e) Non Icing

2.21 FUEL LIMITATIONS

(a) Total Capacity 50 U.S. GAL.
(b) Unusable Fuel 2 U.S. GAL.

The unusable fuel for this airplane has
been determined as 1.0 gallon in each
wing in critical flight attitudes.

(c) Usable Fuel 48 U.S. GAL.
The usable fuel in this airplane has been
determined as 24.0 gallons in each wing.

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 0
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2.23 NOISE LEVEL

The noise level of this aircraft is 73.9 d B(A).

No determination has been made by the Federal AviationAdministration that the noise levels of this airplane are or should beacceptable or unacceptable for operation at, into, or out of, any airport.

The above statement not withstanding the noise level stated above hasbeen verified by and approved by the Federal Aviation Administration innoise level test flights conducted in accordance with FAR 36, NoiseStandards - Aircraft Type and Airworthiness Certification. This aircraftmodel is in compliance with all FAR 36 noise standards applicable to this
type.

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-Ii20
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2.25 PLACARDS

In full view of the pilot:

"THIS AIRPLANE MUST BE OPERATED AS A NOR-
MAL OR UTILITY CATEGORY AIRPLANE IN
COM-PLIANCE WITH THE OPERATING
LIMITATIONS STATED IN THE FORM OF
PLACARDS, MARK-INGS AND MANUALS.

ALL MARKINGS AND PLACARDS ON THIS AIR-
PLANE APPLY TO ITS OPERATION AS A UTILITY
CATEGORY AIRPLANE. FOR NORMAL AND
UTILITY CATEGORY OPERATION REFER TO THE
PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK.

NO ACROBATIC MANEUVERS ARE APPROVED
FOR NORMAL CATEGORY OPERATIONS. SPINS
ARE PROHIBITED FOR NORMAL AND UTILITY
CATEGORY."

In full view of the pilot:

TAKEOFF CHECK LIST

Fuel on proper tank Seat backs erect
Electric fuel pump on Fasten belts/ harness
Engine gauges checked Trim tab - set
Flaps - set Controls- free
Carb. heat off Door - latched
Mixture set Air Conditioner' off
Primer locked

LANDING CHECK LIST

Fuel on proper tank Flaps - set
Mixture rich Fasten belts/harness
Electric fuel pump on Air Conditioner off
Seat backs erect

The "AIR COND OFF" item in the above takeoff and landing check
lists is mandatory for air conditioned aircraft only.

REPORT: VB-II20 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979
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In full view of the pilot, in the area of the air conditioner control panel
when the air conditioner is installed:

"WARNING -- AIR CONI)I IONER MIJSI BE OFF
IO INSURE NORMAL IAKEOFF CLIMB PER-
FORMANCE."

Adjacent to upper door latch:

"ENGAGE LA ICH BEFORE FLIGHT."

On inside of the baggage compartment door.

0 "BAGGAGE MAXIMUM 200 lBS."
"UTILITY CATEGORY OPERATION - NO BAG-
GAGE OR AFT PASSENGERS ALLOWED. NOR-
MAI CAlEGORY OPERATION - SEE P11.O1'S
OPERATING HANDBOOK WEIGHT AND BAL.-
ANCE SECTION FOR BAGGAGE AND AFT PAS-
SENGER LIMITATIONS."

In full view of the pilot:

"VA = 113 KIAS AT 2550N (SEE P.O.I.)"

"DEMO. X-WIND 17 KTS."

In full view of the pilot:

"OIl. COOLER WINTERIZATION 'LATE 10 BE
REMOVED WHEN AMBIENT TEMPERATlURE EX-
CEFI)S 50'F."

a ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-I120REVISED: JLIL.Y 21, 1982 2-9
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In full view of the pilot:

"UTILITY CATEGORY OPERATION ONLY."
(1) NO AFT PASSENGERS ALLOWED.
(2) ACROBATIC MANEUVERS ARE LIMITED TO

THE FOLLOWING:

ENTRY SPEED
SPINS PROHIBITED
STEEP TURNS 113 KIAS
LAZY EIGHTS 113 KIAS
CHIANDELLES 113 KIAS

In full view of the pilot:

"WARNING = TURN OFF STROBE LIGHTS WHEN
IN CLOSE PROXIMITYTO GROUND OR DURING
FLIGHT THROUGH CLOUD, FOG OR HAZE."

On tachometer face:

"AFTER 5 MIN: REDUCE POWER TO 2650 RPM."

0

REPORT: VO-J120 ISSUED: .IULY 2, 1979 0
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Adjacent to the lul filler caps:

lull - 1o 10001 . AVIA I ION (RAI)II.

ItlJ!l. - 100-130 AVIAI ION (aRAI)Ii MIN.
ISA11 I 'AIPACI IV 24 GAl..

IJSAI.I ('APA'IlY 1() BOI (M Ol II1.1 11,
NECK INI)ICAIOR 17 (GAL..

Adjacent to the filler caps (serial numbeis 2X-8390036 mid tip):

* AVGAS ONLY

rrW
GRADE GRADE
IOOLL 100

* ISSUED: JULY 20, 1953 REPORT: VB-1120
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SECTION 3

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

3.1 GENERAL

The recommended procedures for coping with various types ofemergencies and critical situations are provided by this section. All ofrequired (FAA regulations) emergency procedures and those necessary forthe operation of the airplane as determined by the operating and designfeatures of the airplane are presented.

Emergency procedures associated with those optional systems andequipment which require handbook supplements are provided in Section 9
(Supplements).

The first portion of this section consists of an abbreviated emergencycheck list which supplies an action sequence for critical situations with little
emphasis on the operation of systems.

The remainder of the section is devoted to amplified emergencyprocedures containing additional information to provide the pilot with a
more complete understanding of the procedures.

a These procedures are suggested as a course of action for coping with the IW particular condition described, but are not a substitute for sound judgment
and common sense. Pilots should familiarize themselves with thel
procedures given in this section and be prepared to take appropriate action
should an emergency arise.

Most basic emergency procedures, such as power off landings, are anormal part of pilot training. Although these emergencies are discussedhere, this information is not intended to replace such training, but only toprovide a source of reference and review, and to provide information onprocedures which are not the same for all aircraft. It is suggested that thepilot review standard emergency procedures periodically to remain
proficient in them.
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3.3 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES CHECK LIST

ENGINE FIRE DURING START

Starter ................ ....................... crank engine
Mtrte.......................................... idle cut-offThrottle ............................ .................. openElectric fuel pump ...................................... OFFFuel selector ............................... *, * ......... OFF

Abandon if fire continues.

ENGINE POWER LOSS DURING TAKEOFF

If sufficient runway remains for a normal landing, land straight ahead.

If insufficient runway remains:
Maintain safe airspeed.
Make only shallow turn to avoid obstructions.
Flaps as situation requires.

If sufficient altitude has been gained to attempt a restart:
Maintain safe airspeed.
Fuel selector ....................................... switch to tank

containing fuel
Electric fuel pump ................................ check ON
M ixture ............................................. check RIC H
Carburetor heat ....................................... ON
Prim er ................................................... locked
If power is not regained, proceed with power off landing.

0 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1i20
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ENGINE POWER LOSS IN FLIGHT

Fuel selector ....................................... switch to tank
containing fuel

Electric fuel pum p ........................................... ON
M ixture .................................................. R ICH
Carburetor heat ............................................. ON
Engine gauges ................................. check for indication

of cause of power loss
Primer ............................................. check locked
If no fuel pressure is indicated, check tank selector position to be sure it is on
a tank containing fuel.

When power is restored:
Carburetor heat ............................................ OFF
Electric fuel pump .......................................... OFTF
If power is not restored prepare for power off landing.
Trim for 76 KIAS.

POWER OFF LANDING

Locate suitable field.
Establish spiral pattern.
1000 ft. above field at downwind position for normal landing approach.
When field can easily be reached slow to 66 KIAS for shortest landing.

Touchdowns should normally be made at lowest possible airspeed with full
flaps.

When committed to landing: 0
Ignition ................................................... O FF
M aster switch .............................................. OFF
Fuel selector ............................................... O FF
M ixture .............................................. idle cut-off
Seat belt and harness ......................................... tight

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 0
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FIRE IN FLIGHT

S o urce o f fi re ............................................................................................... c h ec k

Electrical fire (smoke in cabin):
M aste r sw itc h ................................................................................................. O F F
V e n ts .............................................................................................................. o p e n
C a b in h e at ...................................................................................................... O F F
Land as soon as practicable.

Engine fire:
F u e l se lecto r ................................................................................................... O F F

O T hrottle .................................................................................................. C L O S E D
M ixtu re ................................................................................................ id le c u t-o ff
E lectric fuel pum p ............................................................................... check O FF
H eater and defroster ....................................................................................... O FF
Proceed with power off landing procedure.

LOSS OF OIL PRESSURE

Land as soon as possible and investigate cause.
Prepare for power off landing.

LOSS OF FUEL PRESSURE

E lectric fuel pum p ...................................................................................... O N
F uel selector ............................................................................. check on full tank

HIGH OIL TEMPERATURE

Land at nearest airport and investigate the problem.
Prepare for power off landing.

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1120
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ELECTRICAL FAILURES

NOTE

When operating with light electrical load and a fully
charged battery, the Alternator Inop. Light may
illuminate due to minimal alternator output. If the
alternator is functional, a slight increase in electrical
load should extinguish the Inop. indication.

ALT annunciator light illuminated:
A m m eter ........................................................................ C heck to verify inop. alt.

If ammeter shows zero:
A L T sw itch ..................................................................................................... O F F

Reduce electrical loads to minimum:
A LT circuit breaker ...................................................................... C heck and reset

... . . . . ..* ... .. * . ............. . ................. as required
A LT sw itch ................................................................................................. O N

If power not restored:
A LT sw itch ..................................................................................................... O F F

If alternator output cannot be restored, reduce electrical loads and land as soon
as practical. The battery is the only remaining source of electrical power.

0
ELECTRICAL OVERLOAD (Alternator over 20 amps above known
electrical load)

FOR AIRPLANES WITH INTERLOCKED BAT AND ALT SWITCH
OPERATION

E lectrical load .......................................................................................... R ed uce

If alternator loads are reduced:
A L T sw itch ..................................................................................................... O F F

Land as soon as practical. Battery is the only remaining source of power.
Anticipate complete electrical failure. 0
REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979
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ELECTRICAL OVERLOAD (Alternator over 20 amps above known
electrical load)

FOR AIRPLANES WITH SEPARATE BAT AND ALT SWITCH
OPERATION

A LT switch ................................................. O N
BAT switch ................................................ O FF

If alternator loads are reduced:
Electrical load ................................ Reduce to Minimum

Land as soon as practical.

*w NOTE

Due to increased system voltage and radio
frequency noise, operation with ALT switch
ON and BAT switch OFF should be made only
when required by an electrical system failure.

If alternator loads are not reduced:
A LT switch ................................................ O FF
BAT switch .......................................... As required

Land as soon as possible. Anticipate complete electrical failure.

SPIN RECOVERY

Throttle .................................................... idle
A ilerons ................................................. neutral
Rudder ........................................... full opposite to

direction of rotation
Control wheel ........................................ full forward
Rudder ............................................. neutral (when

rotation stops)
Control wheel .............................. as required to smoothly

regain level flight altitude

AI
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I OPEN DOOR

If both upper and side latches are open, the door will trail slightly open and
airspeeds will be reduced slightly.

To close the door in flight:
Slow airplane to 87 KIAS.
Cabin vents ................................................ close
Storm window ............................................. open

If upper latch is open ....................................... latch
If side latch is open ........................... pull on armrest while

moving latch handle
to latched position

If both latches are open ............................ latch side latch
then top latch

CARBURETOR ICING

Carburetor beat ............................................. ON
M ixture ...................................... adjust for maximum

smoothness

ENGINE ROUGHNESS

Carburetor heat ............................................. ON

If roughness continues after one min:
Carburetor heat ............................................ OFF
M ixture ...................................... adjust for maximum

smoothness
Electric fuel pump ...................................... ON
Fuel selector ......................................... switch tanks
Engine gauges .............................................. check
M agneto switch ......................................... L then R

then BOTH

If operation is satisfactory on either one, continue on that magneto at
reduced power and full RICH mixture to first airport.

Prepare for power off landing.

REPORT: VB-Il20 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 0
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3.5 AMPLIFIED EMERGENCY PROCEDURES (GENERAL)
The following paragraphs are presented to supply additional informa-

tion for the purpose of providing the pilot with a more complete under-
standing of the recommended course of action and probable cause of an
emergency situation.

3.7 ENGINE FIRE DURING START

Engine fires during start are usually the result of ovcrpriming. The first
attempt to extinguish the fire is to try to start the engine and draw the excess
fuel back into the induction system.

If a fire is present before the engine has started, move the mixture
control to idle cut-off, open the throttle and crank the engine. This is an
attempt to draw the fire back into the engine.

If the engine has started, continue operating to try to pull the fire into
the engine.

In either case (above), if fire continues more than a few seconds, the fire
should be extinguished by the best available external means.

The fuel selector valves should be OFF and the mixture at idle cut-off
if an external fire extinguishing method is to be used.

* . 3.9 ENGINE POWER LOSS DURING TAKEOFF

The proper action to be taken if loss of power occurs during takeoff will
depend on the circumstances of the particular situation.

If sufficient runway remains to complete a normal landing, land straight
ahead.

If insufficient runway remains, maintain a safe airspeed and make only a
shallow turn if necessary to avoid obstructions. Use of flaps depends on the
circumstances. Normally, flaps should be fully extended for touchdown.

* ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VI-I120
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If sufficient altitude has been gained to attempt a restart, maintain a safe
airspeed and switch the fuel selector to another tank containing fuel. Check
the electric fuel pump to insure that it is ON and that the mixture is RICH.
The carburetor heat should be ON and the primer checked to insure that it is
locked.

If engine failure was caused by fuel exhaustion, power will not be
regained after switching fuel tanks until the empty fuel lines are filled. This
may require up to ten seconds.

If power is not regained, proceed with the Power Off Landing procedure
(refer to the emergency check list and Paragraph 3.13).

3.11 ENGINE POWER LOSS IN FLIGHT 0
Complete engine power loss is usually caused by fuel flow interruption

and power will be restored shortly after fuel flow is restored. If power loss
occurs at a low altitude, the first step is to prepare for an emergency landing
(refer to Paragraph 3.13). An airspeed of at least 76 KIAS should be
maintained.

If altitude permits, switch the fuel selector to another tank containing
fuel and turn the electric fuel pump ON. Move the mixture control to RICH
and the carburetor heat to ON. Check the engine gauges for an indication of
the cause of the power loss. Check to insure the primer is locked. If no fuel
pressure is indicated, check the tank selector position to be sure it is on a
tank containing fuel.

When power is restored move the carburetor heat to the OFF position
and turn OFF the electric fuel pump.

If the preceding steps do not restore power, prepare for an emergency
landing.

If time permits, turn the ignition switch to L then to R then back to
BOTH. Move the throttle and mixture control levers to different settings.
This may restore power if the problem is too rich or too lean a mixture or if
there is a partial fuel system restriction. Try other fuel tanks. Water in the
fuel could take some time to be used up, and allowing the engine to windmill
may restore power. If power loss is due to water, fuel pressure indications
will be normal.

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 0
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If engine failure was caused by fuel exhaustion, power will not berestored after switching fuel tanks until the empty fuel lines are filled. This
may require up to ten seconds.

If power is not regained, proceed with the Power Off Landing procedure(refer to the emergency check list and Paragraph 3.13).

3.13 POWER OFF LANDING

If loss of power occurs at altitude, trim the aircraft for best gliding angle76 KIAS (Air Cond. off) and look for a suitable field. If measures taken torestore power are not effective, and if time permits, check your charts forairports in the immediate vicinity: it may be possible to land at one if youhave sufficient altitude. If possible, notify the FAA by radio of yourdifficulty and intentions. If another pilot or passenger is aboard, let him
help.

When you have located a suitable field, establish a spiral pattern aroundthis field. Try to be at 1000 feet above the field at the downwind position, tomake a normal landing approach. When the field can easily be reached, slowto 66 KIAS with flaps down for the shortest landing. Excess altitude may belost by widening your pattern, using flaps or slipping, or a combination of
these.

Touchdown should normally be made at the lowest possible airspeed.

When committed to a landing, close the throttle control and shut OFFthe master and ignition switches. Flaps may be used as desired. Turn the fuelaselector valve to OFF and move the mixture to idle cut-off. The seat beltsW, and shoulder harness (if installed) should be tightened. Touchdown should
be normally made at the lowest possible airspeed.

3.15 FIRE IN FLIGHT

The presence of fire is noted through smoke, smell and heat in the cabin.It is essential that the source of the fire be promptly identified throughinstrument readings, character of the smoke, or other indications since theaction to be taken differs somewhat in each case.

Check for the source of the fire first.

0 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-Il20
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If an electrical fire is indicated (smoke in the cabin), the master switch

should be turned OFF. The cabin vents should be opened and the cabin heat
turned OFF. A landing should be made as soon as possible.

If an engine fire is present, switch the fuel selector to OFF and close the
throttle. The mixture should be at idle cut-off. Turn the electric fuel pump
OFF. In all cases, the heater and defroster should be OFF. If radio
communication is not required, select master switch OFF. Proceed with
power off landing procedure.

NOTE

The possibility of an engine fire in flight is
extremely remote. The procedure given is
general and pilot judgment should be the 0
determining factor for action in such an
emergency.

3.17 LOSS OF OIL PRESSURE

Loss of oil pressure may be either partial or complete. A partial loss of
oil pressure usually indicates a malfunction in the oil pressure regulating
system, and a landing should be made as soon as possible to investigate the
cause and prevent engine damage.

A complete loss of oil pressure indication may signify oil exhaustion or
may be the result of a faulty gauge. In either case, proceed toward the nearest
airport, and be prepared for a forced landing. If the problem is not a
pressure gauge malfunction, the engine may stop suddenly. Maintain
altitude until such time as a dead stick landing can be accomplished. Don't
change power settings unnecessarily, as this may hasten complete power
loss.

Depending on the circumstances, it may be advisable to make an off
airport landing while power is still available, particularly if other indications
of actual oil pressure loss, such as sudden increases in temperatures, or oil
smoke, are apparent, and an airport is not close.

If engine stoppage occurs, proceed with Power Off Landing.

REPORT: VB-I120 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 0
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EASTERN AIR EXECUTIVE LTD
FLIGHT MANUAL SUPPLEMENT No.1 to

APPROVED FLIGHT MANUAL REF. VB-1120

AIRCRAFT REGISTRATION: G-BYSP

EASA GENERIC REQUIREMENT No.6
(formerly CAA Airworthiness Notice No.88)

Single-engined Aircraft with a UK Certificate of Airworthiness

ELECTRICAL GENERATION SYSTEM - BUS-BAR LOW VOLTAGE WARNING

A flashing warning light is fitted which will illuminate if the alternator fails and the
battery supplies power to the bus-bar.

Check Procedures:

Before engine start: Check Low Volts Warning Light - ON

After engine start: Check Low Volts Warning Light - OFF

If warning light illuminates during flight:

Reduce electrical load to minimum required
for safe flight.

Battery duration approx. - 40 mins.

Land as soon as possible.

Note: Warning light may illuminate with low engine RPM
Check warning light goes out when RPM is increased.

0w Signature: Z Authority:

Name: ,g.. t, Date:

6121
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3.19 LOSS OF FUEL PRESSURE

If loss of fuel pressure occurs, turn ON the electric fuel pump and check
that the fuel selector is on a full tank.

If the problem is not an empty tank, land as soon as practical and havethe engine driven fuel pump and fuel system checked.

3.21 HIGH OIL TEMPERATURE

An abnormally high oil temperature indication may be caused by a lowoil level, an obstruction in the oil cooler, damaged or improper baffle seals, adefective gauge, or other causes. Land as soon as practical at an appropriate
airport and have the cause investigated.

A steady, rapid rise in oil temperature is a sign of trouble. Land at thenearest airport and let a mechanic investigate the problem. Watch the oilpressure gauge for an accompanying loss of pressure.

3.23 ELECTRICAL FAILURES

Loss of alternator output is detected through zero reading on theammeter. Before executing the following procedure, insure that the readingis zero and not merely low by actuating an electrically powered device, suchas the landing light. If no increase in the ammeter reading is noted,
alternator failure can be assumed.

The electrical load should be reduced as much as possible. Check the* alternator circuit breakers for a popped circuit.

The next step is to attempt to reset the overvoltage relay. This isaccomplished by moving the ALT switch to OFF for one second and then toON. If the trouble was caused by a momentary overvoltage condition (16.5volts and up) this procedure should return the ammeter to a normal reading.

I f the ammeter continues to indicate "0" output, or if the alternator willnot remain reset, turn off the ALT switch, maintain minimum electrical loadand land as soon as practical. All electrical load is being supplied by the
battery.
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3.24 ELECTRICAL OVERLOAD (Alternator over 20 amps above known
electrical load)

If abnormally high alternator output is observed (more than 20 amps
above known electrical load for the operating conditions) it may be caused
by a low battery, a battery fault or other abnormal electrical load. If the
cause is a low battery, the indication should begin to decrease toward
normal within 5 minutes. If the overload condition persists attempt to
reduce the load by turning off non-essential equipment. For airplanes with
interlocked BAT and ALT switch operation, when the electrical load cannot
be reduced turn the ALT switch OFF and land as soon as practical. The
battery is the only remaining source of electrical power. Also anticipate
complete electrical failure.

For airplanes with separate BAT and ALT switch operations, turn the
BAT switch OFF and the ammeter should decrease. Turn the BAT switch
ON and continue to monitor the ammeter. If the alternator output does not
decrease within 5 minutes, turn the BAT switch OFF and land as soon as
practical. All electrical loads are being supplied by the alternator.

NOTE

Due to higher voltage and radio frequency
noise, operation with the ALT switch ON and
the BAT switch OFF should be made only
when required by an electrical failure.

S
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O" 3.25 SPIN RECOVERY

Intentional spins are prohibited in this airplane. If a spin isinadvertently entered, immediately move the throttle to idle and the ailerons
to neutral.

Full rudder should then be applied opposite to the direction of rotation
followed by control wheel full forward. When the rotation stops, neutralize
the rudder and ease back on the control wheel as required to smoothly
regain a level flight attitude.

3.27 OPEN DOOR

The cabin door is double latched, so the chances of its springing open inflight at both the top and side are remote. However, should you forget the
upper latch, or not fully engage the side latch, the door may spring partially
open. This will usually happen at takeoff or soon afterward. A partially
open door will not affect normal flight characteristics, and a normal landing
can be made with the door open.

If both upper and side latches are open, the door will trail slightly open,
and airspeed will be reduced slightly.
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To close the door in flight, slow the airplane to 87 KIAS, close the cabin
vents and open the storm window. If the top latch is open, latch it. Ifthe side
latch is open, pull on the armrest while moving the latch handle to the
latched position. If both latches are open, close the side latch then the top
latch.

3.29 CARBURETOR ICING

Under certain moist atmospheric conditions at temperatures of -50 C to
20"C. it is possible for ice to form in the induction system, even in summer
weather. This is due to the high air velocity through the carburetor venturi
and the absorption of heat from this air by vaporization of the fuel.

To avoid this, carburetor preheat is provided to replace the heat lost by
vaporization. Carburetor heat should be full on when carburetor ice is
encountered. Adjust mixture for maximum smoothness.

3.31 ENGINE ROUGHNESS

Engine roughness is usually due to carburetor icing which is indicated
by a drop in RPM, and may be accompanied by a slight loss of airspeed or
altitude. If too much ice is allowed to accumulate, restoration of full power
may not be possible; therefore, prompt action is required.

Turn carburetor heat on (See Note). RPM will decrease slightly and
roughness will increase. Wait for a decrease in engine roughness or an
increase in RPM, indicating ice removal. If nochange in approximately one
minute, return the carburetor heat to OFF.

If the engine is still rough,adjust the mixture for maximum smoothness.
The engine will run rough if too rich or too lean. The electric fuel pump
should be switched to ON and the fuel selector switched to the other tank to
see if fuel contamination is the problem. Check the engine gauges for
abnormal readings. If any gauge readings are abnormal, proceed
accordingly. Move the magneto switch to L then to R, then back to BOTH.
If operation is satisfactory on either magneto, proceed on that magneto at
reduced power, with mixture full RICH, to a landing at the first available
airport.

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JANUARY 14, 1981
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If roughness persists, prepare for a precautionary landing at pilot's

discretion.

NOTE

Partial carburetor heat may be worse than no
heat at all, since it may melt part of the ice,
which will refreeze in the intake system. When
using carburetor heat, therefore, always use full
heat, and when ice is removed return the
control to the full cold position.
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SECTION 4

NORMAL PROCEDURES

4.1 GENERAL

I his section describes the recommended procedures for the conduct of
normal operations for the Archer II. All of the required (FAA regulations)

a. procedures and those necessary for operation of the airplane as determined
by the operating and design features of the airplane are presented.

Normal procedures associated with those optional systems and equip-
ment which require handbook supplements are provided by Section 9
(Supplements).

These procedures are provided to present a source of reference and
review and to supply information on procedures which are not the same for
all aircraft. Pilots should familiarize themselves with the procedures given
in this section in order to become proficient in the normal operations of the
airplane.

The first portion of this section consists of a short form check list which
supplies an action sequence for normal operations with little emphasis on
the operation of the systems.

The remainder of the section is devoted to amplified normal procedures
which provide detailed information and explanations of the procedures and
how to perform them. ihis portion of the section is not intended for use as
an in-flight reference due to the lengthly explanations. The short form check
list should be used for this purpose.

4.3 AIRSPEEDS FOR SAFE OPERATIONS

The following airspeeds are those which are significant to the sale
operation of the airplane. These figures are for standard airplanes flown at
gross weight under standard conditions at sea level.
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Performance for a specific airplane may vary from published figures
depending upon the equipment installed, the condition of the engine.
airplane and equipment, atmospheric conditions and piloting technique.

(a) Best Rate of Climb Speed ......................... 76 KIAS
(b) Best Angle of Climb Speed ........................ 64 KIAS
(c) Turbulent Air Operating Speed (See

Subsection 2.3) .................................. 113 KIAS
(d) Maximum Flap Speed ........................... 102 KIAS
(e) Landing Final Approach Speed (Flaps 400) .......... 66 KIAS
(f) Maximum Demonstrated Crosswind Velocity ......... 17 KTS

0

0
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............................... o..........

WALK-AROUND
Figure 4-I

4.5 NORMAL PROCEDURES CHECK LIST

PREFLIGHT CHECK

Control wheel............. ........................ release belts
a Avionics ................................................ OFFV Master switch .......................................... o... ON

Fuel quantity gauges...................................... check
Master switch............................................ OFF
Ignition ................................................. OFF
Exterior .............................. ........ check for damage
Control surfaces ........................... check for interference -

free of ice, snow, frost
Hinges ................................... check for interference
Wings.................................... free of ice, snow, frost
Stall warning........................ .................... check
Fuel tanks ......................................... check supply

visually - secure caps

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-112o
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Fuel tank sumps ............................... drain and check for

water sediment and proper fuel
Fuel vents .................................................. open
Main gear struts .......................... proper inflation (4.50 in.)
Tires ...................................................... check
Brake blocks ............................................... check
Pitot head ............................... remove cover - holes clear
W indshield ................................................. clean
Propeller and spinner .................................... check
Fuel and oil ..................................... check for leaks
O il ............. .. .................................. check level
Dipstick ........................................ properly seated
Cow ling ......... ...................................... secure
Inspection covers .. ...................................... secure
Nose wheel tire ... ......................................... check
Nose gear strut .......................... proper inflation (3.25 in.)
Air inlets ............................................... clear
Alternator belt ................................... check tension
Tow bar and control locks .................................... stow
Baggage .................................. stowed properly - secure
Baggage door ..................................... close and secure
Fuel strainer .................................. drain and check for

water sediment and proper fuel
Primary flight controls ............................. proper operation
Cabin door ....................................... close and secure
Required papers ......................................... on board
Seat belts and harness ................................ fasten/adjust-

check inertia reel

BEFORE STARTING ENGINE

Brakes ....................................................... set
Carburetor heat ........................................ full COLD
Fuel selector ......................................... desired tank
Radios .................................................... O FF

STARTING ENGINE WHEN COLD

Throttle ............................................... 1/4" open
M aster sw itch ................................................ O N
Electric fuel pum p ........................................... O N
M ixture ............................................... full R IChI
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Starter ... .............................................. engage
Throttle................................................adjust
Oil pressure ............................................... check

If engine does not start within 10 sec. prime and repeat starting procedure.

STARTING ENGINE WHEN HOT

T hrottle ................................ ....... ...... I/ 2 '
Master switch ........................................... ON
Electric fuel pump.......................... .. ............... ON
M ixture ................................. .. .......... full RIC H
Starter ........................................... engage

hole............................................. adjust
pressure ............................... ............. check

STARTING ENGINE WHEN FLOODED

Throttle ................................................ open full
M aster switch ............................................... O N
Electric fuel pum p .......................................... O FF
M ixture .............................................. idle cut-off
Starter ............................................... engage
M ixture ................................................. advance
Throttle.............................................. retard
O il pressure ................................................ check

STARTING WITH EXTERNAL POWER SOURCE

M aster switch .............................................. O FF
All electrical equipment ................................... OFF
Term inals........................................... connect
External power plug .............................. insert in fuselage

Proceed with normal start
Throttle ..................................... lowest possible RPM
External power plug ....................... disconnect from fuselage
Master switch ................................ ON - check ammeter
O il pressure ................................................ check
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WARM-UP

Throttle ..................................................................................... 800 to 12(X) RPM

TAXIING

Chocks ..................................................................................................... removed
Taxi area ........................................................................................................clear
Throttle ............................................................................................. apply slowly
Brakes .......................................................................................................... check
Steering ................................................................................................... check

GROUND CHECK

Parking brnke ............................................................................................... set
Th rottle ................................................................................................ 2(X O RPM
M agnetos ............................................................................ max. drop 175 RPM -

max. diff. 50 RPM
Vacuum ............................................................................................. 5.0" Hg.± .1
O il tem p ....................................................................................................... check
O il pressure .................................................................................................. check
Air conditioner ............................................................................................. check
Annunciator panel .............................................................................. press-to-test
Carburetor heat ............................................................................................ check
Engine is warm for takeoff when throttle can be opened without engine
faltering.
Electric fuel pum p .......................................................................................... OFF
Fuel pressure ................................................................................................ check
Throttle ........................................................................................................ retard

BEFORE TAKEOFF

M aster switch ............................................................................................ O N
Flight instruments ........................................................................................ check
Fuel selector ........................................................................................ proper tank
Electric fuel pum p ...................................................................................... O N
Engine gauges .............................................................................................. check
Carburetor heat .............................................................................................. OFF
Seat backs ...................................................................................................... erect
M ixture ............................................................................................................. set
Prim er ......................................................................................................... locked
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Hells/harness ................................... fastened/adjusedi
Fmpty scats e........... scat belts snugly fastened
Flaps ............... set

1 rim tab ...... set
c o n tro ls .. ..... .. .. ..... ... ... .... .. .. . . . . .... .. . . lice
Doors .. - .. .... latched
Air conditioner.......................................... 01-

TAKEOFF

NORMAL.

1Flaps ....................................................... set
T ab ......................................................... set
Accelerate to 52 to 65 KIAS
Control wheel .............................. back pressure to rotate

to climb attitude

SIIORI FIEL). OBSTACL- CLEARANCE

Flaps .......................................... 250 (second notch)
Accelerate to 41 to 49 KlAN depending on aircraft weight.
Control wheel .............................. back pressure to rotate

it) climb attitude
After breaking ground, accelerate to 45 to 54 KlAN depending on aircraft
weight.
Accelerate to best flaps up angle of climb speed -64 K IAN, slowly retract
the flaps and climb past the obstacle.
Accelerate to best flaps up rate of climb speed - 76 KLAN.

0 SOF i -HA.)

Ilaps....................................... 25" (second notch)
Accelerate to 41 It) 49 KlAN depending on aircraft weight.
Contiol wheel .............................. back pressure to rotate

to climb attitude
After brcaking ground, accelerate to 45 to 54 KlAN depending on aircraft
weight.
Accelerate to best flaps up rate of climb speed 76 KIAN.
laps ................................................ retract slow ly

ISSUED: JulIIY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1120
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(IMB

Best rate (flaps up) ....................................... 76 KIAS
Best angle (flaps up) ....... ...................................... 64 KIAS
Fn routc ................................................ 87 K IA S
Electric fuel pump .......................... 011: at desircd altitude

CRUISING

Reference performance charts and Avco-lycoming Operator's Manual.
Normal max. power .......................................... 75%
Power ......................................... set per power table
M ixture .................................................. adjust

DESCENT

NORMAL.

I hrottle ............................................... 2500 rpm
A irspeed ............................................... 122 K IA S
M ixture .................................................. R ICH
Carburetor heat ..................................... ON if required

POWER OFF

Carburetor heat ..................................... ON if required
T hrottle .................................................. closed
A irspeed .............................................. as required
Mixture ............................................ as required
Power ......................................... verify w ith throttle

every 30 seconds

APPROACH AND LANDING

Fuel selector ......................................... proper tank
Seat backs ................................................. erect
Belts/ harness ........................................ fasten/adjust
Electric fuel pum p ........................................... O N
M ixture ............... ......... ........ ..... ............... set

REPORT: VB-I120 ISSUED: JUILY 2, 1979 0
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Flaps ........................................ set - 102 KIAS max
A ir conditioner ............................................. O FF
Trim to 75 KIAS. Final approach speed (flaps 400 ) .......... 66 KIAS

STOPPING ENGINE

Flaps ............................ .. ............. ..... retract
Electric fuel pump .................................... OFF
Air conditioner ...................................... OFF
Radios ............................................. OFF
Throttle .......................................... full aft
Mixture ....................................... idle cut-off
Magnetos ........................................... OFF
Master switch........................................ OFF

PARKING

Parking brake ................................................ set
Control wheel ................................... secured with belts
R aps .................................................... full up
W heel chocks ............................................ in place
Tic downs ................................................ secure

0
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SECTION 4 PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
NORMAL PROCEDURES PA-28-181, ARCHER II

4.7 AMPLIFIED NORMAL PROCEDURES (GENERAL)

The following paragraphs are provided to supply detailed information
and explanations of the normal procedures necessary for the safe operation
of the airplane.

4.9 PREFLIGHT CHECK

The airplane should be given a thorough preflight and walk-around
check. The preflight should include a check of the airplane's operational
status, computation of weight and C.G. limits, takeoff distance and in-flight
performance. A weather briefing should be obtained for the intended flight
path, and any other factors relating to a safe flight should bechecked before
takeoff.

CA UTION

The flap position should be noted before
boarding the aircraft. The flaps must be placed
in the UP position before. they will lock and
support weight on the step.

Upon entering the cockpit, release the seat belts securing the control
wheel. Turn OFF all avionics equipment. Turn ON the master switch and
check the fuel quantity gauges for sufficient fuel. After the fuel quantity
check is made turn the master switch OFFand check that the ignition switch
is OFF.

To begin the exterior walk-around, check for external damage and
operational interference of the control surfaces or hinges. Insure that the 0
wings and control surfaces are free of snow, ice, frost or any other foreign
materials.

An operational check of the stall warning system should now be made.
Turn the master switch ON. Lift the detector while checking to determine if
the horn is actuated. The master switch should be returned to the OFF
position after the check is complete.

A visual check of the fuel tank quantity should be performed. Remove
the filler cap from each tank and visually check the supply and color. Be sure
to secure the caps properly after the check is complete.

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979
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The fuel system sumps and strainer should be drained daily prior to the
first flight and after refueling. Check for proper fuel and the accumulation of
contaminants such as water or sediment. Each fuel tank is equipped with an J
individual quick drain located at the lower inboard rear corner of the tank.
The fuel strainer is equipped with a quick drain located on the front lower
corner of the firewall. Each of the fuel tank sumps should be drained first.
Then the fuel strainer should be drained twice, once with the fuel selector
valve on each tank. Each time fuel is drained, sufficient fuel should be
allowed to flow to ensure removal of contaminants. This fuel should be
collected in a suitable container, examined for contaminants, and then
discarded.

CA Ui7ON

When draining any amount of fuel, care shouldbe taken to ensure that no fire hazard existsbefore starting the engine.

Each quick drain should be checked after
closing it to make sure it has closed completely
and is not leaking.

Check all of the fuel tank vents to make sure they are open.

Next, complete a check of the landing gear. Check the main gear shock
struts for proper inflation. There should be 4.50 inches of strut exposure
under a normal static load. The nose gear should be checked for 3.25 inches
of strut exposure. Check all tires for cuts and wear and insure proper
inflation. Make a visual check of the brake blocks for wear or damage.

Remove the cover from the pilot head on the underside of the left wing.
Check the pilot head to make sure the holes are open and clear of
obstructions.

Don't forget to clean and check the windshield.

The propeller and spinner should be checked for dfcects or nicks.

Lift the cowling and check for any obvious fuel or oil leaks. ('heck the oil
level. Make sure that the dipstick has properly seated after checking. Secure
the cowling and check the inspection covers.

('heck the air inlets for foreign matter and the alternator belt for proper
tension.

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-lI20
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Stowthc tow bar and check the baggage for proper storage and security.
The baggage compartment doors should be closed and secure.

Upon entering the aircraft, ascertain that all primary flight controls
operate properly. Close and secure the cabin door and check that all the
required papers arc in order and in the airplane.

Fasten and adjust the scat belts and shoulder harness and check the
function of the inertia reel by pulling sharply on the strap. Fasten scat belts
on empty seats.

NOTE

If the fixed shoulder harness (non-inertia reel
type) is installed, it must be connected to the
seat belt and adjusted to allow proper accessi-
bility to all controls, including fuel selector,
flaps, trim, etc., while maintaining adequate
restraint for the occupant.

If the inertia reel type shoulder harness is
installed, a pull test of its locking restraint
feature should be performed.

4.11 BEFORE STARTING ENGINE

Before starting the engine the brakes should be set ON and the
carburetor heat lever moved to the full COLD position. The fuel selector
should then be moved to the desired tank. Check to make sure that all the
radios are OFF. 0

4.13 STARTING ENGINE

(a) Starting Engine When Cold

Open the throttle lever approximately 1/4 inch. Turn ON the
master switch and the electric fuel pump.

Move the mixture control to full RICtl and engage the starter
by rotating the magneto switch clockwise. When the engine fires,
release the magneto switch, and move the throttle to the desired
setting.
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If the engine does not fire within five to ten seconds, disengage

the starter, prime the engine and repeat the starting procedure.

(b) Starting Engine When Hot

Open the throttle approximately 1/ 2 inch. Turn ON the master
switch and the electric fuel pump. Move the mixture control lever
to full RICH and engage the starter by rotating the magneto switch
clockwise. When the engine fires, release the magneto switch and
move the throttle to the desired setting.

(c) Starting Engine When Flooded

The throttle lever should be full OPEN. Turn ON the master
switch and turn OFF the electric fuel pump. Move the mixture
control lever to idle cut-off and engage the starter by rotating the
magneto switch clockwise. When the engine fires, release the
magneto switch, advance the mixture and retard the throttle.

(d) Starting Engine With External Power Source

An optional feature called the Piper External Power (PEP)
allows the operator to use an external battery to crank the engine
without having to gain access to the airplane's battery.

Turn the master switch OFF and turn all electrical equipment
OFF. Connect the RED lead of the PEP kit jumper cable to the
POSITIVE (+) terminal of an external 12-volt battery and the
BLACK lead to the NEGATIVE (-) terminal. Insert the plug of the
jumper cable into the socket located on the fuselage. Note that when
the plug is inserted, the electrical system is ON. Proceed with the
normal starting technique.

After the engine has started, reduce power to the lowest possible
RPM, to reduce sparking, and disconnect the jumper cable from the
aircraft. Turn the master switch ON and check the alternator
ammeter for an indication of output. DO NOT ATTEMPT
FLIGHT IF THERE IS NO INDICATION OF ALTERNATOR
OUTPUT.

* ISSUED: JULV 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-II20
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NOlI !

Flor all normal operations using the PUPI'
jumper cables, the master switch should he
01+. but it is possible to use the ship's balitcry
in parallel by turning the master switch ON.
Ihis will give longer cranking capabilities, but
will not increase the amperage.

CA U 7I7ON

Care should be exercised because if the ship's
batcry has been deplcted, the external power
supply can be-rcduced to the level of the ship's
battery. ihis can be tested by turning the
master switch ON momentarily while the
starter is engaged. If cranking speed increases,
the ship's battery is at a higher level than the
external power supply.

4.15 WARM-UP

Warm-up thc engine at 800 to 1200 RPM for not morc than two minutes
in warm weathcr and four minutes in cold. Avoid prolonged idling at low
RPM, as (his practice may result in loulcd spark plugs.

Takeoff may be made as soon as the ground check is completed,
provided that the throttle may be opened fully without backfiring or
skipping, and without a reduction in engine oil pressure.

Do not operate thcengine at high RPM when running up or taxiingover
ground containing loose stones, gravel or any loose material that may cause
damage to the propeller blades.

4.17 TAXIING

Before attempting to taxi the airplane, ground personnel should he
instructed and approved by a qualified person authorized by the owner.
Ascertain that the propeller back blast and taxi areas arc clear.

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JIIIV 2, 1979
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Power should be applied slowly to start the taxi roll. Taxi a few feet
forward and apply the brakes to determine their effectiveness. While taxiing,
make slight turns to ascertain the effectiveness of the steering.

Observe wing clearances when taxiing near buildings or other stationary
objects. If possible, station an observer outside the airplane.

Avoid holes and ruts when taxiing over uneven ground.

Do not operate the engine at high RPM when running up or taxiing over
ground containing loose stones, gravel or any loose material that may cause
damage to the propeller blades.

4.19 GROUND CIIECK

Set the parking brake.

The magnetos should be checked at 2000 RPM. Drop off on either
magneto should not exceed 175 RPM and the difference between the
magnetos should not exceed 50 RPM. Operation on one magneto should
not exceed 10 seconds.

Check the vacuum gauge; the indicator should read 5.0" ± .1" I Ig at
2(X00 RPM.

Check the annunciator panel lights with the press-to-test button. Also
check the air conditioner.

Carburetor heat should also be checked prior to takeff to be sure the
control is operating properly and to clear any ice which may have formed

aduring taxiing. Avoid prolonged ground operation with carburetor heat
W "'ON" as the air is unfiltered.

The electric fuel pump should be turned OFF after starting or during
warm-up to make sure that the engine driven pump is operating. Prior to
takeoff the electric pump should be turned ON again to prevent loss of power
during takeofT should the engine driven pump fail. Check both oil temper-
ature and oil pressure. The temperature may be low for some time if the
engine is being run for the first time of the day. The engine is warn enough
fur takeoff when the throttle can be opened without the engine faltering.
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4.21 BEFORE TAKEOFF

All aspects of each particular takeoff should be considered prior to
executing the takeoli procedure.

Turn ON the master switch and check and set all of the flight instru-
ments as required. Check the fuel selector to make sure it is on the proper
tank (fullest). [urn ON the electric fuel pump and check the engine gauges.
The carburetor heat should be in the 01:1- position.

All seat backs should be erect.

The mixture should be set and the primer checked to insure that it is
locked. The seat bells and shoulder harncssshould be fastened and adjusted.
Fasten the scat belts snugly around the empty seals.

NOTE

If the fixed shoulder harness (non-incrtia reel
type) is installed, it must he connected to the
scat bell and adjusted to allow proper accessi-
bility to all controls, including fuel selector,
flaps, trim, etc., while maintaining adequate
restraint for the occupant.

If the inertia reel type shoulder harness is
installed, a pull test of its locking restraint
feature should be performed.

Exercise and set the flaps and trim lab. Insure proper flight control

movement and response.

All doors should be properly secured and latched.

On air conditioned models, the air conditioner must be OFF to insure
normal takeoff performance.
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4.23 TAKEOFF

'he normal takeoff technique is conventional for the Archer II. Thc tab
should be set slightly aft of neutral, with the exact setting determined by the
loading of the airplane. Allow the airplane to accelerate to 48 to 53 KIAS
depending on the weight of the aircraft and case back on the control wheel to
rotate to climb attitude.

The procedure used for a short field takeoff with an obstacle clearance
or a soft field takeoff differs slightly from the normal technique. The flaps
should be lowered to 25' (second notch). Allow the aircraft to accelerate to
41 to 49 KIAS depending on the aircraft weight and rotate the aircraft to
climb attitude. After breaking ground, accelerate to 45 to 54 KIAS,
depending on aircraft weight. Continue to climb while accelerating to the

a (laps-up rate ofclimbspeed. 76 KIAS if no obstacle is present or 64 KIASif
W. obstacle clearance is a consideration. Slowly retract the flaps while climbing

out.

4.25 CIMB

The best rate of climb at gross weight will be obtained at 76 K IAS. The
best angle of climb may be obtained at 64 KIAS. AI lighter than gross
weight these speeds are reduced somewhat. For climbingen route, a speed of
87 KIAS is recommended. This will produce better forward speed and
increased visibility over the nose during the climb.

When reaching the desired altitude, the electric fuel purnp may be turned
olf.

O 4.27 CRIISING

I he cruising speed of the Archer II is determined by mn ny factots,
including power setting, altitude, temperature, loading and equipment
installed in the airplane.

1ie normal maximnun cruising power is 75Y, of the rated horscpower of
the engine. Airspccds which may be obtained at various altitudes aid power
setiings can he determinctl from hlie pculormance graphs piovided by
Section 5.
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Use of the mixture control in cruising flight reduces fuel consumption

significantly, especially at higher altitudes. The mixture should be leaned
during cruising operation above 5000 ft. altitude and at pilot's discretion at
lower altitudes when 75%power or less is being used. Ifany doubtexists as to
the amount of power being used, the mixture should be in the full RICIH
position for all operations under 5000 feet.

To lean the mixture, disengage the lock and pull the mixture control
until the engine becomes rough, indicating that the lean mixture limit has
been reached in the leaner cylinders. Then enrich the mixture by pushing the
control towards the instrument panel until engine operation becomes
smooth.

. If the airplane is equipped with the optional exhaust gas temperature
(EGT) gauge, a more accurate means of leaning is available to the pilot. Best
economy mixture is obtained by moving the mixture control aft until peak
EGT is reached. Best power mixture is obtained by leaning to peak EGTand
then enrichening until the EGT is 1000 F. rich of the peak value. Under some
conditions of altitude and throttle position, the engine may exhibit
roughness before peak ECT is reached. If this occurs, the EGT
corresponding to , onset of engine roughness should be used as the peak
reference value.

Always remember that the electric fuel pump should be turned ON
before switching tanks, and should be left on for a short period thereafter. In
order to keep the airplane in best lateral trim during cruising flight the fuel
should be used alternately from each tank. It is recommended that one tank
be used for one hour after takeoff, then the other tank be used for two hours;
then return to the first tank, which will have approximately one and one half
hours of fuel remaining if the tanks were full at takeoff. The second tank will
contain approximately one half hour of fuel. Do not run tanks completely
dry in flight. The electric fuel pump should be normally OFF so that any
malfunction of the engine driven fuel pump is immediately apparent. If signs
of fuel starvation should occur at any time during flight, fuel exhaustion
should be suspected, at which time the fuel selector should be immediately
positioned to the other tank and the electric fuel pump switched to the ON
position.

4.29 DESCENT

NORMAL

To achieve the performance on Figure 5-29 the power on descent must
be used. 1he throttle should be set for 2500 RPM, mixture full rich and
maintain an airspeed of 122 KIAS. In case carburetor ice is encountered
apply full carburetor heat.
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POWER O1:F

If a paolonged power off descent is to be made, apply full carhticIo,
heal prior to power reduction if icing conditions are suspected. lhrotlle
should be retarded and mixture control leaned as required. IPowcr response
should be verified approximately every 30 seconds by parlially opcningand
then closing the throtlle (clearing the engine). When leveling off enrichen
mixture, set power as required and select carburetor heat ofi unless
carburclor icing conditions are suspected.

4.31 APPROACII AND LANDIN(;

Check to insure (he fuel selector is on the proper (fullest) tank and that
the scat backs are erect. T he seat belts and shoulder harness should be
fastened and adjusted and the inertia reel checked.

NOTE

If the fixed shoulder harness (lion-inertia reel
type) is installed, it must be connected to ihe
seat bell and adjusted to allow proper accessi-
bility to all controls, including fuel selector,
flaps, trim, etc., while maintaining adequalc
rcstraint for the occupant.

If the inertia reel type shoulder harness is
installed, a pull test of its locking restraim
leature should be pcrformed.

Turn ON the electric fuel pump and turn 01:1-: the air conditionrr. fi l
iiixture should be set in the full RCII position.

The airplane should be tllinned to an initial approach speed of atoutl
75 KIAS with a final approach speed of 66 KIAS with flaps extended. Ihe
flaps can be lowered at speeds up to 102 KIAS, if desited.

'11 mixture control shotuld be kept in (tall RICII po0iion ho in1151c
,axioun) accelcationl if it should be necessary to open the thiaale again.
Carbuiclor heat should not he applied unless there is an indication of
arbuilclor icing, since tle seof c;luletlor ileat causes a ledlclioll in pwl

which may be critical in case of a go-around. l'ull tI otle opcation with
ca tiract or heal oIl can cause dclona lion.
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ihe amount of flap uscd i ring landirgs and Ihe speed of Ihc aiicra f a
contact with the runway should be varied according to the landing siirlacc
and conditions of wind and airplane loading. It is generally good practice to
contact the ground at the minimum possible safe speed consistent with
existing conditions.

Normally, the best technique for short and slow landings is to use full
flap and enough power to maintain the desired airspeed and approach flight
path. Mixture should be full RI 1CI1, fuel on lie fullest Iauk, and electric focl
pump ON. Reduce the speed during the lareoul and contact the groind
close to tie stalling speed. After ground contact hold the nose wheel off as
long as possible. As thcairplanc slowsdown, gently lower the nose and apply
the brakes. Braking is most effective when flaps are raised and back prcssurc
is applied to the control wheel, putting most of the aircraft, weight on fie
main wheels- In high wind conditions, particularly in strong crosswinds, it
may be desirable to approach tie ground at higher than normal speeds wih
partial or no flaps.

4.33 STOPPING ENGINE

At the pilot's discretion, the flaps should be raised and the electric fuel
pump turned OFF.

NOTE

The flaps must be placed in the UP position for
tie flap step to support weight. Passengers
should be cautioned accordingly.

The air conditioner and radios should be turned OFF, and the engine
stopped by disengaging the mixture control lock and pulling the mixture
control back to idlecut-off. The throttle should be left full aft toavoid engine
vibration while stopping. Then the magneto and master switches must be
turned OFF.

4.35 PARKING

If necessary, the airplane should be moved onil theground with ithcahl of
the nose wheel tow bar provided with each airplane and secured behind Ihe
rear seats. The aileron and stabilator controls should be secured by looping
tile safety belt through the control wheel and pulling it snug. The flaps are
locked when in the UP position and should be left retracted.
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I ic downs can be secured t) rings providcd under catch wing and ito ie
fal skid. I he uddcl is held in pusi ltion by its eiti Ictions ii) the nose wheel
steering and normally does mnl have io be secured.

4.37 STALLS

lhe stall characteiistics of Iie Archer II are coliveitithnal. An approach-
ng stall is indicatcd by a stall warning horn which is aclts.ed betwecn livc

and ei knol above stall speed. Mild airlianc bullclming and gcnlle pitching
may also precede the stall.

Ile gross weight stalling speed of Ih Archer II with powci oIl amid Itill
flaps is 49 KlAS. With the flaps up this speed is inccased 0 K I S. Loss ol

* alliiudc during stalls, varies from I() to .150 Icl, tepenldinlg Oiloin.t)liguirilia)o
and power.

NO Ii

I he stall warnilinag sysi ll is inoperalive wilh ile
master switch 011-F.

Drinig preflight, the stall warning system should be checked by Iurniig
the masc switch ON, lilting the detector and checking to determine i the
horn is actuated. Ihe master switch should be returned It) the 01-1- position
after the check is complete.

4.39 IURBUILENT AIR OPERATION

In keeping with good operating practice used in all aicralh, it is recoi-
imenldcd that when tur bulcnt air is encountered or expected. the airspecd bc
reduced 14 maneuvering speed to reduce the structural loads caused by gusts
and to allow for inadvertent speed build-ups which may occur as a result of
the turbulence or of distractions caused by the conditions. (See Subsection
2.3)
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4.41 WEICIIT AND BAIANCE

It is the responsihilit.y of ile owner and pilot to dlir'liec that theairplane rcmains wit hin the allowable weight vs. ccntcr oi griavily cnvcopc
while ill flight.

I-or weight and halmcc da I, rcfer to Sectiom 6 (Weighta nid IlalI ricc).
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION S
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SECTION 5

PERFORMANCE

5.1 GENERAL

All of the required (FAA regulations) and complementary performance
information applicable to the Archer II is provided by this section.

an Performance information associated with those optional systems andV. equipment which require handbook supplements is provided by Section 9
(Supplements).

5.3 INTRODUCTION TO PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT
PLANNING

The performance information presented in this section is based onmeasured Flight Test Data corrected to I.C.A.O. standard day conditions
and analytically expanded for the various parameters of weight, altitude,
temperature, etc.

The performance charts are unfactored and do not make any allowancefor varying degrees of pilot proficiency or mechanical deterioration of the
aircraft. This performance, however, can be duplicated by following the
stated procedures in a properly maintained airplane.

Effects of conditions not considered on the charts must be evaluated bythe pilot, such as the effect of soft or grass runway surface on takeoff andlanding performance, or the effect of winds aloft on cruise and range per-
formance. Endurance can be grossly affected by improper leaning pro-
ccdures, and inilight fuel flow and quantity checks are recommended.

REMEMBER! To get chart performance, follow the chart procedures.
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The information provided by paragraph 5.5 (Flight Planning Example)

outlines a detailed flight plan using the performance charts in this section.
Each chart includes its own example to show how it is used.

WARNING

Performance information derived by extrapo-
lation beyond the limits shown on the charts
should not he used for flight planning
purposes.

0

0

REPORT: VR-Il20 ISSI I): JULY 2. 1979
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SF(JTION 5I'A-28-181, AR(IIER II PERFORMAN(F

5.5 FI.IIiT PI.ANNIN( EXAMPLE

(a) Airetraft ILoading

Ihe first step in planning the flight is lo calculate the airplane
weight and center of gravity by uliliing the infornation provided
by Section 6 (Weight and Balance) of this handbook.

I he basic empty weight for the airplane as licensed at thefactory has been entered in Figure 6-5. If any alterations to theairplane have been made effecting weight and balance, refcrence tothe aircraft logbook and Weight and Balance Record (Figure 6-7)should be made to determine the current basic empty weight of the
airplane.

Make use of the Weight and Balance Loading Form (Figure6-1I) and the C.C. Range and Weight graph (Figure 6-lS) to deter-mine the total weight of the airplane and the center of gravity
position.

After proper utili/ation of the information provided, thefollowing weights have beer determined for consideration ii the
flight planning example.

I he landing weight cannot be determined until the weight of liefuel to be used has been established icier I o item (g)( I1l.
(I) Ilply Weight 14M lbs.(2) Occupants (2 x 170 lbs.) 340 lbs.(3) Baggage and ('argo 360 lbs.(4) IFnel (6 lb./gal. x 50) 10)0 lbs.
(5) lakeofl Weight 24001 lbs.
(6) Landing Weight

(a)(5) minus (g)( I), (2400 Ibs.
iints 129 lbs.) 2271 lbs.

I lie takeoll weight is below the maxinmumin oIE 2550 lbs. and the Iweight and balance calculationns have determined fhat I li (. 
posision is %4itlihi ilw appovcd limits.

a ISSUEI): .111Y 2, 1979 RI'OR'I: VB-1120REVISI): NOVEMIIER 15, 1982 5-3



SECTION 5 PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PERFORMANCE PA.28-181, ARCHER Ill 0

(b) Takeoff and Landing

After determining the aircraft loading, all aspects of takeoff
and landing must be considered.

Conditions of the departure and destination airport must be
acquired, evaluated and maintained throughout the flight.

Apply the departure airport conditions and takeoff weight to
the appropriate Takeoff Performance graph (Figure 5-7 or 5-9) to
determine the length of runway necessary for the takeoff and/or the
barrier distance.

The landing distance calculations are performed in the same
manner using the existing conditions at the destination airport and,
when established, the landing weight.

The conditions and calculations for the example flight are
listed below. The takeoff and landing distances required for the
example flight have fallen well below the available runway lengths.

Departure Destination
Airport Airport

(1) Pressure Altitude 2000 ft. 2300 ft.
(2) Temperature 21°C 210C

j (3) Wind Component (Hcadwind) 10 KTS 5 KTS
(4) Runway Length Available 7000 ft. 4500 ft.
(5) Runway Required 950 ft.* 825 ft.**

NOTE

The remainder of the performance charts used
in this flight plan example assume a no wind
condition. The effect of winds aloft must be
considered by the pilot when computing climb,
cruise and descent performance.

*reference Figure 5-13
**reference Figure 5-37

REPORT: VI-I 120 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979
5-4 REVISED: FEBRUARY 2, 1990



PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION 5
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(c) ('limb

[he next step in the flight plan is to determine the necessary
climb segment components.

[he desired cruise pressure altitudc and corresponding cruise
outside air teImperalurc values are the first variables it be con-
sidered in determining the climb colmponents iroin the Inic,
Distance arid Fuel to ('limb graph (I-igurc 5-17). Alter the ime,
distance and fuel for the cruise pressure altitude and outside airtemperature values have been established, apply the existing condi-
lions at the departure ficld o the graph(Fiigure 5-17). Now. sublracl
the values obtained from the graph for the field of departure condi-
lions from those for the cruise pressure altitude.

"h lroaining values are the true uel, di.stance and tlout

"Ih following values were determined trom the above insirnc-
lions in the flight planning example.

(1) Cruise Pressure Altitude 6xx) 11.
(2) Cruise OAF I li'
(3) "lime to ('limb (11.5 nin. minus .1 mii.) 8.5 nuin.*
(4) I)istance to ('limb (16 minus

4.5 naul. miles) 11.5 nalt. siiilc ,
(5) Fuel to Climb ( 2 gal. minus I gal.) I gal.*

(d) )escent

0l. 'hc descent data will be determined prior ti the crisc dala to
provide the descent distance for establishing the total ciIIase
distance.

Uliliiing the cruise pressure altudc and OAF, dtcermine thebasic time, distance and fuel for descent (Figure 5-31). lhese ligures
nuist he adjusted for the field pressure altitude and Icnperature atthe destination airport. lo find the necessary adjustnment values, use
the existing pressure altitude and eimpcralure conditions at the
destination airport as variables to find the lime, distance and luel

*reerence l-igurc 5-17

ISSUED: JLJI.Y 2, 1979 REPORT: VR-1120
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SECTION 5 riPER AIRCRAFT (ORPORATION
PERIORMANCE IPA-Z-IlI, ARCIER II

valucs Irom the graph (Figure 5-31). Now, subtract the values
oblahncd from the ticld conditions I tom lhe values obained Irom
the cruise conditions to find the true time, distance and ful values
needed for the flight plan.

I lhe valucs obtained by proper ttiliialon of !he graphs for the
descent segment of the example are shown below.

(I) 1 ine to l)csccnd
(16 min. minus 7.5 nm.) X.5 min.*

(2) I)istance to I)esccnd
(35 minus 14.5 naut. miles) 20.5 naul. miles*

(3) ocl to I)escend
(2 gal. minus I gal.) I gal.*

(C) Cruise

Ulsing the tolaldistance to bet ravclcd duringthc llight. subtract
the previously calculated distance to climb and distance ito descend
to establish the total cruise distance. Refer to the appropriate Avco
lycoming Opcralor's Manual when selecting the cruise power
selling. [he established pressure altitude and temperature values
and the selected cruise power should now be utilicd to determine
the true airspeed from the appropriate Speed Power graph (Figure
5-21 or 5-23).

('alculale the cruise fuel flow for the cruise power setting from
the inlormation provided by the Avco Lycoming Operator's
Manual.

lhe cruise time is found by dividing the cruise distance by the
cruise speed and the cruise fuel is found by multiplying the cruise
lul flow by the cruise time.

I he cruise calculations cslablishcd for the cruise segment of he
flight planning example arc as follows:

(I) lotal l)islance 314 naul. miles
(2) Cruise I)istance

(c)( I) minus (c)(4) minus (d)(2).
(314 minus 11.5 minus 20.5) 282 naui. miles

*rcfrence I'igirc 5-31

REPORT: VB-I120 ISSUED1): JII.V 2. 1979 O
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(3) ('rise flower 6. reted power
(4) Cruise Speed I I KIS IAS*
(5) Cruise Fuel Consumplion 7.6 (GPI1
(6) Cruise limc

(c)(2) divided by (c)(4). (282 naut.
miles divided by 110 KI S) 2.56 hrs.

(7) Cruise Fucl
(c)(5) multiplied by (e)(6), (7.6
(PI1 multiplied by 2.56 hrs.) 19.5 gal.

(I) lotal Flight lime

lhe total flight time is dclermined by adding the lime to climb,
the time to desccnd and the cruise time. Remember! I lic ilc values
taken from the climb and descent graphs arc in minules and must
be converted to hours before adding them to the cruise time.

'nlhe following flight time is required for the flight planningexample.I

(I) Iotal Flight lime
(c)(3) plus (d)(I) plus (c)(6),
(.14 hrs. plus .14 hrs. plus 2.56 hrs.) 2.84 his.

(g) lolal Fuel Required

I)etermine the total fuel reqtired by adding Ihc ieu! to clii,
the fuel t) descend and the ciuisc fuel. When the lolal fu (in
gallons) is determined, multiply this value by6lb./gal. toddlcrmine
the total fuel weight used for the flight.

11 total fuel calculalions for the example flight plan alei0 shown below.
(I) Total F-ucl lcquired

(c)(5) plus (dl)(3) plus (c)(7),
(I gal. plus I gil plus 19.5 g I.) 21.5 gal.
(21.5 gal. mutiiplicd hy 6 lb./gal.) 129 lbs.

*IccnIecC ligmlic 5-23
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PA-28-181
AIRSPEED SYSTEM CALIBRATION

2550 LOS. GROSS WEIHT

160 -

140

130
U) 0* F PS
1-
0 120z

W LU 100 IC.
90

U s o- , 4 0 o  L P S"0

I-
4

4

oso 4I

40

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 160 160 170

KIAS - NO INSTRUMENT ERROR

AIRSPEED SYSTEM CALIBRATION
Figure 5-3
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PA-28-181
-:77. - STALL SPEEDS -

, -A
Example 250 FLAPS

Gross weight 2300 lbs
Angle of bank 20' " MAX. GR. WT. 2550 LBS. 0' >• FFlabp osition 25- t-::.: .T ' : 1... . - !:

Stall speed 48 knots ('indicated airspeed) ..... ' "

aa

....... . .. .L- .' .. ... .. .. . .

75 A

., ..... 70 (A.

" C LIRTED SPEEDS *.•"" INDICATED SPEEDST 6 = l6

600

r.._.. ... . .. f ... . . ._--. -_. ____ .0... .2_ _ =, :_ . _ _ _ . o

r o

26 24 22 20 18 0 20 40 s0

WEIGHT - 100 LS. ANGLE OF BANK - DEGREES >
'INDICATED AIRSPEED. NO INDICATOR ERROR 2tm A
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PA-28-181 _._

25" FLAPS TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE- TAKEOFF SPEEDS S L
777--- FULL THROTTLE BEFORE BRAKE RELEASE f LIFT OFF 1 50 _ IS ,PAVED. LEVEL. DRY RUNWAY _ 2560 49 64as>

F ,. l! 460 47 51 .
Example 2360 45 so

k4 Departure airport pressure altitude: 2000 ft. -210 4 47Temperature 21C -- 2060 1 45

O Gross weight. 2400 lbs - 3400
S Wind 8 knots headwind) - -- -

-, Takeoff distance: 1860 ft. -_______320

____ _1 .o =a=_1 I A Q
____ I,

S 4 3 20 .0 0M 0 020 I0-'-' 3020020 - S 1
2400 tt6

OEGW

OUTSDE AR TMP. WEGHT LBS WID 2200T



PA-28-181
N -FLAPS UP TAKEOFF GROUND ROLL• " FULL TH~~~~IROITrLE BEFORE BRAKE RELEASE _________ 0]

-l- ........ . -PAVED LEVEL. DRY RUNWAY

Example: -

__M. ----------DS - IA :E"r Departure airport pressure altitude: 2000 ft. TAKOF SPED KA

Gross weight: 2400 lbs. 2
Wind: 8 knots (headwind) 1
Takeoff ground roll: 1100 ft. _ 2200

OS,,,

1 60 Em0

0 1400

z 1200 (i.i

.0 >
Em, 1000 9I

o 
500 >n

600
H 40 *30 .20 *10 0 10 20 30 2500 2400 2300 2200 2100 2000 0 5 10 i s c >N

OUTSIDE AIR TEMP. - 'C WEIGHT - LBS. WIND- KNOTS
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! PA-28-181 !

CS--25 0 FLAPS TAKEOFF GROUND ROLL---M
-S-- -FUULTMRO"LE BEFORE BRAKE RELEASE

Ezamole-- PA V ED , LEV EL , D R Y R U NW A Y _ _

wit W ~~Departure airport pressure altitude: 2000 ft. -T-B. F FW Temperature: 21 C 2

Gross weight: 2400 lbs. 'A--Wind 10 knots (headwind) 2 43 2400
'l Tkofgond roll: 950 ft.

-42000 w0

Q- z- 100

zN

- 14000
2120

am

-4 03 -2 1 0 2 0 5020 30202 0 I

OCWEIGHT - LBS WIND - KNOTS>r __ _
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Exampe PA-28-181N= _ .
Climb pressure altitude: 3W0 ft. LIMB PERFORMANCE'.OAT: -1* C----- '-"

.Rate-oclimb OFPM- ------.-- FULL THROTTLE. FLAPS UP, 76 KIASRate of climb: 620 F.P.M. ..- ' :-

2560 LBS. GROSS WEIGHT
SERVICE CEIUNG - 13.650 FT.
ABSOLUTE CEILING - 15.750 FT.

C

MIXTrURE

I II

t'aI

,t,,)-4 -3 2 0 -10 0 10 20 30 20 0 0 001 O

3 ~OUTSIDE AIR TEMP. - -C m_
1 RATE OF CLIMB - F.P.M.

tAO 'a

• • •N



PA-28-181

r _ ___

Z :RICH OF PEAK EGT
4------ - f MIxTIIftE

2- FULL RICH
TIME, DISTANCE

>, --- AND FE TOCLIMBC --
, - CLIMB AT 76 KIAS

AND FULL THROTTLE-. j .7 :: ---- 2550 LBS. GROSS WEIGHT
" _.+_THIS CHART INCLUDES FUEL ALLOWANCE

FOR START. TAXI AND TAKEOFF.
-Examp.le:

- .+ Departure airport pressure altitude: 2000 ft.
7 _" Departure airport temperature: 21 C

; -_ Cruise pressure altitude: 6000 ft.
-00 Cruise OAT 13'C

0-----%_ Time to climb: 11.5 min. minus 3 min. = 85 min.
cc 0.0 77 ._ Distance to climb: 16.0 miles minus 4.5 miles 1 n t m S

iFuel to chmb: 2 gal. minus 1 gal. 1 gal.
-40 30 -20 -10 0 102030 40 10 20 30 40 s0

OUTSIDE AIR TEMP. - -C TIME, DISTANCE AND FUEL TO CLIMB
tj%



Example: CCruise pressure aftrtude: 5500 ft. PA-28-181
Cruise OAT: 40C ENGINE PERFORMANCE
Percent power: 65% BEST POWER MIX2

Engine RPM: 2450 RPM I MIXTURELEANED TO 1000 F RICH OF PEAK EGT)

~FE FuLO GALLO+JONS Pelt HOUR,

--.1S POWER, POWER ECONOM

Z 85% 7.6
106 76% 6s 1

4 C"PERCENT OwER6t OzS:70:78
00.
-4 -

-_ ... > ,,,
-_ - , - --_._

we +40 -30 .20 '10 0 10 20 30 2000 2200 2400 2800 2800

OUTSIDE AIR TEMP. - 'C ENGINE SPEED - RPM

* =



PA-28-1 81 90

SPEED POWER - PERFORMANCE CRUISE - >

-- z >IT ,

l, MX Ar 7 E 1 FAIRON WA.

________________________ ,--- Cfu'se pressure altitude 5500 t,

_I I IT UTA TI'T.FRM VD -

I " . Cruise OAT -IC
'A __ Power setting 55%

F1F I I I True airspeed 101 knots

A 

a-

T I~

Ia I IT_

, ,- , , _

* -
-

4.

-40 30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 100 -I i20 130 140
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Example:
Cruise pressure altitude: 6.. 00 .. PA-28-181
Cruie OAT: 13 C -- SPEED POWER - ECONOMY CRUISE-
Power setting: 65% - ES E O M UE _

rrue arspet118 ~BEST ECONOMY MIXTURE...
True airspeed: 116 knots X- - - LENED- - PEK~~~~. .... . ,X EU.A O MO G E T ...-

02550 LS MAX. GROSSW
(EELFAIIN3 INSTAL-ED

$~UBTRACT a KT S..!
IF, REMOVEO- -- -,

0 .-___ ...-

2;,"PERlCENT POWER 5 - 7 i

-- L -L:

' .40 -30 -20 .1o 0 ,o0 20 30 ,o0 1,,0 12 130 140
,OUTSIDE AIR TEMP, -- C TRUE AIRSPEED - KNOTS

t -
.40 30 0 *0-010-0 s

OUSO ARTMP TRU AISED NT



Example

< Cruise prfssuA e altitude. 5500 ftCruise OAT 2C PA-28-1 81Power set ting 75% =--RANGE - PERFORMANC-E CRUISE-- ;.-Range [with reserve) 505 nautical miles-== SEST POWER MIXTURE----MIXTURE LEANED TO 100*F RICH OF PEAK LOT4- Range (no reserve 560 nautical miles ............. 
WEEL PAIRINGS INSTALLED rr z - .
2550 POUNDS, ZERO WND

"RANGE INCLUDES CLIMBAND

RANGE MAY BE 4"'7"
REDUCED SY UP TO=w • :~% IF WHEEL FAIR- . .: = :NaS ARE NOT IN. 17S%

S-- TA LLE D.

-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 400 SOO am Soo Soo 700
.m.,OUTSIDE AIR TEMP, -- C RANGE - NAUTICAL MILES

,=2

N ,. 

,



Example: rA
Cruise pressure altitude: 3000 ft.

Cruise OAT: 2"C
Power setting: 65% N
Range (with reserve): 600 nautical miles - 1
Range (no reserve): 670 nautical miles RANGE - ECONOb

MIIX---, RE LEANED TO PEAK EGT ""S
S I--- --- WHEEL FAIRINGS INSTALLED RANGE WITH

" -4- 48 GAL. USABLE FUEL NO RESERVE J
:_",2550 POUNYDS. ZERO WIND

' "PRANGE INCLUDES CLIMB ANDm;Falt

RANGE WITH 45 MIN.
RESERVE AT 6%

OWER -- '-

NOT

__ ;~RANGE MAY 89 . ..0 ' " REDUCED MY UP TO

0% F WEELFAIR.

-> >

-4 . 30 . 2 . 10 0I 10 2o 0 30 40 Soo 600 7 0 S-aoo 70 So o X :1
.OUTSIDE AIR TEMP. -- C RANGE - NAUCAL MILES >

• • • •



z€ - Example 
,

9F Cruise pressure altitude: 2000 ft.< Powr~Pow r i PA28-1 8165Endurance (with reserve): 5.5 hrs.1 E D ANCE,m .. Enurn~ (o esrv):5. h rs. =4= _ ,-==r |ENDURANCE
Endurance no reserve): 6.1 ire. - E REST ECONOMY MIXTURE - ' r - -

4 MIN. RESERVE IMIXTURE LEANED TO PEAK ETI .-- ENOURANCE WITH
W_"- -- TPOWER 2550 LOS. MAX. GROSS WT. --- NO RESERVE .

o!--'-- - --------- %-.-T-t INCLUDES C UIM S AND-, P.: . ~~: a s , D E-- - .- - o S C E N T T IM E S .

moo ... E"5r z 
..... N

o- 2

• ooo --- ___ _ _

' --,- > "-

St. N
'-2 0 0 ..... t..r-' i- , :

ENDURANCE - HOURS

UPwC



C PA-28-1 81
_____ TME, DISTANCE AND FUEL TO DESCEND= J "DESCENDI AT 122 KIAS=

S 2f50fLOS. GROSS wiTr

1 -_-- -- -

__ _. _. -__ _ _

. . . _ Cruise pressure altitude: 6000 ft.
._ . .... - -.. _ Cruise OAT: 13°C

2;1 O1~NTO AROR - z :- :zt Destination airport pressure altitude 2300 ft,-
-e,. A.. E- Destination airport temperature: 21 -CZI -- Fuel to descend: 2.0 gal. minus 1.0 gal.= 1 0 gal.t000 ZtT -r 

>- 
-IV ... . .... . ... Time to descend: 16 min. minus 7.5 min = 8.5 miin.

SE EV L-.- Distance to descend: 35 miles minus 14.5 miles
--321 14 1 220.5 nautical miles Z >_.40 -30-20 .10 0 10 20 30 40 0 20 30 40 so 60

OUTSIDE AIR TEMP. -- C TIME. DISTANCE AND FUEL TO DESCEND

* 0-0-0



Ct Exampie:
Cruise Pressure aou PA-28-181. ~Terrain pressure altitude: 2000 fl. i -GIERNEi=,,,,/ '!
Glide range 13.5 miles minus 3 5 miles GLIDE RANGE

LIO~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ natcl-ls E 50LSc10 nauticalI miss _ POWER OFF. FLAPS UP, 76 KIAS. 2150 LBS. -

12000 NO WIND

' 1000

" --- --. -- - ._ _ _ -.- _ _ _

B O DO, - CRUI

_=-- -. -_ __2 6000 t10 20 _ m0

GLIDE RANGE - NAUTICAL MILES

fil



AExamole. P -28-181 n"
Airport pressure altitude 2300 n .LANDING PER FOR MANCE-

Gross weight: 2264 lbs.

Temperature: 21'C -- POWER OFF APPROACH.40 FLA PS- xumWind 5 knots (headwind) 66 KIAS APPROACH SPEED >Landing distance: 1290 ft FLL STALL TOUCHDOWN 1800
MAXIMUM BRAKING .

PAVED. LEVEL, DRY RUNWAY6

2 0

t-ft x 1300

<'"-U
Q >

21400 LA 0VP

1300

0
HE1200-

.40 -30 -20 -10 0 10- 20 30 2500 240 02300 2200 2100 2000 0 5 10 18i 20

OUTSIDE AIR TEMP. -- WEIGHT - LOS. WIN- KNOTS

* 0



S7Example O
'r Airport Pressure altitude 2300 ft.,.o. o....°,,,oe 3o,,PA-28-181

- =Airport temperature 21: C -8

Gross weight 22641lbs XN RUDR L.___. ~o~~eh, 264bs-LANDING GROUND ROL.
Wind 5 knots (headwind) >I

Gurl-ZPOWER OFF APPROACH, 40' FLAPS-Groundl roll 825 It[ 7. .. ': i :: FULL STALL TOUCHDOWN--" -

.MAIMUM BRAKI G- 1200
PAVED. LEVEL. DRY RUNWAY " - >N

--- --- -a- -

z -Z

2 -.
cc

'J10o c

I-- " ,- -- ,0:-- " . ".! ",. I .,: .

Zz 0

00
<o .4 -30 2 -10 0 r 10 20 " 30 250 240 2"00 2200 210 2000 1iOS A'C WEI - , "- KNOTS

,- _ _ _ r ,ep._ _

C 40 -30 0 -10 0 10 20 30 2100 2400 2300 2002100 200 0 5 10 15 ,
' OUTSIDE AIR TEMP. - ° WEIGHT - LBS. WIND - KNOTS >1Ai

20
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SECTION 6

WEIGHT AND BALANCE

6.1 GENERAL

In order to achieve the performance and flying characteristics which are
designed into the airplane, it must be flown with the weight and center of
gravity (C.G.) position within the approved operating range (envelope).a Although the airplane offers flexibility of loading, it cannot be flown with

W the maximum number of adult passengers, full fuel tanks and maximum
baggage. With the flexibility comes responsibility. The pilot must ensure
that the airplane is loaded within the loading envelope before he makes a
takeoff.

Misloading carries consequences for any aircraft. An overloaded
airplane will not take off, climb or cruise as well as a properly loaded one.
The heavier the airplane is loaded, the less climb performance it will have.

Center of gravity is a determining factor in flight characteristics. If the
C.G. is too far forward in any airplane, it may be difficult to rotate for
takeoff or landing. If the C.G. is too far aft, the airplane may rotate
prematurely on takeoff or tend to pitch up during climb. Longitudinal
stability will be reduced. This can lead to inadvertent stalls and even spins,
and spin recovery becomes more difficult as the center of gravity moves aft of

* the approved limit.

A properly loaded airplane, however, will perform as intended. Before
the airplane is licensed, a basic empty weight and C.G. location is computed
(basic empty weight consists of the standard empty weight of the airplane
plus the optional equipment). Using the basic empty weight and C.G.
location, the pilot can easily determine the weight and C.G. position for the
loaded airplane by computing the total weight and moment and then
determining whether they are within the approved envelope.

* ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1120
REVISED: JUNE 29, 1984 6-1
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The basic empty weight and C.G. location are recorded in the Weight
and Balance Data Form (Figure 6-5) and the Weight and Balance Record
(Figure 6-7). The current values should always be used. Whenever new
equipment is added or any modification work is done, the mechanic
responsible for the work is required to compute a new basic empty weight
and C.G. position and to write these in the Aircraft Log Book and the
Weight and Balance Record. The owner should make sure that it is done.

A weight and balance calculation is necessary in determining how much
fuel or baggage can be boarded so as to keep within allowable limits. Check
calculations prior to adding fuel to insure against improper loading.

The following pages are forms used in weighing an airplane in
production and in computing basic empty weight. C.G. position, and useful
load. Note that the useful load includes usable fuel, baggage, cargo and
passengers. Following this is the method for computing takeoff weight and
C.G.

6.3 AIRPLANE WEIGHING PROCEDURE

At the time of licensing, Piper Aircraft Corporation provides eachairplane with the basic empty weight and center of gravity location. This
data is supplied by Figure 6-5.

The removal or addition of equipment or airplane modifications can
affect the basic empty weight and center of gravity. The following is a
weighing procedure to determine this basic empty weight and center of
gravity location:

(a) Preparation

(I) Be certain that all items checked in the airplane equipment
list are installed in the proper location in the airplane.

(2) Remove excessive dirt, grease, moisture, foreign items such
as rags and tools from the airplane before weighing.

(3) Defuel airplane. Then open all fuel drains until all remain-
ing fuel is drained. Operate engine on each tank until all
undrainable fuel is used and engine stops. Then add the
unusable fuel (2.0 gallons total, 1.0 gallons each wing).

REPORT: VB-I20 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 0
6-2 REVISED: JUNE 29, 1924
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PA-28-181, ARCHER i WEIGHT AND BALANCE

CA UTION

Whenever the fuel system is completely drained
and fuel is replenished it will be necessary to
run the engine for a minimum of 3 minutes at
1000 RPM on each tank to ensure no air exists
in the fuel supply lines.

(4) Fill with oil to full capacity.

(5) Place pilot and copilot seats in fourth (4th) notch, aft of
forward position. Put flaps in the fully retracted position
and all control surfaces in the neutral position. Tow bar
should be in the proper location and all entrance and
baggage doors closed.

(6) Weigh the airplane inside a closed building to prevent
errors in scale readings due to wind.

(b) Leveling

(I) With airplane on scales, block main gear oleo pistons in
the fully extended position.

(2) Level airplane (refer to Figure 6-3) deflating nose wheel
tire, to center bubble on level.

(c) Weighing - Airplane Basic Empty Weight

(I) With the airplane level and brakes released, record the
weight shown on each scale. Deduct the tare, if any, from
each reading.

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1I20
6-3
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WEIGHT AND BALANCE PA-2-1I1, ARCHER II

Scale Net

Scale Position and Symbol Reading Tare Weight

Nose Wheel (N)

Right Main Wheel (R)

Left Main Wheel (L)

Basic Empty Weight, as Weighed (T) -

WEIGHING FORM

Figure 6-I

(d) Basic Empty Weight Center of Gravity

(I) The following geometry applies to the PA-28-181 airplane
when it is level. Refer to Leveling paragraph 6.3 (b).

C. G. Arm Level Points
(Fuselage)"-- -'--7 8.4

Wing Leading Fdge

The datum is 78.4 inches ahead of the
B wing leading edge at the intersection

A = 31.0 ol' the straight and tapered section.

B = 109.7

LEVELING DIAGRAM
Figure 6-3

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979
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(2) The basic empty weight center of gravity (as weighed
including optional equipment, full oil and unusable fuel)
can be determined by the following formula:

C.G. Arm = N (A) * (R * I-) (B) inches

Where: T=N+R+L

6.5 WEIGHT AND BALANCE DATA AND RECORD

The Basic Empty Weight, Center of Gravity Location and Useful Loadlisted in Figure 6-5 are for the airplane as licensed at the factory. These
,a figures apply only to the specific airplane serial number and registration
qW number shown.

The basic empty weight of the airplane as licensed at the factory hasbeen entered in the Weight and Balance Record (Figure 6-7). This form is
provided to present the current status of the airplane basic empty weight anda complete history of previous modifications. Any change to the
permanently installed equipment or modification which affects weight or
moment must be entered in the Weight and Balance Record.

a ISSUED: JIJIY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1120REVISED: JUNE 29, 1984 6-5
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MOI)I l'A.-2X-81 ARCHEF.R II

Airplane Serial Number

Registration Number

AIRPLANE BASIC IEMPTY WFIGIll

C.G. Arm
Weight x (Inches Aft Moment

Item (Ibs) of I)atum) (In-lhs)

Actual
Standard Empty Weight* Computed

Optional Equipment

Basic Empty Weight

*The standard empty weight includes full oil capacity and 2.0 gallons of
unusable fuel.

AIRPLANE USEFUL. LOAI)

(Ramp Weight) - (Basic Empty Weight) = Iscful ILoad

Normal Category (2558 lbs.) - ( lbs.) l Ibs.

Utility Category (2138 lbs.) - ( Ibs.) = lbs.

TillS BASIC EMPTY WEIGIIT, C.G. AN) USIEFUI. LOAD ARE
FOR THE AIRPLANE AS LICENSE!) AT llW FACTORY. REI:ER
TO APPROPRIATE AIRCRAFT RECORD WHEN AI.IERATIONS
HAVE BEE!N MADE.

WEIGHT AND BALANCE DATA FORM
Figure 6-5

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSU1ED: JIlI,Y 2, 1979 0
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0

E ga
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E
0

L 0
-o 00

E . o ___

0

V)0

WEIGHT AND BALANCE RECORD (cont)
Figure 6-7 (cont)
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6.7 WEIGHT AND BALANCE DETERMINATION FOR FLIGHT

(a) Add the weight oi all items to be loaded 1o the hasit" empty weight.
(b) Use the Loading Graph (Frigutre 6-I1i) to delcirniuc the momiIt o1

all items to be carried in the airplane.
(c) Add the moment of all items to be loaded it Ihle hie'sicomply weight

moment.
(d) Divide the total moment by the total weight i,, &tei iimne the C.G.

Iocation.
(e) By using the figures of item (a) and ilen (di)lhovc), l+cate a point

on the C.U. range and weight graph (Figure 6-15). It ihe point falls
within the C.. envelope, the loading mects the weight and balance
retluircments.

Aimt Alt
Weight IDatum Moment
(its) (Incites) (In-lbs)

Basic Emply Weight 1590.1)) H7.5 139125
Pilo( and Front Passenger 3410.0 X0.5 273711
P'asscngers (Rear Seats)* 341.11 I Ix:I 40154
Fuel (48 Gallon Maximum) 2814.0 95.0 2730
Baggage (200 Ibs. Maximum)* 142.8
Ramp Weight (2558 lbs. Normal,

2138 Lbs. IJtility Maximum) 2558 91.5 234W09
Fuel Allowance
Ior Engine Start, laxi and Run Up -8 95.0 -760

*I'l akofl WCight (2550 l..bs. Normal,
2130 Lb%. tility Maximum) 255(.0.0 91 5 213249

I he center ol gravity (C..) of I his sample loadiiig pI oblenm is at 91.5 inches
alt of the datlin line,. locate this point (91.5) ju, Ihc CGIi range and
weight graph. Since this point Ialls within the we;r:ie - ' 1nvlCIopc, this
loading nects the weight and balance rcquicnie;.
II IS 1 III RISI'ONSIIIII.IY 0I- 1 *ll ''11.01 ANI)A.I( RAI-l OWNFR
1()I NSIJRI: IIIAI IlIl: AIRPI.ANI: IS I.)AI)II '1R( :RI Y.

I1 ility (ategory Operation - No baggage oi rIar pass elll ;sllhjwc(.

SAMPILE LOADING PROBLEM (NORMAl. (AIE;OY)
Figure 6-9

, ISIIED: JUlY 2, 1979 REI'ORT: VB-1120
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Arm Ali
Weight Datum Moment
(Lbs) (Inches) (In-Lbs)

Basic Empty Weilht

Pilot and Front P'as'.'igcr 80.5

Passengers (Rear Scats)* - 118.1

Fuel (48 Gallon Maximum) 95.0
Baggage (200 Lbs. Maximum)* 142.8

Ramp Weight (2558 Lbs. Normal, 0
2138 Lbs. Utility Maximum)

Fuel Allowance
For Engine Start, Taxi and Run Up -8 95.0 -760

Takeoff Weight (2550 Lbs. Normal,
2130 Lbs. Utility Maximum)

Totals must be within approved weight and C.G. limits. It is the rcsponsi-
bility of the airplane owner and the pilot to insure that the airplane is loaded
properly. The Basic Empty Weight C.G. is noted on the Weight and Balance
Data Form (Figure 6-5). If the airplane has been altered, refer to the Weight
and Balance Record for this information.

*Utility Category Operation - No baggage or rear passengers allowed. 0

WEIGhT AND BALANCE LOADING FORM
Figure 6-I1

REPORT: VII-1120 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 0
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450

350

. 200

0 --

ISO/

100 . .

o U00

50

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

MOMENT/1000 (POUNDS - INCHES)

LOADING GRAPH
Figure 6-13
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WEIGHT

Vs.
C.O. ENVELOPE

2560 LOS. MAX. GROSS WT, as 90 31 32 93
NORMAL CATEGORY

2200-

63// -8h TILITY CATEGOR$AT 2100

2000-

F -1900

IEOT IBI2 IUD JULY, -, 179

6-12 EVISD: MA 2,190

Pga;- 1500

1400

1300-

92 93 043 SO6 8 SBUS8 8 00 31 92 120
COd. LOCATION (INCHES AFT DATUM)

CCG. RANGE AND WEIGHT
Figure &-15
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6.9 INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING TIE WEIGIIT AND BALANCE
PLOTTER

This plotter is provided to enable the pilot quickly and conveniently to:
(a) Determine the total weight and C.G. position.
(b) Decide how to change his load if his first loading is not within the

allowable envelope.
Heat can warp or ruin the plotter if it is left in the sunlight. Replace-

ment plotters may be purchased from Piper dealers and distributors.

The "Basic Empty Weight and Center of Gravity" location is taken from
the Weight and Balance Form (Figure 6-5). the Weight and Balance Record
(Figure 6-7) or the latest FAA major repair or alteration form.

The plotter enables the user to add weights and corresponding moments
graphically. The effect of adding or disposing of useful load can easily be
seen. The plotter does not cover the situation where cargo is loaded in
locations other than on the seats or in the baggage compartments.

Brief instructions are given on the plotter itself. To use it, first plot a
point on the grid to locate the basic weight and C.G. location. This can be
put on more or less permanently because it will not change until airplane
is modified. Next, position the zero weight end of any one of the loading slots
over this point. Using a pencil, draw a line along the slot to the weight which
will be carried in that location. Then position the zero weight end of the next
.slot over the end of this line and draw another line representing the weight
which will be located in this second position. When all the loads have been
drawn in this manner, the final end of the segmented line locates the total
load and the C.G. position of the airplane for takeoff. If this point is not
within the allowable envelope it will be necessary to remove fuel, baggage, or
passengers and / or to rearrange baggage and passengers to get the final point
to fall within the envelope

Fuel burn-off does not significantly affect the center of gravity.

ISSUED: MAY 29, 1980 REPORT: VBII-120
REVISED: JULY 21, 1982 6-12a
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SAMPLE PROBLEM

A sample problem will demonstrate the use of the weight and balance
plotter.

Assume a basic weight and C.G. location of 1300 pounds at 85.00 inches
respectively. We wish to carry a pilot and 3 passengers. Two men weighing
180 and 200 pounds will occupy the front seats, and two children weighing
80 and 100 pounds will ride in the rear. Two suitcases weighing 25 pounds
and 20 pounds respectively, will be carried in the rear compartment. We
wish to carry 48 gallons of fuel. Will we be within the safe envelope?

(a) Place a dot on the plotter grid at 1300 pounds and 85.00 inches to
represent the basic airplane. (See illustration Figure 6-17.)

(b) Slide the slotted plastic into position so that the dot is under the slot
for the forward seats, at zero weight.

(c) Draw a line up the slot to the 380 pound position (180 + 200) and put
a dot.

(d) Continue moving the plastic and plotting points to account for
weight in the rear seats (80 + 100), baggage compartment (45). and
fuel tanks (288).

(e) As can be seen from the illustration, the final dot shows the total
weight to be 2193 pounds with the C.G. at 89.44. This is well within
the envelope.

As fuel is burned off, the weight and C.G. will follow down the fuel line
and stay within the envelope for landing.

0

REPORT: V11-1120 ISSUED: MAY 29, 1980
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SAMPLE PROBLEM

WEIGHT

VS.
CG. ENVELOPE

2550 LBS MAX GROSS WT..
NORMAL CATEGORY as 89 90 91 92 93

87 -- 2500--86 - -2400-

as ____2300

84- 
-- 2200-83

UTILITY TEGORY 2100

UFUE

-.-- 1900BAGGAGEE--

ii-l00-
C4 REAR SEA 

-

Zz- 1700 -

1600-

1400-

1300-

82 83 84 956 87 9 89 90 91 92 9 1200--

C.G LOCATION INCHES AFT DATUMI

SAMPLE PROBLEM
Figurc 6-17
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MIDLAND AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE LTD

WEIGHT AND CENTRE OF GRAVITY SCHEDULE

Reference .A .9i.......... Produced forM. A. M. Ltd. by ..... IA. .............
Aircraft Type. i% ....... Registration Marks -M3P. ......... Constructor..f ...............

Serial No..3' '..-...4 .. Max. Authorised Weight-.. c' ... ( , ........................
C of G Limitations ...... .. ... . o ............... : ..........

PART A BASIC WEIGHT

The basic weight of the aircraft as calculated from weight report

....ed is......I.... ....... l .. bs.'centre ofgravit of the aircraft in the same condition at this weight and with the landing gear ex-

tended is ........... ... /... ....................... aft of datum .

The total moment about the datum in this condition is lb. in/100 is i41 - 4 -

Note: Thedatum is at .7z....7Z... % ...$.Ld....t4T..h......IE.$A17.4i.M W
This is the datum defined in the Flight Manual. All lever arms are distances in inches aft of datum.

The basic weight includes the weight of ...... - . ? ......... gals unusab!e fuel and .EJ. .........

gal. unusable oil and the weight of the following items which comprise the list of Basic equipment:

ITEM WEIGHT LEVER ARM

4. P .A M

( V rV - Kt<76A T cA:S - - _

*ral)Tz -b8Z t-i A-c/ ATF Q6A 9Gr-reL P'C- c %

PART B VARIABLE LOAD P.At. AGO,sj,

The weight and lever arms of the variable load are shown below. The variable load depends upon

the equipment carried for the particular role.

ITEM WEIGHT LEVER ARM MOMENT lb. Ins.

PILET PA- ObL 20S-AC AL CUL=A -



PART C LOADING INFORMATION (DISPOSABLE LOAD)

The total moment charge when landing gear is retracted in lb. in/i 00 is ...., /4 ...................................
The appropriate lever arms are:-

ITEM WEIGHT LEVER ARM CAPACITY
Fuel in tanks 1 &2 CUSA t,2. 16S 9S*O INS. 4o JM el(t
Engine Oil mA]L\*_ IN wt 3-61AIT,
Forward Baggage p4/A
Rear Baggage 2= iL fIAX J42i2 c/AG
Passengers in Row 1 seats ACTUAL R' s _ IAIS
Passengers in Row 2 seats A cTnoAL U S INS,_
Passengers in Row 3 seats Wl/A .__
Patient in stretcher AJ IA

Fuel density 7.2 lb/gal and oil density 9.0 lb/gal.

NOTE: To obtain the total loaded weight of aircraft, add to the basic weight the weights of the'
variable load items to be carded for the particular role.

This schedule was prepared on .. P.-.-. . . ........................ and supersedes all previous issues.

Signed:..! ... .. ......... Inspector/Engineer

on behalf of: FA/Mi ......... (
Approval Reference: A.. .... .................

NOTE: The commander of an aircraft registered in the United Kingdom shall satisfy himself befoo
the aircraft takes off that the load carried by the aircraft Is of such weight, and Is so distributed and
secured, that it may safely be carried on the Intended flight. (ANO 1970 Art 29(d).



Unit 14, Oxwich Court,Planeweighs Limited Fendrod Business PaTrk.

Aircrait weighing & technical services Valley Way,
Swansea SA6 8P
Tel: (01792) 310566
Fax: (01792) 310584

WEIGHING REPORT' No. 5573

TYpe IPll'C R PA28-181 Relgisiralion G-BYSI Serial No. 28-8590047

Plice IIAIlIPNNV GRIEEN li)ate 09 Nov. 99 Weighed by S.FAIIL

Lqui-mvnt: I x ,IP'A 404 & 2 x LPA 400 PLATFORM SCALES. CALIBRATION DUE 19 Feb 00.

En E

d a t u m Eftt 
r 

I
- - - XI- z- Xrj Main Wheels

2 ..- r*fZ

NqsqIftWhbeelsW

I'osition S/No. WIEIGIIIT (6ach rncalion) lb WEIGIVIT (1otals) ARM in MOMEN' lb/il

1 818 508 X

2 508 x 31.65 16078.2

3 693 690 xly

_____ 
xl.

6611 700 1390 j.y 109.66 152127.4

7 
xlz

xt,
, x0z

AgAS WEIRIIEI) 1898 88.78 168505.61

"llnl SlbLractions (Coluimn I, see over) 288 27360

Total additions (Column 2, see over) Nil-

AIRCRAFT WEiciIT 1610 87.67 141145.6

REMARKS:

'Ile Aircrafl Weight with fuel tatiks empty (but including unusable fuel),

Oil tanks ill, systems primed and equipped as per ... PYRAMID I IELICOPTERS

Check List, dated ... 09 Nov. 99 is ... 1610 lbs

The Centre ofrGravity is... 87.67 in aft of the Datum.

Cilili l tit Ili ye coetiont'cl aicuit has1 ibeen ~
Weighed hi ;tcciltdiicc will, he IlcsIo : ol'lie roller

Apjiicailk Ilicrehuand tiolm olliciwisc stated above Signed:fil k , til q u oted ' I I ' "/ ;
ic id tire ieqssircsiicits of (lie t.A.A. 'L AN- r SIDtIII)

.A.A. A ml N(or. % i/8l9tn
I inll s othel %% 1e slrd ... I t i i l ie, l i. e th f t11"1

'ns "eiglir 1  ill, lie ro'.-nigid-n i ll l I nlerlil sixes

of 11 air'raft horizonlal.
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SECTION 7

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
OF THE AIRPLANE AND ITS SYSTEMS

7.1 THE AIRPLANE

The PA-28-181 Archer II is a single-engine, low-wing monoplane of all
metal construction. It has four-place seating, two hundred pound baggage
capacitI, and a 180 horsepower engine.

7.3 AIRFRAME

The basic airframe, except for a tubular steel engine mount, steel
landing gear struts, and other miscellaneous steel parts, is of aluminum alloy
con-struction. The extremities - the wing tips, the cowling, the tail surfaces -
arc of fiberglass or ABS thermoplastic. Aerobatics are prohibited in this air-
plane since the structure is not designed for acrobatic loads.

The semi-tapered wings have a laminar flow type NACA 652-415 airfoil.
The wings are attached to each side of the fuselage by insertion of the butt
ends of the respective main spars into a spar box carry-through which is an
integral part of the fuselage structure, providing, in effect, a continuous
main spar with splices at each side of the fuselage. There are also fore and aft

* attachments at the rear spar and at an auxiliary front spar.

7.5 ENGINE AND PROPELLER

The Archer I I is powered by a four cylinder, direct drive, horizontally
opposed engine rated at 180 horsepower at 2700 rpm. It is furnished with a
starter, a 60 ampere, 14 volt alternator, a shielded ignition, vacuum pump
drive, a fuel pump, and a dry, automotive type carburetor air filter.

The exhaust system is made entirely from stainless steel and is equipped
with dual mufflers. A heater shroud around the mufflers is provided to
supply heat for the cabin and windshield defrosting.

The fixed-pitch propeller is made from a one-piece alloy forging.

0 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1I20
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MAIN WHEEL ASSEMBLY
Figure 7-1
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7.7 LANDING GEAR

The three landing gears use Cleveland 6.00 x 6 wheels, the main gearwheels (Figure 7-I) being provided with brake drums and Cleveland single
disc hydraulic brake assemblies. All three wheels use 6.00 x 6, four-ply
rating, Type III tires with tubes.

A spring device is incorporated in the rudder pedal torque tube
assembly to provide rudder trim. A bungee in the nose gear steeringmechanism reduces steering effort and dampens bumps and shocks during
taxiing. By using the rudder pedals and brakes the nose gear is steerable
through a 30 degree arc each side of center. Later aircraft have the bungee
removed from the nose gear steering mechanism and are steerable through aa. 20 degree arc each side of center. A shimmy dampener is also included in the

W nose gear.

The three struts are of the air-oil type, with a normal extension of 3.25
inches for the nose gear and 4.50 inches for the main gear.

The standard brake system consists of dual toe brakes attached to therudder pedals and a hand lever and master cylinder located below andbehind the left center of the instrument sub-panel. The toe brakes and the
hand brake have their own brake cylinders, but they share a common
reservoir. The brake fluid reservoir is installed on the top left front face of
the fire wall. The parking brake is incorporated in the master cylinder and isactuated by pulling back on the brake lever, depressing the knob attached tothe left side of the handle, and releasing the brake lever. To release theparking brake, pull back on the brake lever to disengage the catchmechanism and allow the handle to swing forward (refer to Figure 7-5).
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FLIGHT CONTROL CONSOLE
Figure 7-3

7.9 FLIGHT CONTROLS

Dual controls are provided as standard equipment, with a cable systemused between the controls and the surfaces. The horizontal tail (stabilator) is
,a of the all-movable slab type with a trim tab mounted on the trailing edge of40 the stabilator to reduce the control system forces. This tab is actuated by acontrol wheel on the floor between the front seats (Figure 7-3).

A rudder trim adjustment is mounted on the right side of the pedestalbelow the throttle quadrant and permits directional trim as needed in flight
(refer to Figure 7-5).

The flaps are manually operated and spring-loaded to return to the upposition. A past-center lock incorporated in the actuating linkage holds theflap when it is in the up position so that it may be used as a step on the right
side. The flap will not support a step load except when in the full up position,so it must be completely retracted when used as a step. The flaps have three
extended positions, 10, 25 and 40 degrees.

ISSUED: JULY 2,1979 REPORT: VB-1I20
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IPA.

CONTROL QUADRANT AND CONSOLE
Figure 7-5
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7.11 ENGINE CONTROLS

Engine controls consist of a throttle control and a mixture control lever.
These controls are located on the control quadrant on the lower center of the
instrument panel (Figure 7-5) where they are accessible to both the pilot and
the copilot. The controls utilize teflon-lined control cables to reduce friction
and binding.

The throttle lever is used to adjust engine RPM. The mixture control
lever is used to adjust the air to fuel ratio. The engine is shut down by the
placing of the mixture control lever in the full lean position. For information
on the leaning procedure, see Section 4.27 of this Handbook.

The friction adjustment lever on the right side of the control quadrant
may be adjusted to increase or decrease the friction holding the throttle and
mixture controls or to lock the controls in a selected position.

The carburetor heat control lever is located to the right of the control
quadrant on the instrument panel. The control is placarded with two
positions: "ON" (down), "OFF" (up).

7.13 FUEL SYSTEM

Fuel is stored in two twenty-live gallon (24 gallons usable) tanks which
are secured to the leading edge structure of each wing by screws and nut
plates. Each tank is equipped with a filler neck indicator tab to aid in
determining fuel remaining when the tanks are not full. Usable capacity to
the bottom of the indicator tab is 17 gallons.

The fuel selector control (Figure 7-7) is located on the left side-panel,
forward of the pilot's seat. The button on the selector cover must be
depressed and held while the handle is moved to the OFF position. The
button releases automatically when the handle is moved back into the ON
position.

An auxiliary electric fuel pump is provided in case of failure of the
engine driven pump. The electric pump should be on for all takeoffs and
landings, and when switching tanks. The pump switch is located in the switch
panel above the throttle quadrant.

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1120
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FUEL SELECTOR
Figure 7-7

The fuel drains should be opened daily prior to first flight to check for
I water or sediment and proper fuel. Each tank has an individual drain at the

bottom, inboard rear corner.

A fuel strainer, located on the lower left front of the fire wall, has a drain
which is accessible from outside the nose section. The strainer should also be
drained before the first flight of the day. Refer to paragraph 8.21 for the
L.omplete fuel draining procedure.

Fuel quantity and pressure are indicated on gauges located in a cluster
on the left side of the instrument panel.

An engine priming system is provided to facilitate starting. The I)rimcr
pump is located to the immediate left of the throttle quadrant (refcr to
Figure 7-5).
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I~I

CARBURETOR

THROflE
MIXTURE

*FUEL PRESSURE GAUGE

ENGINE FUEL PUMP

PRIMER

ELECTRIC FUEL PUMP FUEL STRAINER

LFUEL TANK SELECTOR VALVE

FUEL OUANTITY GAUGES

FUEL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
Figure 7-9

7.15 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

The electrical system includes a 14-volt, 60 amp alternator, a 12-volt
hattery, a voltage regulator, an overvoltage relay and a master switch relay
(F::igure 7- I1). The battery is mounted in a plastic box immediately aft of the
baggage compartment. The regulator and overvoltage relay are located on
the forward left side of the fuselage behind the instrument panel.
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Electrical switches are located on the right center instrument panel, and
the circuit breakers are located on the lower right instrument panel. A
rheostat switch on the left side of the switch panel controls the navigational
lights and the radio lights. The similar switch on the right side controls and
dims the panel lights.

Standard electrical accessories include a starter, electric fuel pump, stall
warning indicator, cigar lighter, fuel gauge, ammeter, and annunciator panel.

The annunciator panel includes alternator and low oil pressure
indicator lights. When the optional gyro system is installed, the annunciator
panel also includes a low vacuum indicator light. The annunciator panel
lights are provided only as a warning to the pilot that a system may not be
operating properly, and that he should check and monitor the applicable
system gauge to determine when or if any necessary action is required.

NOTE
When operating with light electrical load and a fully
charged battery, the Alternator nop. Light may
illuminate due to minimal alternator output. If the
alternator is functional, a slight increase in electrical
load should extinguish the Inop. indication.

Optional electrical accessories include navigation lights, wing recog-
nition light, anti-collision light, landing light, instrument lighting, and cabin
dome light. Circuits will handle the addition of communications and
navigational equipment.

An optional light, mounted in the overhead panel, provides instrument
and cockpit lighting for night flying. The light is controlled by a rheostat
switch located adjacent to the light. A map light window in the lens is
actuated by an adjacent switch.

An optional wing tip/recognition light system consists of 2 lights (one in
each wing tip) and is operated by a split landing light/recognition light
rocker type switch mounted on the switch panel.

WARNING
Anti-collision lights should not be operating when
flying through cloud, fog or haze, since the reflected
light can produce spatial disorientation. Strobe
lights should not be used in close proximity to the
ground such as during taxiing, takeoff or landing.
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0

CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
Figure 7-13

NOI E

On airplanes with interlocked HAI and AI
switches, the AI. switch is mechanically inier-
locked with the BAT switch. When the AIl
switch is turned ON, the BAT switch will also
be turned ON. On airplanes with separate BAI
and AIl switch operation, the switches may be
positioned independently as desired.

Unlike previous generator syscms, the ammcler does not indicate
battery discharge; rather it displays in amperes the load placed on the
alicilator. With all electrical equipncnt off (except mastcr switch) the
anmcter will be indicating the amount oficharging current demanded by the
battery. As eaLh item of clectrical equipment is turned on, the current will
increase to a total appearing on the ammieter. I his total includes ah battery.
["he average continuous load tm night Ilight, with radios on. is ahollt .14

amperes. I his 30 ampere valie, plus apploximnalely two nittplCiCs for a Bully
charged haleiy, will appear cont inuously under ihesc Blight tondiions l he
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amount of current shown on thc ammeter will tell immediately if the alter-
nator system is operating normally, as the amount of current shown should
equal the total amperage drawn by the equipment which is operating.

CA UTION

Do not use cigar lighter receptacles as power
sources for any devices other than the cigar
lighters supplied with the airplane. Any other
device plugged into these receptacles may be
damaged.

For abnormal and/or emergency operation and procedure, see Section
3.

7.17 VACUUM SYSTEM

The vacuum system is designed to operate the air driven gyro instru-
ments. This includes the directional and attitude gyros when installed. The
system consists of an engine driven vacuum pump, a vacuum regulator, a
filter and the necessary plumbing.

The vacuum pump is a dry type pump which eliminates the need for an
air/oil separator and its plumbing. A shear drive protects the pump from
damage. If the drive shears, the gyros will become inoperative.

The vacuum gauge, mounted on the right instrument panel to the right
of the radios, provides valuable information to the pilot about the operation
of the vacuum system. A decrease in pressure in a system that has remained
constant over an extended period may indicate a dirty filter, dirty screens,
possibly a sticking vacuum regulator or leak in system (a low vacuum
indicator light is provided in the annunciator panel). Zero pressure would
indicate a sheared pump drive, defective pump, possibly a defective gauge or
collapsed line. In the event of any gauge variation from the norm, the pilot
should have a mechanic check the system to prevent possible damage to the
system components or eventual failure of the system.
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A vacuum regulator is provided in the system 1o protect the gyros. Ihe
valve is set so the normal vacuum reads 5.0 ± I inches of mercury, a setting
which provides sufficient vacuum to operate all the gyros at their rated
R PM. IHigher setlings will damage the gyros and with a low selling the gyros
will be unreliable. The regulator is located behind the insrunent panel and
IS accessible from below the instrument panel.

7.19 INSTRUMENT PANEL

The instrument panel (Figure 7-15) is designed to accommodate instru-
ments and avionics equipment for VFR and IFR flights.

The radios and the circuit breakers are located on tie upper and lower
right panel respectively, and have circuits provided for the addition of
optional radio equipment. An optional radio master switch is located near
the top of the instrument panel between the radio slacks, It controls the
power to all radios through the aircraft master switch. An emergency btis
switch is also provided to provide auxiliary power to the avionics bus in
event of a radio master switch circuit failure. [he emergency bus switch is
located behind the lower right shin guard left of the circuit breaker panel. An
engine cluster is located to the right of the pilot control wheel and includes a
fuel pressure gauge, a right and left main fuel quantity gauge, an oil eimper-
ature gauge and an oil pressure gauge.

Standard instruments include a compass, an airspeed indicator, a
tachometer, an altimeter, an ammeter, an engine cluster, and an annunciator
panel. The compass is mounted on the windshield how in clear view of the
pilot. The annunciator panel is mounted in the upper instrument panel to
warn the pilot of a possible malfunction in the alternator, oil pressure, or
vacuum systems.

Instrument options available for the panel includes a suction gauge,
vertical speed indicator, attitude gyro, directional gyro, clock, tru-spced
indicator and turn and slip indicator or turn coordinator. [he attitude gyio
and directional gyro are vacuum operated through (lie use of a vacuum
pump installed on the engine, while the turn and slip indicator is electrically
operated. The vacuum suction gauge is on the lat right of the inslr-anleIl
paa el.
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7.21 PITOT-STATIC SYSTEM

The system supplies both pilot and static pressure for the airspeed
indicator, altimeter, and the optional vertical speed indicator (Figure 7-17).

Pitot and static pressure are picked up by a pilot head installed on the
bottom of the left wing and carried through pitot and static lines within the
wing and fuselage to the gauges on the instrument panel.

An alternate static source is available as optional equipment. The
control valve is located below the left side of the instrument panel. When the
valve is set in the alternate position, the altimeter, vertical speed indicator
and airspeed indicator will be using cabin air for static pressure. The storm
window and cabin vents must be closed and the cabin heater and defroster
must be on during alternate static source operation. The altimeter error is
less than 50 feet unless otherwise placarded.

Both the pitot and static lines can be drained through separate drain
valves located on the left lower side of the fuselage interior.

A heated pitot head, which alleviates problems with icing and heavy
rain, is available as optional equipment. The switch for the heated pitot head
is located on the electrical switch panel to the left of the right control wheel.

To prevent bugs and water from entering the pitot and static pressure
holes, a cover should be placed over the pitot head. A partially or completely
blocked pitot head will give erratic or zero readings on the instruments.

NOTE

During the preflight, check to make sure the
pitot cover is removed.
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06

I ALTIMETER .
2. AIRSPEED INDICATOR

3. F4T0T HEAT SWITCH

4. VERTICAL SPEED INDICATOR

11 PITOT HEAD

S 6 DRAIN VALVES
7. ALTERNATE STATIC S0'L/lCE

PITOT-STATIC SYSTEM
Figure 7-17
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Figure 7-19
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7.23 HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM

Heat for the cabin interior and the defroster system is provided by aheater muff attached to the exhaust system (Figure 7-19). The amount of
heat desired can be regulated with thecontrols located on the far right side of
the instrument panel.

The air flow can be regulated between the front and rear seats by levers
located on top of the heat ducts next to the console.

Fresh air inlets are located in the leading edge of the wing near the
fuselage. An adjustable outlet is located on the side of the cabin near the
floor at each seat location; overhead air outlets are offered as optional
equipment. Air is exhausted through an outlet under the rear seat. A cabin
air blower, incorporated in the ventilating system, is also available as
optional equipment. An optional overhead ventilating system with a cabin
air blower is available on models without air conditioning. This blower is
operated by a FAN switch with 3 positions - "OFF," "LOW," "HIGH."

CA UTION

When cabin heat is operated, heat duct surface
becomes hot. This could result in burns if arms
or legs arc placed too close to heat duct outlets
or surface.

7.25 CABIN FEATURES

aFor ease of entry and exit and pilot-passenger comfort, the front seatsW are adjustable fore and aft. The rear seats may be removed to provide room
for bulky items. Rear seat installations incorporate leg retainers with
latching mechanisms which must be released before the rear seats can be
removed. Releasing the retainers is accomplished on earlier models by
turning the latching mechanisms 90° with a coin or screwdriver. Releasing
the retainers is accomplished on later models by depressing the plunger
behind each rear leg. Armrests are also provided for the front seats. All seats
are available with optional headrests and optional vertical adjustment may
be added to the front seats.

A cabin interior includes a pilot storm window, two sun visors, ash trays,
two map pockets, and pockets on the hacks of each front seat.

0 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-l20
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Shoulder harnesses with inertia reels are provided for each front seal
occupant and, depending on the model, arc provided as standard or
optional equipment for the occupants of the rear seats. A check of the
inertia reel mechanism can be made by pulling sharply on the strap and
checking that the reel will lock in place under sudden stress. This locking
feature prevents the strap from extending, and holds the occupant in place.
Under normal movement the strap will extend and retract as required. On
earlier aircraft provided with a single strap adjustable shoulder harness
located above the side window for each front seat, the shoulder strap is
routed over the shoulder adjacent to the window and attached to the lap bell
in the general area of the occupant's hip. Adjust this fixed strap so that all
controls are accessible while maintaining adequate restraint for the
occupant. Optional shoulder straps are available for the rear occupants.
Shoulder harnesses should be routinely worn during takeoff, landing, and
whenever an inflight emergency situation occurs.

7.27 BAGGAGE AREA

A 24 cubic foot baggage area. located behind the rear seats, isaccessible
,ither from the cabin or through an outside baggage door on the right side of
the aircraft. Maximum capacity is 200 pounds. lie-down straps are
provided and should be used at all times.

NOTE

It is the pilot's responsibility to he sure when
the baggage is loaded that the aircralt C.(. falls
within the allowable C(.. Range (refer to
Section 6 - Weight and Balance).

7.29 STALl. WARNING

An approaching stall is indicated by a stall warning horn which is
activated between five and ten knots above stall speed. Mild airframe
buffeting and gentle pitching may also precede the stall. Stall speeds are
shown on graphs in the Performance Section. [h cstall warning horn emits a
continuous sound and is activated by a lift detector installed on the leading
cge of the left wing. l)uring preflight, the stall warning system should he
checked by turning the master switch ON, lilting Ilhc detector and checking
to determine if the horn is actuated.
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7.31 FINISII

All exterior surfaces are primed with etching primer and finished with
acrylic lacquer.

An optional polyurethane finish is available.

7.33 AIR CONDITIONING*

The air conditioning system is a recirculating air systcm. [he major
items include: evaporator, condenser, compressor, blower, switches and
temperature controls.

The evaporator is located behind the left rear side of the baggage com-
partment. This cools the air that is used for air conditioning.

The condenser is mounted on a retractable scoop located on the bottom
of the fuselage and to the rear of the baggage compartment area. The scoop
extends when the air conditioner is ON and retracts to a flush position when
the system is OFF.

The compressor is mounted on the forward right underside of the
engine. It has an electric clutch which automatically engages or disengages
the compressor to the belt drive system of the compressor.

An electrical blower is mounted on the aft side of the rear cabin panel.
Air from the baggage area is drawn through the evaporator by the blower
and distributed through an overhead duct to individual outlets located

* adjacent to each occupant.

The switches and temperature control are located on the lower right side
of the instrument panel in the climate control center panel. The temperature
control regulates the desired temperature of the cabin. Turn the control
clockwise for increased cooling, counterclockwise for decreased cooling.

*Optional equipment
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Located inboard of the temperature control is the fan speed switch and
the air conditioning ON-OFF switch. The fan can be operatcd independently
of the air conditioning. However, it must be on for air conditioner operation.
Turning either switch off will disengage the compressor clutch and retract
the condenser door. Cooling air should be felt within one minute after the air
conditioner is turned on.

NOTE

If the system is not operating in 5 minutes. turn
the system OFF until the fault is corrected.

The FAN switch allows operation of the fan with the air conditioner
turned OFF to aid cabin air circulation if desired. A LOW or HIGH flow of
air can be selected to the air conditioner outlets located in the overhead duct.
The outlets can be adjusted or turned off by each occupant to regulate
individual cooling effect.

The "DOOR OPEN" indicator light is located to the left of the radio
stack in front of the pilot. The light illuminates whenever the condenser door
is open and remains on until the door is closed.

A circuit breaker located on the circuit breaker panel protects the air
conditioning electrical system.

Whenever the throttle is in the full throttle position, it actuates a micro
switch which disengages the compressor and retracts the scoop. This is done
to obtain maximum power and maximum rate of climb. The fan continues
to operate and the air will remain cool for approximately one minute. When
the throttle is retarded approximately 1/4 inch, the clutch will engage and
the scoop will extend, again supplying cool, dry air.

7.35 PIPER EXTERNAL POWER*

An optional starting installation known as Piper .xternal Power (PUP)
is accessible through a receptacle located on the right side of the fuselage alt
of the wing. An external battery can be connected to the socket, this
allowing the operator to crank the engine without having to gain access to
the airplane's battery.

*Optional equipment
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7.37 EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER*

The Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) when installed, is located in
the aft portion of the fuselage just below the stabilator leading edge and is
accessible through a plate on the right side of the fuselage. This plate is
attached with slotted-head nylon screws for ease of removal; these screws
may be readily removed with a variety of common items such as a dime, a
key, a knife blade, etc. If there are no tools available in an emergency the
screw heads may be broken off by any means. The ELT is an emergency
locator transmitter which meets the requirements of FAR 91.52.

A battery replacement date is marked on the transmitter to comply with
FAA regulations, the battery must be replaced on or before this date. The
battery must also be replaced if the transmitter has been used in an
emergency situation or if the accumulated test time exceeds one hour. or if
the unit has been inadvertently activated for an undetermined time period.

NOTE

If for any reason a test transmission is
necessary, the test transmission should be
conducted only in the first five minutes of any
hour and limited to three audio sweeps. If the
tests must be made at any other time, the tests
should be coordinated with the nearest FAA
tower or flight service station.

NARCO ELT 10 OPERATION

ah On the ELT unit itself is a three position switch placarded "ON,""OFF"qW and "ARM." The ARM position sets the ELT so that it will transmit after
impact and will continue to transmit until its battery is drained. The ARM
position is selected when the ELT is installed in the airplane and it should
remain in that position.

*Optional equipment
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0
To use the ELT as a portable unit in an emergency, remove the cover and

unlatch the unit from its mounting base. The antenna cable is disconnected by
a left quarter-turn of the knurled nut and a pull. A sharp lug on the two small
wires will break them loose. Deploy the self-contained antenna by pulling the(
plastic tab marked "PULL FULLY TO EXTEND ANTENNA." Move the
switch to ON to activate the transmitter.

In the event die transmitter is activated by an impact, it can only be turned
off by moving the switch on the ELT unit to OFF. Normal operation can then
be restored by pressing the small clear plastic reset button located on the top of
the front face of the ELT and then moving the switch to ARM.

A pilot's remote switch located on the left side panel is provided to allow
the transmitter to be turned on from inside the cabin. The pilot's remote switch
is placarded "ON" and "ARMED." The switch is normally in the ARMED 0
position. Moving the switch to ON will activate the transmitter. Moving the
switch back to the ARMED position will turn off the transmitter only if the
impact switch has not been activated.

The ELT should be checked to make certain the unit has not been activated
during the ground check. Check by selecting 121.50 Mllz on an operating
receiver. If there is an oscillating chirping sound, the ELT may have been(
activated and should be turned off immediately. This requires removal of the
access cover and moving the switch to OFF, then press the reset button and
return the switch to ARM. Recheck with the receiver to ascertain the
transmitter is silent.

0
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NARCO ELT 910 OPERATION
On the ELT unil itself is a three position switch placarded ON, OFF and

ARM. The ARM position sets the ELT so that it will transmit after impact and
will continue to transmit until its battery is drained. The ARM position is
selected when the LI'T is installed in the airplane and it should remain in that
position.

A pilot's remote switch, placarded ON and ARM, is located on the left
side panel to allow the transmitter to be armed or turned on from inside the
cabin. The switch is normally in the ARM position. Moving the switch to ON
will activate the transmitter. A warning light, located above the remote switch.
will blink continuouslv whenever the ElT is activaled.

NOT

The warning light will not blink if the ELT is
activated by an incident that also results in
severance of the airplane's power supply lines.

Should the E3T be activated inadvertently it can be reset by either
positioning the remote switch to the ON position for two seconds, and then
relocating it to the ARM position, or by setting the switch on the El' to OFF
and then back to ARM.

In the event the transmitter is activated by an impact, it can be turned off
by moving the EIT switch OFF. Normal operation can then be restored by
resetting the switch to ARM. It may also he turned off and reset by positioning
the remotc switch to the ON position for two seconds, and then to the ARM
position.

The transmitter can be activated manually at any time by placing either the
remote switch or the ELT switch to the ON position.

Ground Check

The EIT should be checked during postflight to make certain the unit has
not been activated. Check by selecting 121.50 M lz on an operating receiver. If
a downward sweeping audio tone is heard, the ELT may have been activated.
Set the remote switch to ON. If there is no change in the volume of the signal.
your airplane is probably transmitting. Seting the remote switch to ARM will
aulonlically reset the LT and should silence the signal being received on
121.50 MIlz.
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7.37 EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER (Continued)

ARTEX 110-4 ELT OPERATION

On the ELT unit itself is a two position switch placarded ON and 01:.
The OFF position is selected when the transmitter is installed at the factory and
the switch should remain in that position whenever the unit is installed in the
airplane.

A pilots remote switch, placarded ON and ARM is located on die pilots
lower left instrunent panel to allow the transmitter to be armed or turned on
from inside the cabin. The switch is normally in ARM position. Moving the
switch to ON will activate the transmitter. A warning light located above the
remote switch will alert you when ever the ELT is activated.

Should the ELT be activated inadvertently it can be reset by either
positioning the remote switch to the ON then immediately relocating it to the
ARM position, or by setting the switch on the EI' to ON and then back to OFF.

In the event the transmitter is activated by an impact, it can be turned off
by moving the ELT switch OFF. Normal operation can then be restored by
resetting the switch to ARM. It may also be turned off and reset by positioning
the remote switch to the ON and then immediately to the ARM position.

The transmitter can be activated manually at any time by placing either the

remote switch or the ELT switch to the ON position.

NOTE:

Three sweeps of the emergency tone and an
illuminated warning light indicates a normally
functioning unit. The warning light must
illuminate during the first 3 second test period.
If it does not illuminate, a problem is indicated
such as a "G" switch failure.

The EI' should be checked during postflight to make certain the unit has
not been activated. Check by selecting 121.50 MHz on an operating receiver.
If a downward sweeping audio tone is heard the EII' may have been
activated. Set the remote switch to ON. If there is no change in the volume of
the signal, your airplane's ElI' is probably transmitting. Setting the remote
switch back to OFF will automatically reset the ELT and should stop the
signal being received on 121.50 Mllz.
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O 7.39 CARBURETOR ICE DETECTION SYSTEM *
A carburetor ice detection system is available as an option on this airplane.

The system consists of a control box mounted on the instrument panel, a probe
sensor mounted in the carburetor and a red warning light to indicate the
presence of ice in the carburetor. If ice is present apply full carburetor heat.
Refer to Paragraph 3.29, Carburetor Icing, in the emergency procedures. To
adjust the system for critical ice detection first turn on the airplanes master
switch and then turn on the ice detection unit. 'urn the sensitivity knob fully
counterclockwise causing the carb ice light to come on. Now rotate the
sensitivity knob back (clockwise) until the ice light just goes out. T"his
establishes the critical setting.

*WARNING

This instrument is approved as optional equip-
ment only and Flight Operations should not be
predicated on its use.

( )plional equipment
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SECTION A

AIRPLANE IIANI)lINC, SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE

8.1 GENERAL!

This section provides guidelines relating to the handling, servicing. and I
maintenance of the Archer II. For complete maintenance instructions, refer. to the PA-2X-Il Service Manual.

Every owner should stay in close contact with an authorized Piper
Service Center or Piper's Customer Service I)epartment to obtain the latest
information pertaining to their airplane, and to avail themselves of Piper
Aircraft's support systems.

Piper Aircraft Corporation takes a continuing interest in having owners
get the most efficient use from their airplane and keeping it in the best
mechanical condition. Consequently, Piper Aircraft, from time to time,
issues service releases including Service Bulletins, Service Letters and
Service Spares Lettcrs, and others relating to the airplane.

Service Bulletins are of special importance and Piper considers
a L compliance mandatory. These are sent directly to the latest FAA-rcgistered
,V, owners in the United States (I.S.) and Piper Service Centers worldwide.

I)epending on the nature of the release, material and labor allowances may
apply. This information is provided to all authoricd Service Centers.

Service Letters deal with product improvements and srvicing
techniques pertaining to the airplane. They are sent to Piper Service Centers
and, if necessary, to the latest FAA-registered owners in the 1.,. Owners
should give careful attention to Service Letter information.

Service Spares Letters offer improved parts, kits, and optional
equipment which were not available originally. and which may he of interest
to the owner.
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Piper Aircraft Corporation offers a subscription service for Service
Bulletins, Service etters, and Service Spares I.etters. ihis service isI available to interested persons, such as owners, pilots, and mechanics at a
nominal fee, and may be obtained through an authoried Piper Service
Center or Piper's 'hstomer Services Department.

Maintenance manuals, parts catalogs, and revisions to both, are
available from Piper Service Centers or Pipcr's Customer ServicesDepartment.

Any correspondence regarding the airplane should include the airplane
model and serial number to ensure proper response.

8.3 AIRPLANE INSPECTION PERIODS 0
Piper Aircraft Corporation has developed inspection items and required

inspection intervals (i.e.: 50, 100, 500. and 1000 hours) for the specific model
aircraft. Appropriate forms are contained in the applicable Piper
Service/ Maintenance Manual, and should be complied with by a properly
trained, knowledgeable, and qualified mechanic at a Piper Authorized
Service Center or a reputable repair shop. Piper Aircraft Corporation
cannot accept responsibility for the continued airworthiness of any aircraft
not maintained to these standards, and/or not brought intocompliance with
applicable Service Bulletins issued by Piper Aircraft Corporation,
instructions issued by the engine, propeller, or accessory ma nufacturers, or
Airworthiness I)irectives issued by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA).

A programmed inspection, approved by the FAA, is also available to the
owner. This involves routine and detailed inspections to allow maximum
utilization of the airplane. Maintenance inspectioncosts are reduced and the
maximum standard of continued airworthiness is maintaincd. ('omplete
details are available from Piper Aircraft Corporation.

In addition, but in conjunction with the above, the FAA requires
periodic inspections on all aircraft to keep the Airworthiness Certificatc in
cfect. The owner is responsible for assuring compliance with these
inspection requirements and for maintaining proper dl-umentat ion in
logbooks and/or maintenance records.
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A spectographic analysis of the engine oil is available from several
sources. This inspection, if performed properly, providesa good check of the
internal condition of the engine. To be accurate, induction air filters must be
cleaned or changed regularly, and oil samples must be taken and sent in at
regular intervals.

8.5 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

The holderof a Pilot Certificatcissued under FAR Part 61 may perform
certain preventive maintenance described in FAR Part 43. 'is maintenance
may be performed only on an aircraft which the pilot owns or operates and
which is not used to carry persons or property for hire.except as provided in

a applicable FAR's. Although such maintenance is allowed by law, each
W individual should make a self-analysis as to whether he has the ability to

perform the work.

All other maintenance required on the airplane should be accomplished
by appropriately licensed personnel.

If maintenance is accomplished, an entry must he made in the
appropriate logbook. The entry should contain:

(a) The date the work was accomplished.
(b) Description of the work.
(c) Number of hours on the aircraft.
(d) The certificate number of pilot performing the work.
(c) Signature of the individual doing the work.
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F7 AIRPLANE ALTERATIONS

If the owner desires to have his aircraft modified, he must obtain FAA
approval for the alteration. Major alterations accomplished in accordance
with Advisory Circular 43.13-2. when performed by an A & 11 mechanic,
may be approved by the local FAA office. Major alterations to the basic
airframe or systems not covered by AC 43.13-2 require a Supplemental lypc
Certificate.

The owner or pilot is required to ascertain that the following Aircraft
Papers are in order and in the aircraft.

(a) To be displayed in the aircraft at all times:
(I) Aircraft Airworthiness Certificate Form FAA-8100-2.
(2) Aircraft Registration Certificate :orm FAA-8050-3.
(3) Aircraft Radio Station License if transmitters arc installed.

(b) To be carried in the aircraft at all times:
(I) Pilot's Operating Handbook.
(2) Weight and Balance data plus a copy of the latest Repair

and Alteration Form FAA-337, if applicable.
(3) Aircraft equipment list.

Although the aircraft and engine loghooks arc not required to be in the
aircraft, they should be made available upon request. Loghooks should be
complelc and tip to date. Good records will reduce maintenance cost by
giving the mechanic information about what has or has not been accom-
plished.

0
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8.9 GROUND IIANIDLING

(a) "lowing

I hc airplanc may be moved on the ground by (he use oftlhc nose
wheel sleering bar that is slowed below the forward ledge ol the
baggage compartment or by power equipment that will not damage
or excessively slain the nose gear steering assembly. I owing logs
are incorporated as part of Ihe nose gear fork.

CA U1TION

When lowing witl power equipment, do not
turn (ie nose gear beyond its steering radius in0either direction, as this will result in damage to
the nose gear and steering mechanism.

CA UTION

Do not low the airplane when the controls are
secured.

In the event lowing lines are necessary, ropes should be
attached to both main gear strulsas high up on the lubcsas possible.
Lines should be long enough to clear tlhe nose and/or fail by not less
than fifteen feel. and a qualified person should ride in [lie pilot s seal
to maintain control by use of the brakes.
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(b) Taxiing

Before allenplin g to taxi Ihe airplane. grounmd personnel
should be instructed and approved by a qualil icd prcson aulhmoril-d
by the owner. Engine starling amd shut-down proccdures as well as
taxi techniques should be covered. Whecn it is ascertained that lie
propeller back blast and taxi areas arc clear. power should be
applied to start the taxi roll, and the following checks should he
performed:

(I) Taxi a few feel forward and apply the brakes to dccrlnimc
their elfectivencss.

(2) While taxiing, make slight turns to as'crlain he effcctive-
ness of the steering.

(3) Observe wing clearance when laxiing near buildings oir
other stationary objects. If possible, stationi an observer
outside the airplane.

(4) When taxiing over uneven ground. avoid holes amid muts.
(5) Do not operate tlhe engine at high It I'M when runling up

or taxiing over ground containing loose stones, giavel, or
any loose matcrial Ihat may caluse damagc to the propeller
blades.

(c) Parking

When parking tlIe airplane, be stire that it is sutllicicily )i1o-
tected from ;adverse weather conditions and that it piseeIts no
danger to other aircrafl. When parking the aiplanim r lany Ilngth
of time or overnight, it is suggested that it be moored secrlly.

(I) '1 park the airplane, head it into the wind if possible.
(2) Set the paiking hlakc by pulling back on the I11ake lever

and depressing the knob on the handle. I o Ilease ihe
par'kimng biake, pull back on the handle Umitil Ilit- calch (I s-
engages; then allow the hindle to swinig los wmid.

CA 11ION

Care should be laken whln selling I);akcs Ihat
a me ovcllllc(d or dmrilg cold wamllhel wihCli
acculnulhi tedII mist iime miay lace/c a bia k'.
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(3) Aileron and stabilator controls should be secured with the
front seat belt and chocks used to properly block the
wheels.

(d) Mooring

The airplane should be moored for immovability, security and
protection. The following procedures should be used for the proper
mooring of the airplane:

(I) Head the airplane into the wind if possible.
(2) Retract the flaps.
(3) Immobilize the ailerons and stabilator by looping the seat

belt through the control wheel and pulling it snug.
(4) Block the wheels.
(5) Secure tie-down ropes to the wing tie-down rings and to the

tail skid at approximately 45 degree angles to the ground.
When using rope of non-synthetic material, leave sufficient
slack to avoid damage to the airplane should the ropes
contract.

CA UTION

Use bowline knots, square knots or locked slip
knots. Do not use plain slip knots.

NOTE

Additional preparations for high winds include
using tie-down ropes from the landing gear
forks and securing the rudder.

(6) Install a pitot head cover if available. Be sure to remove the
pitot head cover before flight.

(7) Cabin and baggage doors should be locked when the air-
plane is unattended.
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5.11 ENGINE AIR FILTER

(a) Removing Engine Air Filter

(I) Remove the lower cowl.
(2) Remove the wing nuts securing the filter. Remove the filter.

(b) Cleaning Engine Air Filter

The induction air filter must be cleaned at least once every 50
hours, and more often, even daily, when operating in dusty condi-
tions. Extra filters are inexpensive, and a spare should be kept on
hand for use as a rapid replacement.

To clean the filter:
(1) Tap the filter gently to remove dirt particles, being careful

not to damage the filter. DO NOT wash the filter in any
liquid. DO NOT attempt to blow out dirt with compressed
air.

(2) If the filter is excessively dirty or shows any damage, re-
place it immediately.

(3) Wipe the filter housing with a clean cloth and install the
filter. The usable life of the filter should be restricted to one
year or 500 hours, whichever comes first.

(c) Installation Of Engine Air Filter

After cleaning or when replacing the filter, install the filter in
the reverse order of removal.

0
Rt-13 BRAKE SERVICE

The brake system is filled with MIL-H-5606 (petroleum base) hydraulic
brake fluid. The fluid level should be checked periodically or at every 50-
hour inspection and replenished when necessary. The brake reservoir is
located on the fire wall in the engine compartment. If the entire system must
be refilled, fill with fluid under pressure from the brake end of the system.
This will eliminate air from the system.

No adjustment of the brake clearances is necessary. If after extended
service brake blocks become excessively worn, they should be replaced with
new segments.
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8.15 LANDING GEAR SERVICE

The three landing gears use Cleveland Aircraft Products 6.00 x 6, four-
ply rating, type III tires and tubes. (Refer to paragraph 8.23.)

Wheels are removed by taking off the hub cap, cotter pin, axle nut, and
the two bolts holding the brake segment in place. Mark tire and wheel for
reinstallation; then dismount by deflating the tire, removing the three
through-bolts from the wheel and separating the wheel halves.

Landing gear oleos on the Archer II should be serviced according to the
instructions on the units. The main oleos shouldbe extended under normal
static load until 4.50 + .25 inches of oleo piston tube is exposed, and the nose
gear should show 3.25 + .25 inches. Should the strut exposure be below that
required, it should be determined whether air or oil is required by first
raising the airplane on jacks. Depress the valve core to allow air to escape
from the strut housing chamber. Remove the filler plug and slowly raise the
strut to full compression. If the strut has sufficient fluid, it will be visible up
to the bottom of the filler plug hole and will then require only proper
inflation.

Should fluid be below the bottom of the filler plug hole, oil should be
added. Replace the plug with valve core removed; attach a clear plastic hose
to the valve stem of the filler plug and submerge the other end in a container
of hydraulic fluid. Fully compress and extend the strut several times, thus
drawing fluid from the container and expelling air. from the strut chamber.
To allow fluid to enter the bottom chamber of the main gear strut housing,
the torque link assembly must be disconnected to let the strut be extended a
minimum of 10 inches (the nose gear torque links need not be disconnected).
Do not allow the strut to extend more than 12 inches. When air bubbles
cease to flow through the hose, compress the strut fully and again check fluid
level. Reinstall the valve core and filler plug,and the main gear torque links,
if disconnected.

With fluid inthe strut housing at the correct level, attach a strut pump to
the air valve and with the airplane on the ground, inflate the oleo strut to the
correct height.
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In jacking the aircraft for landing gear or other service, two hydraulic
jacks and a tail stand should be used. At least 250 pounds of ballast should be
placed on the base of the tail stand before the airplane is jacked up. The
hydraulic jacks should be placed under the jack points on the bottom of the
wing and the airplane jacked up until the tail skid is at the right height to
attach the tail stand. After the tail stand is attached and the ballast added,
jacking may be continued until the airplane is at the height desired.

The steering arms from the rudder pedals to the nose wheel are adjusted
at the nose wheel by turning the threaded rod end bearings in or out.
Adjustment is normally accomplished at the forward end of the rods and
should be done in such a way that the nose wheel is in line with the fore and
aft axis of the plane when the rudder pedals and rudder are centered.
Alignment of the nose wheel can be checked by pushing the airplane back
and forth with the rudder centered to determine that the plane follows a
perfectly straight line. The turningarc of the nose wheel is 30.0' + r ineither
direction and is limited by stops on the bottom of the forging.

The rudder pedal arm stops should be carefully adjusted so that the
pedal arms contact the stops just after the rudder hits its stops. This
guarantees that the rudder will be allowed to move through its full travel.

8.17 PROPELLER SERVICE

The spinner and backing plate should be frequently cleaned and
inspected for cracks. Before each flight the propeller should be inspected for
nicks, scratches, and corrosion. If found, they should be repaired as soon as
possible by a rated mechanic, since a nick or scratch causes an area of
increased stress which can lead to serious cracks or the loss of a propeller tip.

* The back face of the blades should be painted when necessary with flat black
paint to retard glare. To prevent corrosion, the surface should be cleaned
and waxed periodically.
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8.19 OIL REQUIREMENTS

The oil capacity of the engine is 8 quarts and the minimum safe quantity
is 2 quarts. It is recommended that the oil be drained and renewed, and the
screen cleaned, every 25 hours. However, if the full flow (cartridge type) oilfilter is used, the oil and filter should be drained and renewed every 50hours of operation. The interval between oil and oil filter change is not to
exceed four (4) months. The following grades are recommended for the
specified temperatures:

MIL-L-6082B MIL-L-2285 IAverage Ambient Mineral Ashless Dispersant
Air Temperature SAE Grade SAE Grades
All Temperatures -- 15W-50 or 20W-50

Above 80*F 60 60
Above 60'F 50 40 or 50
30 0F to 90°F 40 40
OF to 70OF 30 30, 40 or 20W-40

Below 100F 20 30 or 20W-30
When operating temperatures overlap indicated ranges, use the lighter

grade oil.

NOTE
Refer to the latest issue of Lycoming Service
Instruction 1014 (Lubricating Oil Recom-
mendations) for further information.

8.21 FUEL SYSTEM

(a) Servicing Fuel System
At every 50 hour inspection, the fuel screens in the strainer, in

the electric fuel pump, and at the carburetor inlet must be cleaned.
(b) Fuel RcAluirements (AVGAS ONLY)

The minimum aviation grade fuel for the PA-28-181 is 100.
Since the use of lower grades can cause serious engine damage in a
short period of time, the engine warranty is invalidated by the use of
lower octanes.

Whenever 100 or 1MOLL grade fuel is not available, conincrcial
grade 100/130 should be used. (See Fuel Grade Comparison Chart.)
Refer to the latest issue of Lycoming Service Instruction No. 1070
for additional information.
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A summary of the current grades as well as the previous fuel
designations is shown in the following chart:

FUEl, GRADE COMPARISON CHART

Previous Commercial Current Commercial Current MilitaryFuel Grades (ASIM-l)910) Fuel Grades (ASTM-I)910-75) Fuel Grades (Mlt.-G-5572F)

Max. Tfl. Max. TEl. Max. I'FI.Grade Color ml/US, gal Grade Color mi/U.S. gal Grade Color ml/U.S. gal

80/87 red 0.5 80 red 0.5 80/87 red 0.591/96 blue 2.0 01001.1, blue 2.0 none none noric
10()/130 green 3.0 10 green **3.0 10010 blue 2.01151145 purple 4.6 none nome none 115/145 purple 4.6

$ -Grade 10011. fuel in some overseas countries is colored green and designated as "100l,".** -Commercial fuel grade 100 and grade 100/130 having Tll. content of uip to 4 ml/U.S. gallonsare approved for use in all engines certificated for use with grade 1001130 fuel.

The operation of the aircraft is approved with an anti-icing
additive in the fuel. When an anti-icing additive is used it must meet
the specification MIL-I-27686 must be uniformly blended with the
fuel while refueling, must not exceed .15% by volume of the refueled
quantity, and to ensure its effectiveness should be blended at not less
than .10% by volume. One and one half liquid ozs. per ten gallon of
fuel would fall within this range. A blender supplied by the additive
manufacturer should be used. Except for the information contained in
this section, the manufacturer's mixing or blending instructions
should be carefully followed.

CA U77ON
Assure that the additive is directed into Ihe
flowing fuel stream. The additive flow should
slart afler and stop before (he fuel flow. Do not
permit the concentrated additive to come in
contact with the aircraft painted surfaces or the
inlcrior surfaces of the fuel Lanks.
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0
CA UTIONS

Some fuels have anti-icing additives pre-
blended in the fuel at the refinery, so no further
blending should be performed.

Fuel additive can not be used as a substitute
for preflight draining of the the fuel system
drains.

(c) Filling Fuel Tanks

Observe all required precautions for handling gasoline. Fuel is
stored in two twenty-five gallon (24 gal. usable) tanks.

There is approximately 17 gallons in the fuel tank when fuel
level is even with bottom of filler neck indicator.

(d) Draining Fuel Strainer, Sumps and Lines

The fuel system sumps and strainer should be drained daily
prior to the first flight and after refueling to avoid the accumulation
of contaminants such as water or sediment. Each fuel tank is
equipped with an individual quick drain located at the lower
inboard rear corner of the tank. The fuel strainer is equipped with
a quick drain located on the front lower corner of the fire wall. Each
of the fuel tank sumps should be drained first. Then the fuel strainer
should be drained twice, once with the fuel selector valve on each
tank. Each time fuel is drained, sufficient fuel should be allowed to
flow to ensure removal of contaminants. This fuel should be
collected in a suitable container, examined for contaminants, and
then discarded.

IREPORT: VB-II20 ISSUED: MAY 29, 1930
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FUEL DRAIN
Figure 8-3

CA UTION

When draining any amount of fuel, care should
be taken to ensure that no fire hazard exists
before starting the the engine.

Each quick drain should be checked after
closing it to make sure it has closed completely
and is not leaking.

(e) Draining Fuel System

The bulk of the fuel may be drained from the system by opening
the valve at the inboard end of each fuel tank. Push up on the arms
of the drain valve and turn counterclockwise to hold the drain open.
The remaining fuel in the system may be drained through the filter
bowl. Any individual tank may be drained by closing the selector
valve and then draining the desired tank.

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1I20
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8.23 TIRE INFLATION

For maximum service from the tire , keep them inflated to tile proper
pressures - 18 psi for the nose gear and 24 psi for the main gear. All whccls
and tires are balanced before original installation, and the relationship of
tire, tube and wheel should be maintained upon reinstallation. Unbalanced
wheels can cause extreme vibration in the landing gear, therefore, in the
it:tallation of new components, it may be necessary to rebalance the wiccls
with the tires mounted. When checking tire pressure, examine the tires for
wear, cuts, bruises, and slippage.

8.25 BATTERY SERVICE

Access to the 12-volt battery is through an access panel at the right rear 0
side of the baggage compartment. The battery box has a plastic tube which
is normally closed off with a cap and which should be opened occasionally
to drain off any accumulation of liquid. The battery should be checked for
proper fluid level. DO NOT fill the battery above the baffle plates. DO NOT
fill the battery with acid - use water only. A hydrometer check will determine
the percent of charge in the battery.

If the battery is not up to charge, recharge starting at a 4 amp rate and
finishing with a 2 amp rate. Quick charges arc not recommended.

0
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8.27 CLEANING

(a) Cleaning Engine Compartment

Before cleaning the engine compartment, place a strip of tape
on the magneto vents to prevent any solvent from entering these
units.

(I) Place a large pan under the engine to catch waste.
(2) With the engine cowling removed, spray or brush the

engine with solvent or a mixture of solvent and degreaser.
In order to remove especially heavy dirt and grease de-
posits, it may be necessary to brush areas that were
sprayed.

CA UTION

Do not spray solvent into the alternator,
vacuum pump, starter, or air intakes.

(3) Allow the solvent to remain on the engine from five to ten
minutes. Then rinse the engine clean with additional sol-vent and allow it to dry.

CA UTION

Do not operate the engine until excess solvent
has evaporated or otherwise been removed.

(4) Remove the protective tape from the magnetos.
(5) Lubricate the controls, bearing surfaces, etc., in accor-

dance with the Lubrication Chart.
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(b) Cleaning Landing Gear

Before cleaning the landing gear, place a plastic cover or similar
material over the wheel and brake assembly.

(I) Place a pan under the gear to catch waste.
(2) Spray or brush the gear area with solvent or a mixture of

solvent and degreaser, as desired. Where heavy grease and
dirt deposits have collected, it may be necessary to brush
areas that were sprayed, in order to clean them.

(3) Allow the solvent to remain on the gear from five to ten
minutes. Then rinse the gear with additional solvent and
allow to dry.

(4) Remove the cover from the wheel and remove the catch
pan.

(5) Lubricate the gear in accordance with the Lubrication
Chart.

(c) Cleaning Exterior Surfaces

The airplane should be washed with a mild soap and water.
Harsh abrasives or alkaline soaps or detergents could make
scratches on painted or plastic surfaces or could cause corrosion of
metal. Cover areas where cleaning solution could cause damage. To
wash the airplane, use the following procedure:

(I) Flush away loose dirt with water.
(2) Apply cleaning solution with a soft cloth, a sponge or soft

bristle brush.
(3) To remove exhaust stains, allow the solution to remain on

the surface longer.
(4) To remove stubborn oil and grease, use a cloth dampened

with naphtha.
(5) Rinse all surfaces thoroughly.
(6) Any good automotive wax may be used to preserve painted

surfaces. Soft cleaning cloths or a chamois should be used
to prevent scratches when cleaning or polishing. A heavier
coating of wax on the leading surfaces will reduce the
abrasion problems in these areas.

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JULY 2, 19798-16
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(d) Cleaning Windshield and Windows

(I) Remove dirt, mud and other loose particles from exterior
surfaces with clean water.

(2) Wash with mild soap and warm water or with aircraft
plastic cleaner. Use a soft cloth or sponge in a straight back
and forth motion. Do not rub harshly.

(3) Remove oil and grease with a cloth moistened with
kerosene.

CA UTION

Do not use gasoline, alcohol, benzene, carbon
tetrachloride, thinner, acetone, or window
cleaning sprays.

(4) After cleaning plastic surfaces, apply a thin coat of hard
polishing wax. Rub lightly with a soft cloth. Do not use a
circular motion.

(5) A severe scratch or mar in plastic can be removed by rub-
bing out the scratch with jeweler's rouge. Smooth both
sides and apply wax.

(e) Cleaning Headliner, Side Panels and Seats

(I) Clean headliner, side panels, and seats with a stiff bristle
brush, and vacuum where necessary.

(2) Soiled upholstery, except leather, may be cleaned with a
good upholstery cleaner suitable for the material. Carefully
follow the manufacturer's instructions. Avoid soaking or
harsh rubbing.

CA UTION

Solvent cleaners require adequate ventilation.

(3) Leather should be cleaned with saddle soap or a mild hand
soap and water.

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-ll20
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I) Cleaning Carpets

To clean carpets, first remove loose dirt with a whisk broom or
vacuum. For soiled spots and stubborn stains use a noninflammable
dry cleaning fluid. Floor carpets may be removed and cleaned like
any household carpet.

8.29 COLD WEATHER OPERATION

For cold weather operation a winterization plate is installed on
the inlet opening of the oil cooler duct on the right rear engine
baffle. This plate should be installed whenever the ambient
temperature reaches 50* F or less. The plate should be removed and
stored in the cockpit when the ambient temperature exceeds 50" F.

It is recommended that an optional Engine Breather Tube
Winterization Kit be installed for cold weather operation. This kit
is available through your Piper Dealer/Distributor.

REPORT: VB-ll20 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979
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SECTION 9

SUPPLEMENTS

9.1 GENERAL

This section provides information in the form of Supplements which arenecessary for efficient operation of the airplane when equipped with one ormore of the various optional systems and equipment not provided with the
* standard airplane.

All of the Supplements provided by this section are "FAA Approved"and consecutively numbered as a permanent part of this Handbook. Theinformation contained in each Supplement applies only when the related
equipment is installed in the airplane.
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SUPPLEMENT I

AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATION

SECTION I - GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the efficient
operation of the airplane when the optional air conditioning system is
installed. The information contained within this supplement is to be used "as
described" in conjunction with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been "FAA Approved"as a permanent part of thishandbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optional
air conditioning system is installed.

SECTION 2- LIMITATIONS

(a) To insure maximum climb performance the air conditioner must be
turned OFF manually prior to takeoff to disengage the compressor
and retract the condenser door. Also the air conditioner must be
turned OFF manually before the landing approach in preparation
for a possible go-around.

(b) Placards
In full view of the pilot, in the area of the air conditioner controls
when the air conditioner is installed:

"WARNING - AIR CONDITIONER MUST
BE OFF TO INSURE NORMAL TAKEOFF
CLIMB PERFORMANCE."

In full view of the pilot, to the right of the engine gauges (condenser
door light):

"AIR COND DOOR
OPEN"

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1120
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SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the basic Emergency Procedures provided by Section 3 of
this Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

Prior to takeoff, the air conditioner should be checked for proper
operation as follows:

(a) Check aircraft master switch ON.
(b) Turn the air conditioner control switch to ON and the fan switch to

one of the operating positions - the "AIR COND DOOR OPEN"
warning light will turn on, thereby indicating proper air conditioner
condenser door actuation. 0

(c) Turn the air conditioner control switch to OFF - the "Al R CON D
DOOR OPEN" warning light will go out, thereby indicating the air
conditioner condenser door is in the up position.

(d) If the "AIR COND DOOR OPEN" light does not respond as
specified above, an air conditioner system or indicator bulb mal-
function is indicated and further investigation should be conducted
prior to flight.

The above operational check may be performed during flight if an in
flight failure is suspected.

The condenser door light is located to the right of the engine instrument
cluster in front of the pilot. The door light illuminates when the door is open
and is off when the door is closed.

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

Operation of the air conditioner will cause slight decreases in cruise
speed and range. Power from the engine is required to run the compressor,
and the condenser door, when extended, causes a slight increase in drag.
When the air conditioner is turned off there is normally no measurable
difference in climb, cruise or range performance of the airplane.

REPORT: VB-1I20 ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 0
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NOTE
To insure maximum climb performance the air
conditioner must be turned off manually before
lakeoff 1o disengage the compressor and retract
the condenser door. Also the air conditioner
must be turned off manually before the landing
approach in preparation for a possible go-
around.

Although the cruise speed and range are only slightly affected by the airconditioner operation, these changes should be considered in preflight
planning. To be conservative, the following figures assume that the com-
pressor is opcrating continuously while the airplane is airborne. This will be
the case only in extremely hot weather.

(a) The decrease in true airspeed is approximately 4 KTS at all power
settings.

(b) The decrease in range may be as much as 32 nautical miles for the
48 gallon capacity.

The climb performance is not compromised measurably with the air
conditioner operating since the compressor is declutched and the condenser
door is retracted, both automatically, when a full throttle position is
selected. When the full throttle position is not used or in the event of a mal-
function which would cause the compressor to operate and the condenser
door to be extended, a decrease in rate of climb of as much.as 100 fpm can
be expectc(. Should a malfunction occur which prevents condenser door
retraction when the compressor is turned off, a decrease in rate of climb of
as much as 50 fpm can be expected.

SECTION6 - WEIGHT AND BALANCE
Factory installed optional equipment is included in the licensed weight

and balance data in Section 6 of the Pilot's Operating Handbook.

SECTION 7 - DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

No change.

ISSUED: .IIJY 2, 1979 REPORT: VI1-I120
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SUPPLEMENT 2

AUTOFLITE I1 AUTOPILOT INSTALLATION

SECTION I - GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane when the optional AutoFlite II Autopilot is installed. The

a, information contained within this supplement is to be used "as described" in
v conjunction with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been "FAA Approved" as a permanent part of this
handbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optional
AutoFlite II Autopilot is installed.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

(a) Autopilot use prohibited above 149 KIAS.
(b) Autopilot OFF during takeoff and landing.

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

(a) In case of malfunction DEPRESS and hold Disconnect switch on
pilot's control wheel.

(b) Rocker switch on instrument panel OFF.
(c) Unit may be overpowered manually.
(d) In climb, cruise or descent configuration a malfunction with a 3

second delay in recovery initiation may result in 450 bank and 180'
altitude loss. Maximum altitude loss measured at 149 KIAS in a
descent.

(e) In approach configuration a malfunction with a I second delay in
recovery initiation results in 180 bank and 10' altitude loss.

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-I120
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SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) Engagement
(I) Rocker Switch on instrument panel - ON.
(2) Disconnect Switch on left hand side of pilot's control wheel -

RELEASED.

(b) Disengagement
(I) Depress Disconnect Switch on pilot's control wheel (or)
(2) Rocker Switch on instrument panel - OFF.

(c) Heading Changes
(I) Depress Disconnect Switch, make Heading Change, release

Disconnect Switch.
(2) Move Trim Knob on instrument for Drift Correction from a

constant heading.
(3) Move Turn Command Knob on instrument for right or left

banked turns.

(d) OMNI Tracker
(I) Center Turn Command Knob and push IN to engage Tracker.
(2) Trim Knob - push IN for high sensitivity.

SECTION 5- PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook arc necessary for this supplement.

0
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SUIPPIEMENT 3

AITOCONTROI, 1111 AUTOPILOT INSTALLATION

SECTION I - GENERAl.

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operalion of the
airplane when the optional Piper AutoControl III1 Autopilot is installed.

a The information contained within this supplement is to be used asdescribed3 in conjunction with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been FAA Approved as a permanent part of this
handbook and must remain in this handhook at all times when the optional
Piper AutoControl II1 Autopilot is installed.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

(a) Autopilot use prohibited above 149 KIAS.
(b) Autopilot OFF during takeoff and la nding.

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY OPERATION

(a) In an emergency the AutoConlrol III can hedisconnecl by pushing
the roll ON-OFF Rocker Switch OFF.

(b) Ihe autopilot can he overpowered at either control wheel.
(c) An autopilot runaway. with a 3 second delay in the initiation of

recovery while operating in a climb, cruise or descending flight.
could result in a 450 bank and 180'altitude loss. Maximum altitude
loss measured at 149 KTS in a descent.

(d) An autopilot runaway, with a I second delay in the initiation of
recovery, during an approach operation, coupled or uncoupled.
could result in a 1' bank and 10' altitude loss.

0 ISSUED: .111ly 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-1120
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SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

PREFLIGHT
(a) AUTOPILOT

(1) Place Radio Coupler in "HDG" Mode (if installed) and place
the AP ON-OFF switch to the ON position to engage roll sec-
tion. Rotate roll command knob left and right and observe that
control wheel describes a corresponding left and right turn,
then center knob.

(2) Set correct compass heading on D.G. and turn HDG bug to air-
craft heading. Engage "HDG" mode rocker switch and rotate
HDG bug right and left. Aircraft control wheel should turn
same direction as bug. Grasp control wheel and manually over-
ride servo, both directions.

(b) RADIO COUPLER (OPTIONAL)
(1) Tune and identify VOR or VOT station. Position Radio

Coupler to OMNI Mode. Engage Autopilot ON and IIDG
switches. Set HDG bug to aircraft heading and rotate O.B.S. to
cause OMNI indicator Needle to swing left and right slowly.
Observe that control wheel rotates in direction of needle
movement.

(2) Disengage AP ON-OFF switch. Reset Radio Coupler control
to HDG.

IN-FLIGHT

(a) Trim airplane (ball centered).
(b) Check air pressure vacuum to ascertain that the directional gyro

and attitude gyro are receiving sufficient air.
(c) Roll Section.

(I) To engage, center ROLL knob, push AP ON-OFF switch to
ON position. To turn, rotate console ROLL knob in desired
direction. (Maximum angle of bank should not exceed 30.)

(2) For heading mode, set directional gyro with magnetic compass.
Push directional gyro HDG knob in, rotate bug to aircraft
heading. Push console heading rocker (HDG) switch to ON
position. To select a new aircraft heading, push D.G. heading
knob IN and rotate, in desired direction of turn, to the desirc(I
heading.

REPORT: VII-1120 ISSUED: .IUIY 2,1979
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(d) Radio Coupling - VOR/ILS with Standard directional gyro.
(Optional)
(I) For VOR Intercepts and Tracking:

Select the desired VOR course and set the H DG bug to the
same heading. Select OMNI mode on the coupler and HDG
Mode on the autopilot console.

(2) For ILS Front Course Intercepts and Tracking:
Tune the localizer frequency and place the H DG bug on the

inbound, front course heading. Select LOC-NORM mode on
the coupler and HDG mode on the autopilot console.

(3) For LOC Back Course Intercepts and Tracking:
Tune the localizer frequency and place the H DG bug on the

inbound course heading to the airport. Select LOC-REV mode
with coupler and HDG mode on the autopilot console.

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

O ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-l120
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SUPPLEMENT 4

PIPER ELECTRIC PITCH TRIM

SECTION I - GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane when the optional Piper Electric Pitch Trim is installed. The

, information contained within this supplement is to be used "as described" in
conjunction with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been "FAA Approved"as a permanent part of this
handbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optional
Piper Electric Pitch Trim is installed.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

No changes of the basic limitations provided by Section 2 of this Pilot's
Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
(a) In case of malfunction, ACTIVATE disconnect switch located I
()above the ignition switch, to OFF position.

(b) In case of malfunction, overpower the electric trim at either control
wheel.

(c) Maximum altitude change with a 4 second delay in recovery initia-
tion is 800 feet and occurs in the descent configuration. Maximum
altitude change in the approach configuration with a 4 second
recovery delay is 100 feet.

S ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VR-1120
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SECTION 4- NORMAL PROCEDURES

The electric trim system may be turned ON or OFF by a switch located
above the ignition switch. The pitch trim may be changed when the electric
trim system is turned on either by moving the manual pitch trim control
wheel or by operating the trim control switch on the pilot's control yoke. To
prevent excessive speed increase in the event of an electric trim runaway
malfunction, the system incorporates an automatic disconnect feature
which renders the system inoperative above approximately 143 KIAS. The
disconnected condition does not affect the manual trim system.

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.
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SUPPLEMENT 5

CENTURY 21 AUTOPILOT INSTALLATION

SECTION I - GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane when the optional Century 21 Autopilot is installed in accordance
with STC SA3352SW. The information contained within this supplement is
to be used in conjunction with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been 'FAA Approved"as a permanent part of thishandbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optional
Century 21 Autopilot is installed.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

(a) Autopilot operation prohibited above 147 KIAS.
(b) Autopilot OFF during takeoff and landing.

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

(a) AUTOPILOT
In the event of an autopilot malfunction, or anytime the autopilot is
not performing as commanded, do not attempt to identify the
problem. Regain control of the aircraft by overpowering and
immediately disconnecting the autopilot by depressing the AP
ON-OFF switch on the programmer OFF.

Do not operate until the system failure has been identified and
corrected.

ISSUED: AUGUST 22, 1910 REPORT: VB-1120
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(I) Altitude Loss During Malfunction:
a. An autopilot malfunction during climb, cruise or descent

with a 3 second delay in recovery initiation could result in
as much as a 450 of bank and 180'altitude loss. Maximum
altitude loss was recorded at 147' KIAS during descent.

b. An autopilot malfunction during an approach with a I
second delay in recovery initiation could result in as much
as 180 bank and 10' altitude loss. Maximum altitude loss
measured in approach configuration, and operating either
coupled or uncoupled.

(b) COMPASS SYSTEM
(I) Emergency Operation With Optional NSD 360A (HSI) Slaved

and/or Non-Slaved:

NSD 360A 0
a. Appearance of HDG Flag:

I. Check air supply gauge (vac or pressure) for adequate
air supply (4 in. Hg. min.)

2. Check compass circuit breaker.
3. Observe display for proper operation.

b. To disable heading card - pull circuit breaker and use
magnetic compass for directional data.

NOTE

If heading card is not operational, autopilot
should not be used.

c. With card disabled VOR/Localizer and Glide Slope dis-
plays are still functional; use card set to rotate card to
aircraft heading for correct picture.

d. Slaving Failure - (i.e. failure to self correct for gyro drift):
I. Check gyro slaving switch is set to No. I position (if

equipped with Slave No. I - No. 2 switch) or "Slaved"
position when equipped with Slaved and Free Gyro
Mode Switch.

2. Check for HDG Flag.
3. Check compass circuit breaker.
4. Reset heading card while observing slaving meter.

I REPORT: VB-I120 ISSUED: AUGUST 22, 1980
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NOTE

Dead slaving meter needle or a needle displaced
fully one direction indicates a slaving system
failure.

5. Select slaving amplifier No. 2 if equipped.
6. Reset heading card while checking slaving meter. If

proper slaving indication is not obtained, switch to
free gyro mode and periodically set card as an
unslaved gyro.

NOTE

In the localizer mode, the "TO-FROM"arrows
may remain out of view, depending upon the
design of the NAV converter used in the instal-
lation.

SECTION 4- NORMAL PROCEDURES

Refer to Edo-Aire Mitchell Century 21 Autopilot Operator's Manual,
P/N 68S805, dated 1-79 for Autopilot Description and Normal Operating
Procedures.

(a) PREFLIGHT PROCEDURES

NOTE

During system functional check the system
must be provided adequate D.C. voltage (12.0
VDC min.) and instrument air (4.2 in. Hg.
min.). It is recommended that the engine be
operated to provide the necessary power and
that the aircraft be positioned in a level
attitude, during the functional check.

O ISSUED: AUGUST 22, 190 REPORT: VB-1120j
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(b) AUTOPILOT WITH STANDARD D.G.
(1) Engage autopilot.
(2) Control wheel movement should correspond to HDG

command input.
(3) Grasp control wheel and override roll servo actuator to assure

override capability.
(4) With HDG bug centered select NAV or APPR mode and note

control wheel movement toward VOR needle offset.
(5) Select REV mode and note control wheel movement opposite

VOR needle offset.
(6) Disengage autopilot.
(7) Check aileron controls through full travel to assure complete

autopilot disengagement.
(c) AUTOPILOT WITH COMPASS SYSTEM (NSD 360A)

(For other compass systems, refer to appropriate manufacturer's
instructions)
(I) Check slaving switch in slave or slave I or 2 position, as appro-

priate. (Slaving systems with R.M.I. output provide only slave
and free gyro positions.)

(2) Rotate card to center slaving meter - check HID( displayed
with magnetic compass HDG.

(3) Perform standard VOR receiver check.
(4) Perform Steps (I) - (7) in Section 4 item (b) except in Steps (4)

and (5) substitute course arrow for HDG bug when checking
control wheel movement in relation to L/R needle. ttDG bug
is inoperative with NAV. APPR. or REV mode selected.

(d) IN-FLIGHT PROCEDURE
(1) Trim aircraft for existing flight condition (all axes).
(2) Rotate heading bug to desired heading. Engage autopilot.
(3) During maneuvering flight - control aircraft through use of the

HDG bug. (HDG mode)
(4) For navigation operations select modes as required by the

operation'being conducted and in accordance with the mode
description provided in the Century 21 Operator's Manual.

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE
No changes to the basic performance provided by Scction 5 of this

Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: AUGUST 22, 1980
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SUPPLEMENT 6

PIPER CONTROL WHEEL CLOCK INSTALLATION

SECTION I - GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
* airplane when the optional Piper Control Wheel Clock is installed. The

information contained within this supplement is to be used in conjunction
with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been "'FAA Approved" as a permanent part of this
handbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optional
Piper Control Wheel Clock is installed.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

No changes to the basic limitations provided by Section 2 of this Pilot's
Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

aL No changes to the basic Emergency Procedures provided by Section 3
, of this Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) SETTING
While in the CLOCK mode, the time and te date can be set by the I
operation of the RST button.

* ISSUED: JANUARY 14, 1981 REPORT: VB-1120
REVISED: NOVEMBER 16, 1981 9-19
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(b) DATE SETING
Pressing the RST button once will cause the date to appear with the
month flashing. Pressing the ST-SP button will advance the month
at one per second, or at one per push, until the right month appears.

Pressing the RST button once again will cause the date to flash, and
it can be set in a similiar manner.

(c) TIME SETTING
The RST button must now be pressed two times to cause the hours
digits to flash. The correct hour can be set in as described above.

Pressing the RST button once again will now cause the minutes
digits to flash. The minutes should be set to the next minute to come
up at the zero seconds time mark. The RST button is pressed once
more to hold the time displayed. At the time mark, the ST-SP
button is pressed momentarily to begin the time counting at the
exact second.

If the minutes are not advanced when they are flashing in the set
mode, pressing the RST button will return the clock to the normal
iimckceping mode without altering the minutes iming. This feature
is useful when changing time zones, when only the hours are to be
changed.

(d) AUTOMATIC DATE ADVANCE
The calendar function will automatically advance the dale correctly
according to the four year perpetual calendar. One day must bc
added manually on Feb. 29 on leap year. The date advances
correctly at midnight each day. 0

(e) DISPLAY TEST
Pressing both the RST and ST-SP buttons at the same time will
result in a display test function.

SECTION S - PERFORMANCE
No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this

Pilot's Operating Handbook arc necessary for this supplement.

REPORT: VB-I120 ISSUED: JANUARY 14, 1981
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PILOT'S OPERATING IIANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHIT MANUAl,

SIJPPILEMENT NO. 7
FOR

KING KAP 100 SERIES FLIGIIT CONTROL SYSTEM

This supplement must be attached to the Pilot's Operating Ilandbook
and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manualwhcnthe King KAI' IX)Series
Flight Control System is installed in accordance with SIC SAI565CE-l).
The information contained herein supplements or supersedes the infor-
mation in the basic Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA Approved
Airplane Flight Manual only in those areas listed herein. For limitations,
procedures and performance information not contained in this supplement,
consult the basic Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane
Flight Manual.

FAA APPROVH t)x E
WARD EVANS
I).O.A. NO. SO-I
PIIER AIRCRAFT ()RIORATION
VEIRO IJEACII. FL )RI)A

DAI- OF API'IROVAI ilIY 21, 1982

SISSIIED: .JIII,Y 21, 1982 REPORT: VB-ii20
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SECTION I - GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation oftheairplane when the optional King KAP IN) Series Flight Control System is,installed. The Flight Control System must be operated within the limitations
herein specified. The information contained within this supplement is to be
used in conjunction with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been FAA Approved as a permanent part of thishandbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optional
King KAI" 100 Series Flight Control System is installed.

SECTION 2- LIMITATIONS

The autopilot must be OFF during takeoff and landing.

SECTION 3- EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

(a) SYSTEM WITH AUTOPILOTONIY

(I) In case of Autopilot malfunction: (accomplish items a. and b.
simultaneously)
a. Airplane Control Wheel - GRASP FIRMLY and regain

aircraft control.
b. Al' ENG Button - PRESS to disengage autopilot.

(b) SYSTEMS WITH AUTOPI.OT AND OPTIONAl. MANUAl
ElECIRIC TRIM

(I) In case of Autopilot malfunction: (accomplish items a. and b.
simultaneously)
a. Airplane Control Wheel - GRASP FIRMI.Y and rcgain

aircraft control.
b. AI'I)ISC/IRIM INTER Switch - PRE-;SS.

(2) In case of Manual lleclic hrim mallunclion:
a. Al' )ISC/TRIM IN] FR Switch - PR ISS and I1101 1).
b. Il('llCI 'RIM Ciicuit Bicaker - 'UI...
c. Aircraft - REI RIM manually.

I REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUEi): JUlY 21, 1982
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SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) PREFl.IG!IT (PERFORM PRIOR TO EACH FLIGtT)

(I) GYROS - Allow 3-4 minutes for gyros to come up to speed.
(2) RADIO POWER /AVIONICS MASTER Switch- ON
(3) PREFIGII:r TEST BUTION - PRESS momentarily and

NOTE:
a. All annunciator lights on (TRIM annunciator flashing).
h. After approximately 5 seconds, all annunciator lights off

except AP which will flash approximately 12 times and
then remain off.

NOTE

If trim warning light stays on then the manual
electric trim did not pass preflight test. The
pitch trim circuit breaker should be pulled. The
autopilot can still be used.

(4) MANUAL. ELECTRIC TRIM (if installed) - TESTas follows:
a. Actuate the left side of the split switch to the fore and aft

positions. The trim wheel should not move on its own.
Rotate the trim wheel manually against the engaged clutch
to check the pilot's overpower capability.

b. Actuate right side of split switch unit to the fore and aft
positions. The trim wheel should not move on its own and
normal trim wheel force is required to move it manually.

c. Press the AP DISC/TRIM INTER switch down and
hold. Manual Electric Trim should not operate either nose
up or or nose down.

(5) AUTOPILOT - ENGAGE by pressing AP ENG button.
(6) CONTROL WHEEL - MOVE left and right to verify that the

aulopilot can he overpowered.
(7) AP DISC/TRIM INTER Switch - PRESS. Verify that the

autopilot disconnects and all modes are cancelled.
(8) 1 RIM - SET to take off position.

(b) AUITOPILOT OPERATION

(I) Before takeoff
AP DISC/TRIM INTER Switch - PRESS.

O ISSUED: JIJIY 21, 1982 REPORT: VB-1120
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(2) Aulopilot Engagement
Al' ENG Button - PRESNS. Note Al' aIlunciator on. If ,n
other modes are selected the autopilol will operatc in the wings
level mode.

(3) Heading Changes
a. Manual Heading Changes

I. CWS Button - PRESS and MANEIUVER aircraft to
the desired heading.

2. UWS Hutton - RELEASE. Aulopilot will maintain
aircraft in wings level altitude.

NOTE

Aircraft heading may change in the wings level 0
mode due to an aircraft out of trim condition.

b. Heading [fold
I. -leading Selector Knob - SET BUG to desired

heading.
2. HDG Mode Selector Button - PRESS. Note HI)(i

mode annunciator ON. Autopilot will automatically
turn the aircraft to the selected heading.

c. Command Turns (Heading Hold Mode ON)
HEADING Selector Knob - MOVE BUG ito the desired
heading. Autopilot will automatically turn the aircraft to
the new selected heading.

(4) NAV Coupling
a. When equipped with 1S1.

I. Course Bearing Pointer - SI io desired course.

NOIE

When equipped with NAV I/NAV 2 switching
and NAV 2 is selected, set OHS to the desired
ctrrc.

2. I lA)IN( S. [CIOR KNOll - SI:IJHJ(; t,
provide desired intercept angle.

I REPOR'r: VB-1120 IJSt l,: J1lY 21, 1982
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1. NAV Mode Selector Button - PRI:SS.
If the ('urse Deviation liar is greater than 2 to 3dots:
the aircraft will continue in IIl)G mode (or wings level
if II1)(; not selected) with the NAVannunciator flash-
ing; when the computed capture point is reached the
II 1); will disengage. the NAV annunciator will illomi-
nale steady and the selected course will be auto-
matically captured and tracked.

If the D-Bar islesshan 2to3dots: the 11)(; mode will
disengage upon selecting NAV mode; the NAV
annunciator will illuminate steady and the capture/
track sequence will automatically begin.

b. When equipped with 1G
I. OS Knob - SEI.FCT desired course.
2. NAV Mode Selector Button - PRISS.
3. Ileading Selector Knob- ROTA F- BUG(; toagree with

OBS course.

NOTE

When NAV is selected, the lateral operating
mode will change from 11I); (if selected) to
wings level for 5 seconds. A 45' intercept angle
will then be automatically established based on
the position of the bug.

If the D-Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots: the autopilot
will annunciate I-1)(; mode. (unless 1iD(; not se-
Iccted) and NAV flashing: when the computed capture
point is reached the HI)(; annunciator will go out. the
NAV annunciator will illuminate steady and the se-
lected course will be automatically captured and
tracked.

Ifthe D-Bar is less than 2 go 3 dots: the I rG mode will
disengage upon selecting NAV mode; the NAV
annunciator will illuminate steady and the capture/
track sequencc will alomatically begin.

* ISSIE I): .lllY 21, 1982 REPORT: VR-II2O
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(5) Approach (APR) Coupling
a. When equipped with IISt

I. Course Bearing Pointer - SkI to desired course.

NOIE

When equipped with NAV I/NAV 2 switching
and NAV 2 is selected. set OHS to the desired
course.

2. IIEAI)ING Selector Knob - Sli Ii(a to provide
desired intercept angle.

3. APR Mode Selector Button - PRIESS.
If the Course Deviation Bar is grcater than 2 to 3 dots:
the aircraft will continue in 11 DG mode (or wings level 0
if HDG not selected) with the APR annunciator flash-
ing. when the computed capture point is reached the
HDG will disengage, the APRannunciator will illumi-
nate steady and the selected course will be auto-
matically captured and tracked.

If the D-Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots: the H IG mode will
disengage upon selecting APR mode; the APR
annunciator will illuminate steady and the capture/
track sequence will automatically begin.

b. When equipped with DG
I. OHS Knob - SElECT" desired approach course.
2. APR Mode Selector Button - PRESS.
3. Heading Selector Knob - RO'IAIF Bug to agree with

OHS course.

NOTE

When APR is selected, the lateral operating
mode will change from 1II)G (it selected) to
wings level for 5 seconds. A 450 intercept angle
will then be automatically established based on
the position of the bug.

I REPORT: VB-1I20 ISSUED: JULY 21, 1982 0
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If the D-Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots: the autopilot
will annunciate HIO(; mode(unless.III)(; not selected)
and APR flashing: when thecomputed capture point is
reached the IDOG annunciator will go out. the APR
annunciator will illuminate steady and the selected
course will be automatically captured and tracked

If the D-Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots: the ihDG mode
will disengage upon selecting APR mode; the APR
annunciator will illuminate steady and the capture/
track sequence will automatically begin.

(6) BC Approach Coupling
a. When equipped with HISI

I. Course Bearing Pointer - SET to the I1.S front course
inbound heading.

NOTE

When equipped with NAV I/NAV 2switching
and NAV 2 is selected, set OS to the I.S
front course inbound heading.

2. IHEADING Selector Knob - SET HUG to provide
desired intercept angle.

3. BC Mode Selector Button - PRESS.
If the Course fleviation Bar is greater than 2to 3dots:
the aircraft will continue in If DG mode (or wings level
if HDG not selected) with BC annunciated steady and
APR annunciator flashing, when the computed cap-
lure point is reached the HDG will disengage, the BC
and APR annunciators will illuminate steady and the
selected course will be automatically captured and
tracked.

If the D-Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots: the HD(G mode
will disengage upon selecting BC mode: the APR BC
annunciator will illuminate steady and the capture/
track sequence will automatically begin.

ISSUED: JII.Y 21, 1932 REPORT: VB-1120
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b. When equipped with )G
I. OBS Knob - SElEC the 11. iron cour e inbound

heading.
2. BC Mode Selector Button - PR I[5,.
3. Heading Selector Knob - ROI Al I Bug to the I1.,

front course inbound heading.

NOTE

When BC is selected, the lateral opciating
mode will change from HDG (if selected) to
wings level for 5 seconds. A 450 intercept
angle will then be established based on the
position of the bug.

If the D-Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots: the autopilol
will annunciate HIXIs (unless HI)G not selected)and
BC modes with APR flashing: when the computed
capture point is reached the HDG annunciator will
go out, the BC and APR annunciators will illuminate
steady and the selected course will be automatically
captured and tracked.

If the D-Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots: the IfD6 mode
will disengage upon selecting BC mode; the BC and
APR annunciators will illuminate steady and the
capturc/track sequence will automatically begin.

(7) Missed Approach
a. AP DISC/TRIM INTER - PRESS to disengage AP.
b. MISSED APPROACH - EXECIJIE.
c. AP ENG Button - PRESS (if AP operation is desired).

Note AP annunciator ON.

(H) Before Landing
AP DISC/TRIM IN]ER - PRESS to disengage Al'.

SECTION 5- PERFORMANCE

No change.

REPORT: VB-I120 ISSUFi): JULY 21, 1982 0
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SECTION 6 - WEI;IIT AND RAIANCE

I:actory installed optional equipment is included in the licensed weight
and halance data ii Section 6 of the Basic Pilot's Operating Ilandhook.

SE(TION 7 - DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

1 his manual is provided to acquaint the pilot with the limitations as
well as normal and emergency operating procedures of the King KAI' I00
Automatic Flight Control System- Ihe limitations presented arc pertinent
to the operation of the KAP 100 System as installed in thc Piper Model
PA-28-I1I airplane; the [light Control System must be operated within the
limitations herein specified.

*,- Tile K Al 100 Autopilot iscertified in this airplane with roll axiscontrol.
The various instruments and the controls for the operation of the KAP 1(0
Autopilot arc described in Figures 7-1 thru 7-11.

The KAP 100 Autopilot has an optional electric pitch trim syslem. The
trim system is designed to withstand any single inflight malfunction. A trim
fault is visually and aurally annunciated.

A lockout device prevents autopilot engagement until the system has
been successfully preflight tested.

The following conditions will -ause the Autopilot to automatically
disengage:

(a) Power failure.
(h) Internal Flight Control System failure.
(c) With the KCS 55A Compass System. a loss of compass validSw (displaying II)G flag) disengages the Autopilot when a mode using

heading information is engaged. With the 111) flag present only
the aulopilot wings level mode can he selected.

(d) Roll rates in excess of 16' per second will cause the autopilot to
disengage except when tile ('WS switch is held depressed.

ISSIIED: .1il.V 21, 1982 REPORT: VB-II20
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002 3 4

HOG N AV APB IC Ijf A?

10 9 8 7 6 5

KC 190 AUTOPILOT COMPUTER
Figure 7-I

I. KAP 100 AUTOPILOT COMPI'fER - Complete Autopilot
computer to include system mode annunciators and system
controls.

2. MODE ANNUNCIATORS- Illuminate when a modci sselkcted by
the corresponding mode selector button (PUS II ON - PUS H of).

3. TRIM WARNING LIGHT (TRIM) - Illuminates continuously
whenever trim power is not on or the system has not been pre-
flight tested. The TRIM warning light, will flash and be accom-panied by an audible warning whenever a manual pitch trim
malfunction occurs (trim running without being commanded
to run).

4. AUTOPII.OT ANNUNCIA'IOR (AP) - Illuminates continuously
whenever the autopilot is engaged. Flashes approximately 12 times
whenever the autopilot is disengaged (an aural alert will also sound
for 2 seconds).

5. AUTOPII.OT i:NGAGEI (Al' EN(;) BUII ON - When pushed.
engages autopilot if all logic conditions arc met.

IREPORT: VB-II20 ISSUED: JUlY 21, 1982 0
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Iigire 7-1 (co t)
6. 1PR -I: I(61I111 SI lI FSl) IIl I()N - Whein monrlily

Pslhud, inilincs prelflight ICst 1seuencC which ;ltoaticailly trIIlln
oil all ;inuiicialor lights, tests the roll rale monilo, checks the
ianual trim (Irive vollag , checks fie manual electric tim nioilor

an(I tests all atlopilot valid and dump logic. If the preflight is.
successlully passed, the Al anmuncialor light will flash folr approx-
inalcly 6 scconds (;ii aural tone will a lso sound sinmtillaneosly
wilh Ile an ullnciatot Ilashcs). I he attlopiill cannot b e clga ed
until the preflight test is successfully passed.

7. BACK C)IRSE APPROA('II (11) MOP)F .SVI:('IOR
IIIilf(ON - When pushed, will select the IBack ('otrse Approach
nliodle. this mod finct ions i(l.enlically Io Iie approach mode except
thll response to I.O(' signals is reversed.

X. AP'ROACIHl (APR) MODE SII.('IOR IIII'rION - When
pushed, will select the Approach mode. This mode provides all
angle intercept (wilh HlSI) or a fixed angle intercept of 450 (with
IG), automatic bcam capture and tracking of VOr, RNAV or
IOC signa ls. The t racking gain of the APR mode is greater than
the gain in the NAV mode. The AIR annuncialor will flash intil
the aitonaltic capture scqulence is initialed.

9. NAVIGAION (NAV) MODE SEI.I(TOR It ITTON - When
pushed, will select the Navigation mode. 1The mode provides all
angle intercept (with ltSI) or a fixed angle intercept of 45 (wilh
l)(1). atlomalic heam capture and tracking of VOR, RNAV or
I.(X" signals. The NAV annunciator will flash until lie automatic
capture sequence is initiated.

10. IIEA)ING (Ill)G) MODE SFTCTOR IIII'IION - When
pushed. will select the leading mode. which commands ihe

iarpla into turn to and mainiain tlie hc;i(lg selccte(I by filie heading
bug on tile l)G or ItSI. A new heading may he selected al any time
and will resullt in the airplane turning to the new heading wili a
maximum hank anglc of aboutl 20'. Selecting IlI)G; mode will
cancel NAV. APR or BC (rack modes.
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1 2 3

ROIIl I 110 \ IN I //ipaapaciollild il

i .4

' / \A1 '

le p• toIi ol lii.cac

t(4) anj9 (clcs

K4: 25( VERTICAl. GYRO
I:igure 7-3

I. Krl 2X VI CIIII (i - l)iplltys ;iapSlaiie, ;iellid" as ai'iiliven ni I ali!i tllidelI gyl~rol Th1" lp v is irii" yentll
2. IWI)1.1 AIIllI)1: INIl-IX - I);splavs/ alal~lw roll ailltiude with

respXct Inl the I~l atluude" scale'.
3. RI .~lI A lII" I IW1 1 S (AI IU - Si'cale' iilkc'l at1 4i. _'I0). _'2ti t (),

±64) :lnd .) (t-leee.
4. I1I ('il AIIIIJI )It..S('AllI - MoIves with I'klC'pC'l tI 1 S\Ih 1I)4lit 0<

;lirplanlet (4) iesent patch ailuldec. Sca le' g-rliiie it' ;i ).S!., ±14)I

_15. _i2(0 ;iawl ±25 degies.
5. SYMIICI(' AIII'l.ANIF - Serve is a slili)liviy ,lsiihil ol Alkl

aiicralz. Airciall pitch anid roll ttiitcs are Iis ll;i.I I h e, ili tIch
Iit)nsliip hetwveeii Ilie fixed ,viholic aciall and Ili' mmalilt*
ba kg oli

6. SYMIIOI IW AII4('I4AII AI.I(NMINI KNOB P l\ 1dk-N
Iaillillal posilillning if (lie symbolic ;hcrall lot level Ilight i14tc]
vairioiulls iload cotnlii lli.

7. IV(ISION III I(111 (I)11) ANNIINCIA()I I IGII I - ()lpoal iIl
light Ioir ils wilh tlie aicall otlional IaI4I ;litmeier

J RTI'()R: Vs-I 120 ISSIiEI): JIULY 21, 11982
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0 
8

10J

KI 204/206 VOR/I,O0C/GID SLOPE IN DICATOR (l" IAL)

Fig re 7-5

I. VORA (/(/(; II)F SI.OF INI)I(A'ICOR - Provides rcclilinear
displ * v of VOR/I.O(K' and ( ilidc slope d('vialion.

2. ('01IIRSI INIFX - Indicates sclected VOR course.3. ('01IRSI (ARI) - Indicalessc ccle( VOR cotmlsc inder course
iilIcx.

4. NAV i11 A; - Flag is in view when thc NAV receiver signal is in-
iadtql i c. When a NAV Ilag is prese n in the navigalion indicator

( 1)1 oir K I 525A) Ihc autopilot operation is nol a lccled. 1le pilotnilisl mlhlor IIh navigation indicators fr- NAV flags to ins re
that Ilh Autlpilot is tracking valid navigation informaion.5. 10, FROM INlI('A IOR I-IA(; - Inicales direclionl ol VOR
slalion rct'live to selecled corsell.

6. (11 II). SI()iI DIFVIAI)ION NI:FIT)I - Inlicales deviation
IIil) II .5 p ide s'lope.

7. ('OII RSI IFVtA'I ION SCAI F - A (c'j't, devialionm har dis-
fIm;I(''nllt 01 5 (jilt% rpl scli , s hill cale (V(R _1MI)". I ()( '

+2 I 2'. N AV - 5NM RN AV A I'II - I /,4NMk)lcvialion i ri'mt
h laI ' e ilii l 1i It'.

ISS IIl)IIi: .11V 21, 1Q82 RIEPO)RT: VR-1120J
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I:igurc 7-5 (cona)
8. (;l.IIF StOPE SCAIE - Indicatcsdisplacemcnt from glide slope

beam center. A glide slope deviation ncedlc displacement of 5 dots.
represents rtll scale (0.70) deviation above or below glide slope
beam ccnterlinc.

9. RFCIPROCAI. COURSE INI)FX - Indicates reciprocal of sC-
lected VOR course.

1O. OMNI BEARING SFI.FCTOR (ORS) KNOB - Rotates course
card to selected course.

11. COURSE DFEVIATION NFEDI.F - Indicates course deviation
from selected omni course or locali7cr centerline.

12. GLIDE SlOlDE (GS) HAG - I:lag is in view when the GS receiver
signal is inadequate.

2 3 4

GSS
14 G6

13
B

12

11 10

1(1 525A IIOIIIONTAI. SlIATION INICIATOR
l-ignai 7-7

IREPORT: VR-1120 ISSUiE): JLY 21, 1982
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Figure 7-7 (cont)ig KI 525A ORIZONTAL SITUATION INDICATOR (HSI) -

Provides a pictorial presentation of aircraft deviation relative toVOR radials or localizer beams. It also displays glide slope devi-ations and gives heading reference with respect to magnetic north.2. NAV FLAG - Flag is in view when the NAV receiver signal isinadequate. When a NAV flag is present in the navigation indicator
(CDI or KI 525A) the autopilot operation is not affected. The pilotmust monitor the navigation indicators for NAV flags to insure
that the Autopilot is tracking valid navigation information.3. LUBBER LINE - Indicates aircraft magnetic heading on compass
card (10).

4. H4EADING WARNING FLAG (HDG) - When flag is in view theheading display is invalid. If a HDG flag appears and a lateral mode
(I-DG, NAV, APR or APR BC) is selected, the Autopilot will bedisengaged. The Autopilot may be re-engaged in the basic wingslevel mode. The CWS switch would be used manually to maneuver
the aircraft laterally.

5. COURSE BEARING POINTER - Indicates selected VOR courseor localizer course on compass card (10). The selected VOR radialor localizer heading remains set on the compass card when the
compass card (10) rotates.

6. TO/FROM INDICATOR FLAG - Indicates direction of VOR
station relative to selected course.

7. DUAL GLIDE SLOPE POINTERS - Indicate on glide slope scale(8) aircraft displacement from glide slope beam center. Glide slopepointers in view indicate a usable glide slope signal is being received.8. GLIDE SLOPE SCALES - Indicate displacement from glide slopebeam center. A glide slope deviation bar displacement of 2 dots,represents full scale (0.70) deviation above or below glide slope
beam centerline.

9. HEADING SELECTOR KNOB (I ) - Positions heading Bug(14) on compass card (10) by rotating the heading selector knob.
The Bug rotates with the compass card.

10. COMPASS CARD - Rotates to display heading of airplane with
reference to lubber line (3).

I!. COURSE SELECTOR KNOB - Positions course bearing pointer(5) on the compass card (10) by rotating the course selector knob.12. COURSE DEVIATION BAR (D-BAR) - The center portion ofomni bearing pointer moves laterally to pictorially indicate therelationship of aircraft to selected course. It indicates in degrees ofangular displacement from VOR radials and localizer beams or
displacement in nautical miles from RNAV courses.
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I:igurc 7-7 (cont)

13. COLRSE iDiVIATION SCALE - A course deviation har displacc-
mcnt f .5 dots represents full scale (VOR = +10. IO(" ±2 1/20.
RNAV = 5NM. RNAV APR - I 1/4NM) deviation from beam
centerline.

14. HEAI)ING BUG - Moved by ( [Q ) knob (9) Io select desired
heading.

0

1 2 3

65

K(; 107 NON-SlAVE) I)IRF:(IONAI. GYRO
Figure 7-9
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Figure 7-9 (cont)
I. KG 107 NON-SLAVED DIRECTIONAL GYRO (DG) - Provides

a stable visual indication of aircraft heading to the pilot. The gyro
is air driven.

2. LUBBER LINE - Indicates aircraft magnetic heading on compass
card (4).

3. HEADING BUG - Moved by ( q1 ) knob (5) to select desired
heading.

4. COMPASS CARD - Rotates to display heading of airplane with
reference to lubber line (2).

5. HEADING SELECTOR KNOB ( I ) - Positions heading Bug
(3) on compass card (4) by rotating the heading selector knob. The
Bug rotates with the compass card.

6. GYRO ADJUSTMENT KNOB (PUSH) - When pushed in, allows
the pilot to manually rotate the gyro compass card (4) to correspond
with the magnetic heading indicated by the magnetic compass. The
unslaved compass card must be manually reset periodically to
compensate for precessional errors in the gyro.

0 ISSUIEI: JULY 21, 1982 REPORT: VB-1I20
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/1 )

q

I'

AUTOPILOT CONTROL WHEEL. SWITCi CAP
ligure 7-Il

1. AIOI.O'I" ('ON] ROI WilI Il. SWI'(II (AP - Molded
plastic unit mounted on the left horn of the pilots conlort wheel
which provides mounting for three switch units associated with Ihe
autopilot and manualelectric trim systems (only tsed with optional
manual electric trim).

2. MANUAl. FI.CRIC [RIM CON] ROL. SW1I (Il1S - A split
switch unit in which the lit hall provides power to engage the II in 0servo clutch and the right half to control the dicclion of motion
of the trim scrvo motor. Both halves ollhc split trim switch must he
actuated in order for the manual trim io operate in the desired
direction.

3. CONIROl. WIlIFFI. SI!TRING (('WS) HIII ON - When
depressed, allows pilot to manually control the aiacsalt (discilgag s
the servo) without cancellation of any ol the selected nodcs.

4. All(lbI)l .01 l)ISCONN "C+I/+k I M INI FR RIJlI (AP'I )ISC/
[RIM INII1I1) Switch - When depressed and ichased. will dis-
cngagc the autopilol amid cancel all operating aulopilol modes.
When deprcsscd and held. will Inzrr upt all electric it in powc (Stop
trim motion), disengage the autopilo, and canccl all opcrating
autopilotl modcs.

REPORT: VB-1l20 I0SED: JULY 21, 19809-38
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l airplane MAS.FR SWII(I Iindlion is unehangc and can heIsc(t in an ,-mrg ncy to shut(dI elcctric; power to all flight -onitrol systens
while the problen is isolalcd.

"1 lie R Al)I() POWIR switch supplics power to the avionics hits bar ofIhi" radio cicutil hraker and the aulopilot circuit hreiaker.

.lhe Followingu cireiil breakersare used to protctl th" followingenlemnts
oft the King KAI' 100 Atopilot:

Al lI'II.01 - Supplies power to the KC 190. the atutopilot roll.
servo, ad the Pitch 1rim Circuil Brcaker.

I'II RIM - Supplics power to the optional mantial electric
pitch trim system.

('OMP-SYS'IIM - Supplies power to (he optional KCS 55A
Compass Systcm.

ISSIIII): .1J11Y 21, 1982 REPORT: VB-1I20
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Pi.ors OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FI,IGIhT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. 3
FOR

KING KAP 150 SERIES FlGIIT CONTROL SYSTEM

This supplement must be attached to the Pilot's Operating tandbook
and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual when the King KAP IOSeries
Flight Control System is installed in accordance with STC SA 1565CE-ID.
The information contained herein supplements or supersedes the infor-
mation in the basic Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA Approved
Airplane Flight Manual only in those areas listed herein. For limitations.
procedures and performance information not contained in this supplement,
consult the basic Pilot's Operating lHandbook and FAA Approved Airplane
Flight Manual.

F AA APIROVhiDU Aht.VL
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-I
I1PER AIRCRAFT (ORPORATION

VERO BEIAC1H, F.ORII)A

)AT' 01: AI'PROVAI. JULY 21, 192
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SECTION I - GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane when the optional King KAP 150 Series Flight Control System is
installed. The Flight Control System must be operated within the limitations
herein specified. The information contained within this supplement is to be
used in conjunction with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been FAA Approved as a permanent part of this
handbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optional
King KAP 150 Series Flight Control System is installed.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS 0
(a) During autopilot operation, a pilot with scat belt fastened must be

seated at the left pilot position.
(b) The autopilot must be OFF during takeoff and landing.
(c) The system is approved for Category I operation only (Approach

mode selected).
(d) Autopilot airspeed limitation: Maximum 135 KIAS.

NOTE

In accordance with FAA recommendation, use
of "altitude hold" mode is not recaommended
during operation in severe turbulence.

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

(a) In case of Autopilot malfunction: (accomplish items I. and 2.
simultaneously)

(I) Airplane Control Wheel - GRASP FIRMLY and regain
aircraft control.

(2) AP I)ISC/TRIM INTER Switch - PRESS and HO1l1).
(3) Al I)ISC/TRIM INTER Switch- Rl lEASI-whileobserving

pitch trim wheel. If pitch trim wheel is in motion, follow the
Electric Trim Malfunction Procedure.

REPORT: VB-1I20 ISSUED: JUILY 21, 1982
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(h) In case of Electric Trim Malfunction (either manual electric or
autotrim):

(I) AP DISC/TRIM INTER Switch - PRESS and HO1.1)
throughout recovery.

(2) PITCII TRIM Circuit Breaker - PU.I.
(3) Aircraft - RI-ARIM manually.

CA UTION

When disconnecting the autopilot alter a trim
malfunction, hold the control wheel firmly- up
to 45 pounds of force on the control wheel may
be ncccssary to hold the aircraft levcl.

Maximum Altitude losses due to autopilot malfunction:

Configuration Alt Loss

Cruise, Climb, Descent 310 1
Maneuvering 901
APPR 85 '

SECTION 4- NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) PREFlIGHT (PERFORM PRIOR TO EACH FLIGHT)

(I) GYROS - Allow 3-4 minutes for gyros to come up to speed.
(2) RADIO POWER /AVIONICS MASTER Switch - ON.
(3) PREFLIGHT TEST BUTTON - PRESS momentarily and

NOTE:
a. All annunciator lights on (TRIM annunciator flashing).
b. After approximately 5 seconds, all annunciator lights off

except AP which will flash approximately 12 times and
then remain off.

NOTE

If trim warning light stays on then the autotrim
did not pass preflight test. The autopilot circuit
breakers should be pulled. Manual electric trim
cannot he used.

* ISSUED: JULY 21, 1932 REPORT: VB-I120
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(4) MANUAL ELECTRIC TRIM - TEST as follows:
a. Actuate the left side of the split switch to the fore and aflt

positions. The trim wheel should not move on its own.
Rotate the trim wheel manually against the engaged clutch,
to check the pilots overpower capability.

b. Actuate right side of split switch unit to the fore and aft
positions. The trim wheel should not move on its own and
normal trim wheel force is required to move it manually.

c. Press the AP DISC/TRIM INTER switch down and hold.
Manual Electric Trim should not operate either nose up or
nose down.

(5) FLIGHT DIRECTOR (KFC 150 ONI.Y) - ENGAGE by
pressing F) or CWS button.

(6) AUTOPILOT - ENGAGE by pressing AP ENG hutton.
(7) CONTROL WIIEEL - MOVE fore, aft, left and right to verify

that the autopilot can be overpowered.
(8) AP DISC/TRIM INTER Switch - PRESS. Verify that the

autopilot disconnects and all flight director modes are
cancelled.

(9) TRIM - SET to take off position.

(b) AUTOPILOT OPERATION

(I) Before takeoff
AP DISC/TRIM INTER Switch - PRESS.

(2) Autopilot Engagement
a. FD Mode Selector Button (K F" ISO Only) - PRESS.
b. AP ENG Button - PRESS. Note AP annunciator on. Ifno

other modes are selected the autopilot will operate in wings
level and pitch attitude hold.

(3) ('limb or l)cscent
a. Using CWS

I. ('WS Button - PRESS and MOVE aircra;h nose to the
desired attitude.

2. CWS Iutton - RHI. 'ASE. Altopilot will riaiiutain
aircraft pitch attitudc up to tihe pitch linmits of + 150 or
- li.

REPORT: VB-lI20 ISSIIEI): JIJIV 21, 1982 S
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b. Using Vertical Trim
I. VERTICAl. TRIM Control - PRESS either up or

down to modify aircraft attitude at a ralc of .7 deg/sec.up to the pitch limits of + 150 or -10*
2. VERTICAl. TRIM Control - REI.EASEwhcndesircd

aircraft attitude is reached. The aulopilot will maintain
the desired pitch altitude.

(4) Altitude [fold
a. ALT Mode Selector Button - PRESS. Note ALT mode

annunciator ON. Autopilot will maintain the selected
pressure altitude.

b. Change selected altitudes
I. Using CWS (recommended for altitude changes greater

than 100 ft.)
CWS Button - PRESS and fly aircraft to desired
pressure altitude.

CWS Button - RELEASE when desired pressure
altitude is reached. The autopilot will maintain the
desired pressure altitude.

2. Using Vertical Trim (Recommended for altitude
changes less than 100 ft.)
VERTICAL TRIM Control - PRESS either up or
down. Vertical Trim will seek an altitude rate of
change of 600 t 100 fpm.

VERTICAL. TRIM Control - REl.EASE when desired
pressure altitude is reached. The autopilot will maintain
the desired pressure altitude.

(5) Heading Changes
a. Manual Heading Changes

I. CWS Button - PRESS and MANEUVER aircraft to
the desired heading.

2. CWS Button - RELEASE. Autopilot will maintain
aircraft in wings level altitude.

NOTE

Aircraft heading may change in the wings level
mode duc to an aircraft out of trim condition.

ISSUED: JULY 21, 1982 REPORT: VB-110 I
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b. Heading Hold
I. Heading Selector Knob - SEI BUG to desired heading.
2. HDG Mode Selector Button - PRESS. Note tlDG

mode annunciator ON. Autopilot will automatically
turn the aircraft to the selected heading.

c. Command Turns (Heading Hold mode ON)
HEADING Selector Knob - MOVE BUG to the desired
heading. Autopilot will automatically turn the aircraft to
the new selected heading.

(6) NAV Coupling
a. When equipped with HSI.

I. Course Bearing Pointer - SET to desired course.

NOTE

When equipped with NAV I/NAV 2switching
and NAV 2 is selected, set OHS to the desired
course.

2. HEADING Selector Knob - SET BUG to provide
desired intercept angle.

3. NAV Mode Selector Button - PRESS.
If the Course Deviation Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots:
the aircraft will continue in ilDG mode (or wings level
if liDG not selected) with the NAV annunciator
flashing. when the computed capture point is reached
the HDG will disengage, the NAV annunciator will
illuminate steady and the selected course will be auto-
matically captured and tracked.

If the D-Bar is lessthan 2to 3dots: the 11)G mode will
disengage upon selecting NAV mode; the NAV
annunciator will illuminate steady and the captuie/
track sequence will automatically begin.

b. When equipped with 1)G
I. OHS Knob - SEI.ECT desired course.
2. NAV Mode Selector Button - PRESS.

kEPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JUL. 21, 1982
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3. Ilcading 'clector K nob - ROT" ATEI IG to agrc with

OBS course.

NOTE

When NAV is selected, the lateral operating
mode will change from IIDG (if selected) to
wings level for 5 seconds. A 450 intercept angle
will I hcn be automatically established based on
the position of the bug.

If the D-Bar is greater than 2 to 3 (lots: Ihc autopilot
will annunciate HID mode and NAV Ilashing; when
the computed capture point is reached the IIl)(G
annunciator will go out, the NAV annunciator will
illuminate steady and the selected course will he auto-
matically captured and tracked.

If the D-Bar is less than 2to 3dots: the H DG mode will
disengage upon selecting NAV mode. the NAV annun-
ciator will illuminate steady and the capture/track
sequence will automatically begin.

(7) Approach (APR) Coupling
a. When equipped with HSt

I. Course Bearing Pointer - SET to dcsired course.

NOTE

When equipped with NAV I/NAV 2 switching0 and NAV 2 is selected, set OHS to the desired
course.

2. IEADING Selector Knob - SET BUG to provide
desired intercept angle.

3. APR Mode Selector Button - PRESS.
If the Course Deviation Bar is greater than 2 to 3dots:
the aircraft will continue in HD)G modc(orwings level
if HDG not selected) with the APR annunciator
flashing: when the computed capture point is reached
the IIDG will disengage, the APR annunciator will
illuminate steady and the selected course will be auto-
matically captured and tracked.

* ISIIED: JIIIV 21, 1982 REPORT: VB-1120
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if the D-Bar is lessthan 2to3dots: the 1I)(; mode will
disengage upon selecting APR mode: the APR annun-
ciator will illuminate steady and the capture/track
sequence will automatically begin.

b. When equipped with DG
I. OBS Knob - SELECT desired approach course.
2. APR Mode Selector Button - PRESS.
3. Heading Selector Knob - ROTATE Bug to agree with

OBS course.

NOTE

When APR is seleccd. the lateral operating
mode will change from HI)G (if selected) to
wings levcl for 5 seconds. A 450 intercept angle
will then be automatically established based on
the position of the bug.

If the D-Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots: the autopilo
will annunciate HI)G mode (unless HG)( not se-
lected) and APR flashing: when the computed capitier
point is reached the III)G annunciator will go out, the
APR annunciator will illuminate steady and the sc-
lected course will be automatically captured and
tracked.

If the 1)-Bar is lessthan 2to 3dots: the 111); modewill
disengage upon selecting APR mode: the APR annun-
ciator will illuminate steady anti the capture/track
sequence will automatically begin.

(8) BC Approach Coupling
a. When equipped with IISI

. Course Bearing Pointer - S FI o the IhII S wlol col
inbound heading.

N O I

When equipped with NAV I/NAV 2 switchig
and NAV 2 is selected, set OBS to the ILS [ront
course inbound heading.

REPORT: VB-I120 ISSIII: JUlY 21, 1982
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2. IIIADING Selector Knob - SET BUG to provide
desired intercept angle.

3. HC Mode Selector Button - PRESS.
If the Course Deviation Bar is greater than 2to 3dots:
the aircraft will continue in I I)( mode (or wings level
if 1I)( not selected) with BC annunciated steady and
APR annunciator flashing; when the computed
capture point is reached the HD( will disengage, and
the BC and APR annunciators will illuminate steady
and the selected course will bc automatically captured
and tracked.

If the D-Bar is less than 2to 3dots:the HD modewill
disengage upon selecting BC mode; the APR BC
annunciator will illuminate steady and the capture/
track sequence will automatically begin.

b. When equipped with DG
I. OS Knob - SELECT the II.S front course inbound

heading.
2. BC Mode Selector Button - PRESS.
3. Heading Selector Knob - ROTATE Bug to the ILS

front course inbound heading.

NOTE

When BC is selected, the lateral operating
mode will change from HDG (if selected) to
wings level for 5 seconds. A 450 intercept angle
will then be established based on the position of
the bug.

If the D-Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots: the autopilot
will annunciate HDG (unless HOG not selected) and
BC modes with APR flashing: when the computed
capture point is reached the iDG annunciator will go
out, the BC and APR annunciators will illuminate
steady and the selected course will be automatically
captured and tracked.
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If the D-Bar is less than 2to 3 dots: the Il IG mode will
disengage upon selecting BC mode; the BC and APR
annunciators will illuminate steady and the capture/
track sequence will automatically begin.

(9) Glide Slope Coupling

NOTE

Glide slope coupling is inhibited when operating
in NAV or APR BC modes. Glide slope
coupling occurs automatically in the APR
mode.

a. APR Mode - ENGAGED.
b. At glide slope centering - NOTE GS annunciator ON.

NOTE

Autopilot can capture glide slope from above
or below the beam while operating in either
pitch attitude hold or ALT hold modes.

(10) Missed Approach
a. AP DISC/TRIM INTER Switch - PRESS to disengage

A P.
b. MISSED APPROACH - EXECUTE.
c. CWS Button - PRESS (KFC 150 only) as desired to

activate Fi) mode during go-around maneuver.
d. AP ENG Button - PRESS (if AP operation is dcsircd).

Note AP annunciator ON.

NO'IE

If it is desired to track the II.S course outbound
as part of the missed approach procedure, use
the NAV mode to prevent inadvertent (IS
coupling.

REPORT: VB-Ii20 ISSUED: JIY 21, 1982
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(11) Before landing
Al I)ISC/TRIM INTER Switch - PRESS to disengage AP.

(c) FLIGHT DIRECTOR OPERATION (KFC 150 SYSTEMS

ONI.Y)

NOTE

The flight director modes of operation are the
same as those used for autopilot operations
except the autopilot is not engaged and the
pilot must maneuver the aircraft to satisfy the
flight director commands.

0
SECTION 5- PERFORMANCE

No change.

SECTION 6- WEIGHT AND BALANCE

Factory installed optional equipment is included in the licensed weight
and balance data in Section 6 of the basic Pilots Operating Handbook.

SECTION 7- DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The 150 Series AFCS is certified in this airplane with 2 axis control,
,aL pitch and roll. The various instruments and the controls for the operation of
W the 150 System are described in Figures 7-1 thru 7-15.

The 150 Series AFCS has an electric pitch trim system which provides
autotrim during autopilot operation and manual electric trim for the pilot.
The trim system is designed to withstand any single inflight malfunction.
Trim faults are visually and aurally annunciated.

A lockout device prevents autopilot engagement until the system has
been successfully preflight tested.

* ISSUED: JULY 21, 1982 REPORT: V11120
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Thc following conditions will cause the Autopilot to automatically
disengage:

(a) Powcr failure.
(b) Internal Flight Control System failure.
(c) With the KCS 55A Compass System, a loss of compass valid

(displaying H DG flag) disengages the Autopilol when a mode using
heading information is engaged. With the HDG flag present, the
Autopilot may be re-engaged in the basic wings level mode along
with any vertical mode.

(d) Roll rates in excess of 16* per second will cause the autopilot to
disengage except when the CWS switch is held depressed.

(e) Pitch rates in excess of 60 per second will cause the autopilot to
disengage except when the CWS switch is held depressed.

5o

1 2 3 2 4 5

/I F " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - -=: -: -  - - -  ---------= ... .. s, --=
Aup HO CS NtAVI APR] DCE 0TI Ar

14 -
=4 /III _.[MAW](. .IA...J II 0% [ IY*
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KC 192 AIJ'rOPIl.OT & FIIIT DIREiTOR (OMPIIFITER
Figurc 7-1
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I.I

1. KFC 150 SYSTEM KC 192 AUTOPILOT COMPUTER -

Complete Flight Director and Autopilot computer to include
system mode annunciators and system controls.

2. MODE ANNUNCIATORS - Illuminates when a mode is selected
by the corresponding mode selector button (PUSH ON - PUSH
OFF) or when the glide slope (GS) mode is automatically engaged.

3. GLIDE SLOPE (GS) ANNUNCIATOR - Illuminates continuously
whenever the autopilot is coupled to the glide slope signal. The GS
annunciator will flash if the glide slope signal is lost (GS flag in CDI
or absence of glide slope pointers in KI 525A). The autopilot revcrts
to pitch attitude hold operation. If a valid glide slope signal returns
within six seconds, the autopilot will automatically recouple in the
GS mode. If the valid signal does not return within six seconds, the
autopilot will remain in pitch attitude hold mode until such time
that a valid glide slope returns and the aircraft passes thru the glide
slope. At that point GS couple will re-occur.

4. TRIM WARNING LIGHT (TRIM) - Illuminates continuously
whenever trim power is not on or the system has not been preflight
tested. The TRIM warning light flashes and is accompanied by
an audible warning whenever a manual trim fault is detected. The
TRIM warning light will illuminate steady and be accompanied by
a steady audible tone whenever an autotrim failure occurs. The
autotrim system is monitored for the following failures: trim servo
running without a command; trim servo not running when com-
manded to run; trim servo running in the wrong direction. The trim
circuit breaker may be cycled off to silence the continuous tone
but the trim fail light will remain on. The manual electric trim may
be used but the autopilot should not be engaged.

5. AUTOPILOT ANNUNCIATOR (AP) - Illuminates continuously
whenever the autopilot is engaged. Flashes approximately 12 times
whenever the autopilot is disengaged (an aural alert will also sound
for 2 seconds).

6. AUTOPILOT ENGAGE (AP ENG) BUTTON - When pushed.
engages autopilot if all logic conditions are met.

7. PREFLIGHT TEST (TEST) BUTTON - When momentarily
pushed, initiates preflight test sequence which automatically turns
on all annunciator lights, tests the roll and pitch rate monitors, tests
the autotrim fault monitor, checks the manual trim drive voltage
and tests all autopilot valid and dump logic. If the preflight is
successfully passed, the AP annunciator light will flash for approxi-
mately 6 seconds (an aural tone will also sound simultaneously with
the annunciator flashes). The autopilot cannot be engaged until the
autopilot preflight tests are successfully passed.
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Figure 7-1 (cont)
8. BACK COURSE APPROACH (BC) MODE SELECTOR

BUTTON - When pushed, will select the Back Course Approach
mode. This mode functions identically to the approach mode except
that response to LOC signals is reversed. Glide slope coupling is
inhibited in the Back Course Approach mode.

9. APPROACH (APR) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON - When
pushed, will select the Approach mode. This mode provides all
angle intercept (with HSI) or a fixed angle intercept of 45* (with
DG), automatic beam capture and tracking of VOR, RNAV or
LOC signals plus glide slope coupling in the case of an ILS. The
tracking gain of the APR mode is greater than the gain in the NAV
mode. The APR annunciator will flash until the automatic capture
sequence is initiated.

10. NAVIGATION (NAV) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON - When
pushed, will select the Navigation mode. The mode provides all
angle intercept (with HSI) or a fixed angle intercept of 450 (with
DG), automatic beam capture and tracking of VOR, RNAV or
LOC signals. The NAV annunciator will flash until the automatic
capture sequence is initiated.

iI. HEADING (HDG) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON - When
pushed, will select the Heading mode, which commands the air-
plane to turn to and maintain the heading selected by the heading
bug on the DG or HSI. A new heading may be selected at any time
and will result in the airplane turning to the new heading with a
maximum bank angle of about 200. Selecting HDG mode will
cancel NAV, APR or BC track modes.

12. ALTITUDE HOLD (ALT) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON -
When pushed, will select the Altitude Hold mode, which commands
the airplane to maintain the pressure altitude existing at the
moment of selection. Engagement may be accomplished in climb,
descent, or level flight. In the APR mode, altitude hold will auto-matically disengage when the glide slope is captured.

13. FLIGHT DIRECTOR (FD) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON -
When pushed, will select the Flight Director mode (with KC 192Autopilot Computer only), bringing the Command Bar in view on
the KI 256 and will command wings level and pitch attitude hold.
The FD mode must be selected prior to Autopilot engagement.

14. VERTICAL TRIM CONTROL - A spring loaded to center rocker
switch which will provide up or down pitch command changes: while
in ALT will adjust altitude at rate of about 500 fpm; when not in ALT
will adjust pitch attitude at a rate of .7 deg/sec. Will cancel GS couple.
The aircraft must pass through the glide slope again to allow GS
rccouple.

REPORT: VI1-1120 ISSUED: JULY 21, 1982
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KC 191 AUTOPILOT COMPUTER
Figure 7-3

I. KFC 150 SYSTEM KC 191 AUTOPILOT COMPUTER
Complete Autopilot computer. Includes system mode annunciators
and system controls.

2. VERTICAL TRIM CONTROL - A spring loaded to center rocker
switch which will provide up or down pitch command changes:
while in ALT will adjust altitude at rate of about 500 fpm; when not
in Al.l will adjust pitch attitude at a rate of .7 deg/sec. Will cancel
GS couple. The aircraft must pass through the glide slope again to
allow GS recouple.

3. MODE ANNUNCIATORS - Illuminate when a mode isselected by
the corresponding mode selector button (PUSH ON - PUSH OFF)
or when the glide slope (GS) mode is automatically engaged.

4. GLIDE SLOPE (GS) ANNUNCIATOR - Illuminatescontinuously
whenever the autopilot is coupled to the glide slope signal. The GS
annunciator will flash if the glide slope signal is lost (GS flag in CDI
or absence of glide slope pointers in KI 525A). The autopilot reverts
to pitch attitude hold operation. If a valid glide slope signal returns
within six seconds, the autopilot will automatically recouple in the
6S mode. If the valid signal does not return within six seconds, the
autopilot will remain in pitch attitude hold modeuntil such time that
a valid glide slope returns and the aircraft passes thru the glide
slope. At that point 6S couple will re-occur.

ISSUED: JULY 21, 19112 REPORT: V'D-l
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Figure 7-3 (cont)
5. TRIM WARNING LIGHT (TRIM) - Illuminates continuously

whenever trim power is not on or the system has not been preflight
tested. The TRIM warning light flashes and is accompanied by an
audible warning whenever a manual trim fault is detected. 1 he
TRI M warning light will illuminate steady and he accompanied by
a steady audible tone whenever an autotrim failure occurs. 'I he
autotrim system is monitored for the following failures: trim servo
running without a command; trim servo not running when com-
manded to run; trim servo running in the wrong direction. The trim
circuit breaker may be cycled off to silence the continuous tone but
the trim fail light will remain on. The manual electric trim may be
used but the autopilot should not be engaged.

6. AUTOPILOT ANNUNCIATOR (AP) - Illuminates continuou.ly
whenever the autopilot is engaged. Flashes approximately 12 times
whenever the autopilot is disengaged (an aural alert will also sound 0
for 2 seconds).

7. AUTOPILOT'ENGAGE (AP ENG) BIlI ON - When pushed.
engages autopilot if all logic conditions arc met.

8. PREFLIGHT TEST (TEST) BUTION - When momentarily
pushed, initiates preflight test sequencc which automatically turns
on all annunciator lights, tests the roll and pitch rate monitors, tests
the autotrim fault monitor, checks the manual trim drive voltage
and tests all autopilot valid and dump logic. If the preflight is
successfully passed, the AP annunciator light will flash lor approxi-
mately 6 seconds (an aural tone will also sound simultaneously with
the annunciator flashes). The autopilot cannot be engaged until the
autopilot preflight tests are successfully passed.

9. BACK COURSE APPROACH (BC) MOI)IE SFI.IC-"IOR
BUTTON - When pushed, will select the Back Course Approach
mode. This mode functions identically to the approach mode except
that response to LOC signals is reversed. Glide slope coupling is
inhibited in the Back Course Approach mode.

10. APPROACH (APR) MODE SELECTOR BUiIION - When
pushed, will select the Approach mode. Tlhis mode provides all
angle intercept (with HSI) or a fixed angle intercept of 450 (with
I)G). automatic beam capture and tracking of VOR, RNAV or
LOC signals plus glide slope coupling in the case of an U.S. I he
tracking gain of the APR mode is grealcr than the gain in the NAV
mode. The APR annunciator will flash until the automatic capture
sequence is initiated.

REPORT: VB-1I20 ISSUED: JIJIY 21, 1982
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Figure 7-3 (cont)
II. NAVIGATION (NAV) MOI)F SEI.E("IOR BII-ION - When

pushed. will select the Navigation mode. The mode provides all
angle interccpt (with 11;I) or a fixed angle intercept of 45' (with

I)(i), automatic beam capture and tracking of VOR, KNAV or
I.O" signals. The NAV annunciator will flash until the automatic
capture sequence is initiated.

12. IIIEAI)IN(; (IllDG) MODE SEIECIOR IIIFIION - When
pushed, will select the Ileading mode, which comnmnds the air-
plane to lurn to and maintain the heading selected by the heading
hug on Ihe )(; or tlS1. A new heading may be selected at any time
and will result in the airplane turning to the new heading with a
maximum bank angle of about 2(0. Selecting 111)( mode will
cancel NAV, APR or BC track modes.

13. AIlIIJDE 1101.1) (ALT) MODE SELECTOR BIITTON -

When pushed, will select the Altitude Ilold mode, which commands
the airplane to maintain the pressure altitude existing at the
moment of selection. Engagement may he accomplished in climb,
descent, or level flight. In the APR mode, altitude hold will auto-
matically disengage when the glide slope is captured.

* ISSUE): III.IV 21, 1982 REPORT: VB-l2O
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KI 256 FlIGHIT COMMAND INDICATOR
Figure 7-5

I. KI 256 Fl.IGHtT COMMAND INI)ICATOR (FC') - Displays
airplane attitude as a conventional attitude gyro and displays
commands for flight director operation. The gyro is air driven.

2. ROIL. ATITIJDE INDEX - Displays airplane roll attlutc with
respect to the roll attitude scale.

3. ROIL. ATTITUDE SCAI.i" - Scale markcd at 0, tl0,+20,_30,.t60
and +90 degrees.

4. PITC('I A11]TIUI)FI SCALI - Moves with respect to the symbolic
airplane to present pitch attitude. Scale graduated at 0-,5,+10, 4I 5,0
±20 and ±25 degrees.

5. ('OMMANI) BAR - )isplays computed steering commands
referenced to the symbolic airplarnc. [he command ha is visible
only when I1) mode is selected. lhe cominaiid bar will he biascd
out of view whenever the system is invalid or a I:light I )irector mode
is not engaged.

6. [CI SYMHOl IC AIR P .ANlI - Airplane pitch and roll aitudc is
displayed by the relationship between thc lixed symbolic airplanc
and the movable backgiound. IDuring flight director opcr im1, [lie
symbolic airplane is flown to align it with the coniiiiand bar to
satisfy the flight dircctor cornmaids.

7. I)I('ISION IIl(;ll(lI) ANNIIN('IA'I()R 1I.16111-()ptional
light f)r use with tle a rcra 's optional radar allimellt.r
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KG 258 VERTICAL GYRO
Figure 7-7

I. KG 258 VERTICAL GYRO - Displays airplane attitude as a
conventional attitude gyro. The gyro is air driven.

2. ROI.L ATTITUDE INDEX - Displays airplane roll attitude with
respect to the roll attitude scale.

3. ROLL ATTITUDE SCALE - Scale marked at 0. ± 10.±20.±30.±60
and ±90 degrees.

4. PITCH ATI'ITUDE SCALE - Moves with respect to the symbolic
airplane to present pitch attitude. Scale graduated at 0, , ±i 10, ± 15,
±20 and ±25 degrees.

5. SYMBOLIC AIRPLANE - Serves as a stationary symbol of the
aircraft. Aircraft pitch and roll attitudes are displayed by the
relationship between the fixed symbolic aircraft and the movable
background.

6. SYMBOLIC AIRCRAFT ALIGNMENT KNOB - Provides
manual positioning of the symbolic aircraft for level flight under
various load conditions.

7. DFCISION HEIGHT(DH) ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT-Optional
light or use with the aircraft's optional radar altimeter.

O ISSUED: JULY 21, 1982 REPORT: VB-I120
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KI 52A HORIZONTAL SITUATION INDICATOR
Figure 7-9

1. KI 525A HORIZONTAL SITUATION INDICATOR (HSI) -
Provides a pictorial presentation of aircraft deviation relative to
VOR radials or localizer beams. It also displays glide slope devia-
Lions and gives heading reference with respect to magnetic north.

2. NAV FLAG - Flag is in view when the NAV receiver signal is
inadequate. When a NAV flag is present in the navigation indicator
(CDI or KI 525A) the autopilot operation is not affected. The pilot
must monitor the navigation indicators for NAV flags to insure that
the Autopilot and/or Flight Director are tracking valid navigation
information.

3. LUBBER LINE - Indicates aircraft magnetic heading on compass
card (10).

4. HEADING WARNING FLAG (HDG) - When flag is in view, the
heading display is invalid. If a HDG flag appears and a lateral mode
(HDG, NAV, APR or APR BC) is selected, the Autopilot will be
disengaged. The Autopilot may be re-engaged in the basic wings
level mode along with any vertical mode. The CWS switch would be
used to maneuver the aircraft laterally.

I REPORT: VB-II20 ISSUED: JULY 21, 1982
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Figure 7-9 (cont)
5. COURSE REARING POINTER - Indicates selected VOR course

or Iocalizer course on compass card (10). The selected VOR radial
or localizer heading remains set on the compass card when the
compass card (10) rotates.

6. TO/FROM INDICATOR FLAG - Indicates direction of VOR
station relative to selected course.

7. DUAL GLIDE SLOPE POINTERS - Indicate on glide slope scale
(8) aircraft displacement from glide slope beam center. Glide slope
pointers in view indicate a usable glide slope signal is being received.

8. GLIDE SLOPE SCALES - Indicate displacement from glide slope
beam center. A glide slope deviation bar displacement of 2 dots,
represents full scale (0.70) deviation above or below glide slope
beam centerline.

9. HEADING SELECTOR KNOB ( ) - Positions heading bug
(14) on compass card (10) by rotating the heading selector knob.
The Bug rotates with the compass card.

10. COMPASS CARD - Rotates to display heading of airplane with
reference to lubber line (3).

11. COURSE SELECTOR KNOB - Positions course bearing pointer
(5) on the compass card (10) by rotating the course selector knob.

12. COURSE DEVIATION BAR (D-BAR) - The center portion of
omni bearing pointer moves laterally to pictorially indicate the
relationship of aircraft to the selected course. It indicates degrees of
angular displacement from VOR radials and localizer beams, or
displacement in nautical miles from RNAV courses.

13. COURSE DEVIATION SCALE - A course deviation bar displace-
ment of 5 dots represents full scale (VOR = +10, LOC = ±2 1/20,
RNAV = 5NM, RNAV APR = I 1/4NM) deviation from beam
centerline.

14. HEADING BUG - Moved by (I-, ) knob (9) to select desired
heading.

* ISSUED: JULY 21, 1982 REPORT: VB-1120
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KG 107 NON-SLAVED DIRECTIONAl. GYRO
Figure 7-Il

I. K(6 107 NON-SlAVED l)IRI."IIONAI. (YR() ()(;) - Irovidcs
a stable visual indication of aircraft licadinig tn the pilot. Ihe gyro is
air driven.

2. I.IIBHFI R VINE - Indicates aircraflt magnetic heading ol compass
card (4).

3. IIIXAI)ING BUG - Moved by ( [ ) knob (5) to select desircdO
heading.

4. COMPASS CARl) - Rotates to display heading of airplanc with
reference io lubber line (2) on IDi.

5. IIFAI)ING Sil.I("IOR KNOB ( E ) - Positions heading bug
(3))n compass card (4) by rotating tlhe hacding . cor knob. Ilie
Rug rotates with the compass card.

o. GYRO A[)JUS] MUN] K NOB (PI. 1)- When pushed in. allows
the pilot it) manua Ily rotase the gyro cormpass ca id (4) itb .oi ie spond
wit h I lie magnetic heading idicated by the ilmgnet ic cnllpas. I lic
unslaved compass card nu.is be mantially ieset periodically to
compensate lor prcccssional crrors ii Ihe gyro.

I REPORT: VB-II20 ISSIEI): JUI.Y 21, 1982
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KI 204/206 VOR/LOC/
GLIDE SIOPE INDICATOR (TYPICAL)

Figure 7-13

I. VOR/I.OC/GI.IiDE SLOPE INDICATOR - Provides rectilinear
display of VOR/I.OC and glide slope deviation.

2. COURSE INDEX - Indicates selected VOR course.
3. COURSE CARD - Indicates selected VOR course under course

index.
4. NAV FL AG - Flag is inviewwhentheNAV receiversignal isinade-

quate. When a NAV flag is present in the navigation indicator (CDI
or KI 525A). the autopilot operation is not affected. The pilot must
monitor the navigation indicators for NAV flags to insure that the
Autopilot and/or Flight Director are tracking valid navigation
information.

5. TO/FROM INDICATOR FLAG - Indicates direction of VOR
station relative to selected course.

6. GLIDE SLOPE I)EVIATION NEEDI.E - Indicates deviation
from I . glide slope.

7. COURSE [)EVIATION SCALE - A course deviation bardisplace-
ment of 5 dots represents full scale (VOR = +10*. LOC = 12 1/20.
RNAV = 5NM, RNAV APR = I I/4NM) deviation from beam
ccnlerline.

* ISSUED: JULY 21, 1982 REPORT: VB-II20
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Figure 7-13 (cont)
X. GI.[)F SLOPE SCAIl - Indicatcstdisplacncns fromli glidc shlp

beam center. A glide slope devialion ncedlc displaccmct S doN.
represents full scale (0.70) deviation above ni below glitic slopc(
beam centerline.

9. RFICIPRROCAI. COU RSE" IN I)IX - II)licailcs iccipical of
selected VOR course.

IO. OMNI REARING SEIECIOR (OHS) KNOB - Rotates course
card to selected course.

II. COURSE DEVIATION NEEI)I.E - Indicates course dcviation
from selected omni course or locali/cr centerline.

12. GIIDE SLOPE (GS) FLAG - Flag is in view when ihc GS receiver
signal is inadequate.

1 2

AUTOPIEOT CONTROL WIIEI, SWilTIl CAP
Iigure 7-15
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Figure 7-15 (cont)
I. AI4OPII.O1 CON"IR)I. Will-El. SWIiCII CAP - Molded

plastic unit mounted on the left horn of the pilot's control wheel
which provides mounting for three switch units associated with the
autopilol and manual electric trim systems.

2. MANUAl. EI.ECI RIC 1 RIM CONTROI. SWIlIIS - A split
switch unit in which the lelt half provides power to engage the trim
servo clutch and the right half to control the direction ol'molion of
the trim servo motor. Both halves of the split trim switch must hc
actuated in order for the manual trim to operate in the desired
direction. When the aulopilot is engaged. operation of the manual
electric trim will automatically disconnect the aulopilot.

3. CONTROI. WHEEI. SIERING (CWS) BiITlON - When
depressed, allows pilot to manually control the aircraft (disengages
the servos) without cancellation ol any of the selected modes. Will
engage the Flight Director mode if not previously engaged. Aulo-
matically synchroniies the Flight I)irechor/Autopilot to the pitch
attitude present when the CWS switch is released, or to the present
pressure altitude when operating in the AlI. hold mode. Will cancel
(iS couple. The aircraft must pass through the glide slope to allow
(S recouple.

4. AUTOPILOT DISCONNECT/TRIM INTERRIJrT (AP DISC/
TRIM INTER) Switch - When depressed and released will
disengage the autopilot and cancel all operating Flight Director
modes. When depressed and held will interrupt all electric trim
power (stop trim motion), disengage the autopilot, and cancel all
operating Flight Director modes.

S
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The airplane MASTI-R SWITCI function is unchanged and can he
used in an emcrgcncy to shut off clcctrical powci to all flighlt control systems
wvhilc the problem is isolated.

"Ihc RADIO POWER switch supplics powcr w thc avionics buss bar of
the radio circuit breakers and the autopilot circuit breaker.

The following circuit breakcrs arc used to protect the following elements
of the King 150 Series Aulopilot:

AUIOPIIOT - Supplies power to the KC 192 or the KC 191
Computer. the autopilot pitch and roll servos, and the Pitch I rim
Circuit Breaker.

PITCII TRIM -Supplies power to the autolrim and manual electric
pitch trim systems.

COMP-SYSIEM - Supplies power to the optional KCS 55A
Compass System.

0
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SUPPLEMENT 9

KNS 80 NAVIGATION SYSTEM

SECTION I - GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary forthe operation ofthe
airplane when the optional KNS 90 Navigation System is inslalled. [he
information contained within this supplement is to be used in conjunction
with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been "FAA Approved-as a permanent part of this
handbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optional
K NS N0 Navigation System is installed.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

No changes to the basic limitations provided by Section 2 of this Pilot'
Operating hlandhook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

a No changes to basic Emergency Procedures provided by Section 3 of
W this Pilot's Operating hlandbook arc necessary for this sipplement.

* ISSUED: .JU,Y 20, 1983 REPORT: VB-II20
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SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) KNS 80 OPERA] ION
The K NS 80 can be operated in any one of 3 basic modes: (a) VOR,
(h) RNAV. or (c) ILS. To change from one mode to another, the
appropriate pushbutton switch is pressed, except that the I .S mode
is entered automatically whenever an I LS frequency is channeled
in the USE waypoint. The display will annunciate the mode by
lighting a message above the pushbutton. In addition to the
standard VOR and RNAV cnroutc(RNV ENR) modes, the K NS 80
has a constant course width or parallel VOR mode (VOR PAR)
and an RNAV approach mode (RNV APR). To place the unit in
either of these secondary modes the VOR pushbutton or the RN AV
pushbutton, as the case may be, is pushed a second time. Repetitive
pushing of the VOR button will cause the system to alternate 0
between the VOR and VOR PAR modes, while repetitive pushing
of the RNAV button causes the system to alternate between RNV
ENR and RNV APR modes.

(b) CONTROIS
(I) VOR BUTTON

Momentary pushbutton.
When pushed while system is in either RNV mode causes
system to go to VOR mode. Otherwise the button causes system
to toggle between VOR and VOR PAR modes.

(2) RNAV BITTON
Momentary pushbutton.
When pushed while system is in either VOR mode causes
system to go to RNV ENR mode. Otherwise the button
causes system to toggle between RNV ENR and RNV APR
modes.

(3) 1101.1) BIIION
Iwo position pushbutton.
When in depressed position, inhibits I)M I from channelig Ito
a new station when the.VOR frequency ischangcd. PushingIhc
button again releases the button and channels the l)Mi- to the
station paircd with the VOR station.

(4) USE BUllON
Momentary pushbutton.
Causes active waypoint to take on same value as displayed
waypoint and data display to go to FRQ mode.

IREPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JULY 20, 1983
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(5) )SI' fll I ION
Momentary pushbulon.
Causes lisplaycd waypoint to increnti by I anti data display
to go to frequency mode.

(6) l)AIA HIJIION
Momentary pushbullon.
Causes waypoint data display to change Irom I-RQ to RAl) to
)SI and back to FRQ.

(7) O-F/IUII. II) CONI ROI.
a. Rotate counterclockwise to switch olf power to the

KNS 80.
b. Rotate clockwise to increase audio level.
c. Pull switch out to hear VOR Ident.

(8) I)AI A INItII ('ONI ROI.
I)ual concentric knobs. ('enter knob has "in" and "out"
positions.
a. Frequency Data

Outer knob varies I MI- digit.
A carryover occurs from the units to the lens position.
Rollover occurs from 117 to 1)8, or vice versa.
Center knob varies frequency in .05 MI-lI steps regardless
of whether the switch is in its in or out position.

b. Radial Data
Outer knob varies I) degree digit.
A carryover occurs from tens to hundreds position.
A rollover to /ero occurs at 360 degrees.
Center knob "in" position varies I degree digit.
('enter knob "out" position varies 0.1 degree digit.

c. I)istance Data
Outer knob varies 10 NM digit.
A carryover occurs from the tens to hundreds place.
A rollover to icro occurs at 200 NM.
(;enter knob "in" position varies I NM digit.
Center knob "out" position varies 0.1 NM digit.

(9) ('OuRSE Nil IC KNOB
Located in ('I unit.
Selects desired course through the VOR ground station or
way point.

O ISSUED: JULY 20, 198) REPORT: VB-Il20
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SECTION 5- PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

0

0
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT No. 10
FOR

AUXILIARY VACUUM SYSTEM

This supplement must be attached to the Pilot's Operating Handbook
and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual when the Piper Auxiliary

* Vacuum System is installed in accordance with Piper Drawing No. 87774-2.
The information contained herein supplements or supersedes the Pilot's
Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual only in
those areas listed. For limitations, procedures, and performance
information not contained in this supplement, consult the Pilot's Operating
Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual.

FAA APPROVEDl'
D.H. TROMPLER
D.O.A. NO. SO-I
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH. FLORIDA

DATE OF APPROVAL /2/S/SC
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SECTION I - GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane when the optional Piper Auxiliary Vacuum System is insta lied. The
information contained within this supplement is to be used in conjunction
with the complete handbook.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

I. The auxiliary vacuum system is limited to standby function only.
Take off with the engine driven dry air pump inoperative is not
approved.

2. Discontinue flight in instrument meteorological conditions (IMC)
if vacuum pressure falls below 4.8 In. Hg.

3. The auxiliary pump/motor assembly and elapsed time indicator
must be removed from service after 500 hours accumulated
operating time or 10 years, whichever occurs first.

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

LOSS OF VACUUM SUCTION - Low vacuum (VAC) annunciator
and VAC OFF warning lamp lit.
I. Vacuum gauge ............ fCheck to verify inoperative pump.
If vacuum gauge reads below 4.5 inches of mercury
2. Auxiliary vacuum switch .................... Press AUX ON.
3. Verify vacuum pressure of 4.8 to 5.2 inches of mercury.
4. Verify VAC annunciator and VAC OFF lights go out.

CA UTION

Compass error may exceed 100 when auxiliary
vacuum system is in operation.

5. Electrical load .................................... M onitor
a. Verify alternator capacity is not being exceedcd.
b. If required, turn off nonessential electrical equipment.

I REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: OCTOBER 14, 1986 0
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SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES
A. Preflight Check.

I. Set battery switch on and verify that VAC OFF lamp lights.

NOTE

Due to electrical power requirement of the
auxiliary vacuum pump it is suggested that the
engine be operating while making the following
checks.

2. Turn on auxiliary vacuum pump on and verify AUX ONlight is illuminated and electrical load is approximately
15 amps on ammeter.S

3. Turn off auxiliary vacuum pump and verify AUX ON light
goes out.

B. Inflight Check - Prior to entering instrument flight conditions.
I. Turn off non-essential electrical equipment.
2. Turn on auxiliary vacuum pump and verify AUX ON lightilluminated and electrical load is approximately

15 amps on ammeter.
3. Turn off auxiliary vacuum pump and verify AUX ON light

goes out.

NOTE

For maximum service life, avoid continuous
non-emergency operation of the auxiliary
vacuum pump.

W SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

No change.

SECTION 6 - WEIGHT & BALANCE

Factory installed optional equipment is included in the licensed weight
and balance data in section 6 of the Pilot's Operating Handbook.

ISSUED: OCTOBER 20, 1986 REPORT: VB-1120
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SECTION 7 - DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The auxiliary dry air pump system provides an independent back-up
source of pneumatic power to operate the gyro flight instruments in the event

the engine driven air pump fails.

The auxiliary pump is mounted on the forward side of the firewall and
connects to the primary system at a manifold downstream of the vacuum
regulator. Isolation of the primary and auxiliary systems from each other is
accomplished by check valves on each side of the manifold. The primary
system vacuum switch is located on the regulator and senses vacuum
supplied to the gyros.

A control switch (labeled AUX VAC) for the auxiliary pump system is
located on the right side of the instrument panel near the vacuum suction
gage.

The switch button incorporates two annunciator light sections labeled
VAC OFF and AUX ON. The VAC OFF section is controlled by a vacuum
switch in the primary pneumatic system and illuminates an amber light when
the engine driven pump is inoperative or when the system vacuum falls below
the switch activation level. The AUX ON section is controlled by a vacuum
switch on the manifold and illuminates a blue light when the auxiliary pump
is operating and creating a vacuum in the system. When the auxiliary pump
is activated at high altitude, or if the system has developed air leaks, the AU X
ON light may fail to illuminate. This indicates that the system vacuum is still
below the AUX ON switch activation level even though the auxiliary pump
is operating. The annunciator lights do not incorporate a press-to-test
feature, if the lights do not illuminate as expected, check for burned out
lamps, replace with MS25237-330 bulbs and retest the system. 0

System electrical protection is provided by a 20 amp circuit breaker in
the pump motor circuit and a 5 amp circuit breaker in the annunciator light
circuit. The breakers are mounted on the circuit breaker panel.

J KEPORT: VB-lI20 ISSUED: OCTOBER 20, 1986
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPILEMENT NO. 11
FOR

BENDIX/KING KLN 90 GPS
NAVIGATION SYSTEM WITH

KAP 151 AUTOPII.OT SYSTEM

This supplcmcnt must be attached to the Pilot's Operating llandbook
and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual when the optional Bendix/King
KI.N 90 (PS Navigation System is installed per Equipment List. The
information contained herein supplements or supersedes the information if)
the basic Pilot's Operating landbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight
Manual only in those areas listed herein. For limitations, procedures and
performance information not contained in this supplement, consult the basic
Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual.
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SECTION 9 PIPER AIRCRAFI CORPORATION
SUPPLEMENT II PA-28-181, ARCHER 11

SECTION I -GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of tie
airplane when the optional Bendix/King KLN 90 6PS Navigation System is
installed. The Navigation System must be operated within the limitations
herein specified. The information contained within this supplement is to be
used in conjunction with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been FAA Approved as a permanent part of this
handbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optional
Bendix/King KLN 90 GPS Navigation System is installed.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

(a) GPS limited to VFR use only.

(b) The following placard is located on the pilots instrument panel
adjacent to the HS1.

GPS LIMITED TO VFR USE ONLY

CAUTION:

The presently deployed GPS satellite

constellation does not meet the coverage,
availability, and integrity requirements for civil
aircraft navigation equipment. Users arc
cautioned that satellite availability and accuracy
are subject to change.

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the Basic Emergency Procedures provided by section 3 of
this Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

REPORT: VB-1120 ISSUED: JANUARY 07, 1993
9-78, 2 of 4



PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION 9
PA-28-181, ARCHER II SUPPLEMENT 11

SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) OPFRNON

Normal operating procedures are outlined in the Bendix/King KLN 90
GPS Navigation System, Pilots Guide (p/n 006-08494-000 dated
August, 1992 or latest revision).

(b) EXTE:RNAL ANNINCIAIORS: (OPTIONAL)

WPT m

MSG 2

I. Waypoint (WP'F)

Approximately 36 seconds prior to reaching a direct to waypoint
or 20 seconds prior to the beginning of turn anticipation (turn
anticipation function enabled) the waypoint alert annunciator will
begin flashing. '[his is called "waypoint alerting".

2. Message (MSG)

MSG will flash to alert the pilot of a situation that requires
attention. Press the MSG button on the KLN 90 GPS to view the
message. (Appendix B of the Pilots Guide contains a list of all of
the message page messages and their meanings).

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

Installation of the Bendix/King KLN 90 GPS does not affect the basic
performance information in Section 5 of this Pilot's Operating landhook.

SECTION 6 - WEIGITI" AND BALANCE

Factory installed optional equipment is included in the licensed weight
and balance data in Section 6 of the basic Pi lot's Operating Handbook.

0
ISSUI): JANUARY 07, 1993 REP()RT: VB-Ii20
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION 30
PA-2-1Il ARCHER II OPERATING TIPSS

SECTION IS

OPERATING TIPS

30.3 GENERAL

This section provides operating tips of particular value in the operation j
of Archer II.

30.3 OPERATING TIPS

(a) Learn to trim for takeoff so that only a very light back pressure on
the control wheel is required to lift the airplane off the ground.

(b) The best speed for takeoff is about 53 KIAS under normal condi-
tions. Trying to pull the airplane off the ground at too low an air-
speed decreases the controllability of the airplane in the event of
engine failure.

(c) Flaps may be lowered at airspeeds up to 102 KIAS. To reduce flap
operating loads, it is desirable to have the airplane at a slower speed
before extending the naps. The flap step will not support weight if
the naps are in any extended position. The flaps must be placed in* the "UP" position before they will lock and support weight on the
step.

(d) Before attempting to reset any circuit breaker, allow a two to five
minute cooling off period.

(e) Before starting the engine, check that all radio switches, light
switches and the pilot heat switch are in the off position so as not to
create an overloaded condition when the starter is engaged.

(f) Anti-collision lights should not be operating when flying through
cloud, fog or haze. since reflected light can produce spacial dis-
orientation. Strobe lights should not be used in close proximity to
the ground such as during taxiing, takeoff or landing.

ISSUED: JULY 2, 1979 REPORT: VB-Il20
REVISED: JUNE 29, 1934 I0-1



SECTION 10 PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
OPERATING TIPS PA.2S-11 ARCHER 11

(g) The rudder pedals are suspended from a torque tube which extends
across the fuselage. The pilot should become familiar with the
proper positioning of his feet on the rudder pedals so as to avoid
interference with the torque tube when moving the rudder pedals or
operating the toe brakes.

(h) In an effort to avoid accidents, pilots should obtain and study the
safety related information made available in FAA publications
such as regulations, advisory circulars, Aviation News, AIM and
safety aids.

(i) Prolonged slips or skids which result in excess of 2000 ft. of altitude
loss, or other radical or extreme maneuvers which could cause un-
covering of the fuel outlet must be avoided as fuel flow interruption
may occur when tank being used is not full.

(j) Hand starting of the engine is not recommended, however, should
hand starting of the engine be required, only experienced personnel
should attempt this procedure. The magneto selector should be
placed to "LEFT" during the starting procedure to reduce the
probability of "kick back." Place the ignition switch to "BOTH"
position after the engine has started.

0
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PREMED PIPER AIRCRAFT CORP. REORT: VB-737
MODEL: PA-28-181

CHECKED VERO BEACH ENGINEERING
PAGE 1

INTRODUCTION

The data in this supplement must be included in the Pilot's Operating

Handbook (P.O.H.) when operating on the United Kingdom register. In cases

of conflicting information, the data in this supplement supercedes infor-

mation published in VB-760, VB-790 or VB-1120.

LIMITATIONS

Category:

Aircraft of this type are eligible for certification in the Transport

Category (Passenger). However, this aeroplane may be restricted to a

particular use of some other category, which will be stated in the Certificate

of Airworthiness.

Rev. Performance:
No.51  When certificated in the Transport Category (Passenger), the aeroplane

is classified in Performance Group E. It must be operated in accordance

with the performance data in the Pilot's Operating Handbook, Report VB-760

(Airplane serial nos. 28-7690001 to 28-7690467), VB-790 (Airplane serial

nos. 28-7790001 to 28-790589) and VB-1120 (Airplane serial nos. 28-8090001

and up) except that take-off and landing field lengths must be obtained from

the information in this supplement.

Cruise:

The representative cruising true airspeed for flight over water is

125 Knots (144 MPH).

Minimum Crew:

The minimum crew is one pilot.

Rev. No. 5, 24 Jan. 1980 Page retyped.or
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J 2

LIhITATIONS (continued)

Number of Occupants:

The number of persons carried must not exceed four, nor exceed the

number of, seats installed. ; Children under the age of three, carried in

the arms of passengers, are excluded from this count.

Climatic Conditions:

The operating suitability of the aeroplane has been established for

temperatures up to the range defined by I.S.A. + 22.20 C.

A minimum temperature has not been established.

Type of Operation:

Flying VFR and IFR' during day or night is permitted when the required

equipment is installed and' when allowed by the Air Navigation Regulations.

When flying above 10,000 feet, it is the pilot's responsibility to

consider the physical limitations of the pilot and passengers, oxygen

equipment required, and compliance with all applicable Air Navigation

Regulations.

The aeroplane is not approved for flight in icing conditions.

M:Iooeuvroes :

The acrob:Lic mnnoctvres listed in Section 2 of VB-760 & vB-790 shall not

performcd unlcess the limit ations appliiabie to the American tility Category

;11e co::'pl led vi Lh.

I , : . )5 !: ;]. 197 6'. :o. 2, 2:. Nov. 1976
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Take Off:

The take off distance'over a 50 foot obstacle is shown on the following

page for various temperatures,. aerodrome altitudes, weights and winds.

Associated Conditions:

Power ................................. Full Throttle

Wing Flaps ........................... Retracted

Runway Surface ......................... Dry Tarmac

T.o. Safety Speed ............... ..... See Chart

Notes:

i. Take Off Run is 81% of take off distance.

2. For operation from short dry grass fields with firm subsoil,

increase take off distance by 6.5%.

3. The wind correction grids are factored so that 50% of headwinds

and 150% of tailwinds are obtained. Reported winds may, there-

fore be used directly in the grids.

Example:

Aerodrome Altitude - 1OCO'Ft. Wind Component - 7 Kts Headwind

Air Temperature - 220 C T.O. Safety Speed - 65 KTS IAS

Weight - 2320 Lbs. T.O. Dist. Req'd - 1700 Feet
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Landing:- -

The landing distance over a 50 f ooL. obstacle is shown on the following

page for various temperatures, serodrome altitudes; weights and winds..

Associated Conditions:

Power ................................. Idle

Wing Flaps... ......................... 400 .(Fully Extended)

Approach Speed......................... SeeChart.

Touch Down Speed ................... Stall

Maximum Braking After Touch Down.

Dry Tarmac Runway.

Notes.

1. The ground.roll is approximately 66% of the total landing

distance.

2. For operation on short dry grass with firm subsoil the landing

distance should be increased by 8%.

3. The wind correction grids are factored so that 50% of headwinds

and 150% tailwinds are obtained. Reported winds may, therefore,

be used directly in the grids.

Example:

Aerodrome Altitude - 1000 ft.

Air Temperature - 100 C

Weight - 2000 pounds

Approach Speed - 67 Kts IAS

Wind Component - 3 Krs. tailwind

Landing distance required - 1340 ft.
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PACE 7

AUTOFLITE II INSTALLATION

A. Limitations

1. Autopilot use is prohibited above 149 KIAS.

2. Autoflite II must be "OFF" for take-off and landing.

3. The minimum height above terrain for operation of the

"Autoflite II" is 640 feet.

B. Procedures

1. "Normal Operation.

Refer to current Autoflite II Owner's Handbook.

C. Emergency Operation

1. In case of malfunction, ,pressdisconnect-Switch (.located on

the pilot's control wheel).

2. Move the switch (located on the control panel) to the

"OFF" pos it ion.

3. Autoflite II may be overpowered manually.

4. In climb, cruise or descending flight, an autopilot

runaway, with a 3 second delay could result in 450

bank and 180 feet qltitude loss at 149 KIAS.

5. In the approach configuration, an autopilot runaway with

a 1 second delay, coupled or uncoupled, could result in a

180 bank and 10 feet altitude loss.

D. Performance

The aeroplane performance remains unchanged.

This page added by Rev. No. 1, 15 Mar. 1976
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AUTOCONTROL III INSTALLATION
V. &

.2 AUTOCONTROL III B INSTALLATION
A. Limitations

1. Autopilot use is prohibited above 149 KIAS.

2. Auto-Control MI must be "OFF" for takeoff and landing.

3. The minimum height above the terrain for operation of

the Auto-Control III is 640 feet.

B. Procedures

1. Normal Operation -

Refer to the current Auto-Control III Owner's Handbook.

C. Emergency Operation

1. In case of malfunction, turn "OFF" autopilot.

2. In emergency, autopilot may be overpowered manually.

3. In climb, cruise or descending flight, an autopilot

runaway with a 3 second delay could result in 450 bank

and 180 feet altitude loss.

4. In the approach configuration, an autopilot runaway with

a 1 second delay, coupled or uncoupled, could result in

180 bank and 10 feet altitude loss.,

D. Performnnce

The acroplane performnnce rem3ins unchanged.

t.Jc. d hl" Izv. 1, 5 :,r, 1976
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ELECTRIC PITCH TRIM INSTALLATION

A. Limitations

The minimum height above the terrain for operation of the

electric pitch trim is 1600 feet.

B. Procedures

I. Preflight

(a) Circuit Breaker - Set

(b) Trim fore and aft

(c) Manually override electric pitch trim

(d) Check manual trim operation
4

(e) If .trim system fails preflight, disengage'elect'ric.

pitch trim by pushing the pitch trim switch on:the

instrument panel to the "OFF" position. If the

electric pitch trim does not disengage, have system

repaired before flight.

2. Inflight

(a) Press the electric pitch trim switch fore and aft as

required for trim.

C. Emergency Operation

.1. In case of malfunction (runaway trim action)

Disengage the electric trim system by pressing thepush

button switch on the instrument panel tothe "OFF"i!position.

2. In emergency-

The electric pitch trim may be overpowered:tfing- the manual

pitch trim.

This page added by Rcv. No. 1, 15 Mar. 1976
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ELECTRIC PITCH TRIM INSTALLATION (continued).

3. In the descent configuration, a malfunction,with 4 second

recovery delay,can result in a loss of 800 feet in altitude.

4. In the approach configuration, a malfunction, with a 4 second

recovery delay, can result in a 100 feet altitude loss.

D. Performance

The aeroplane performance remains unchanged.

JW .. This page added by Rev. No. 1, 15 Mar. 1976
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PREPAR ED REPORT: VB-737

PIPER AIRCRAFI CORP. MODEL: PA-28-181
CHECKED

APPROVED PAGE 2.1

LIMITATIONS (Continued)

Equipment:

Operation of this aircraft is not approved without the following listed

equipment installed and operational.

1. Starter Engaged Ught.

2. Low Voltage Monitor Ught

0

* Rev. No' 6, 24 Oct. 1990
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORP. MODEL: PA-28-181WCHECKED

PPROVEO VERO BEACH FLORIDA
PAGE 2.2

PROCEDURES

Starter Enaaaed Warning Light- (Ground Start)

A "STARTER ENGAGED" warning light, is installed on the pilot's
side of the instrument panel. This warning light illuminates to
indicate that the starter motor relay is energised closed when the
starter is operated. If the light remains illuminated after the
starter is disengaged the starter motor relay is being held closed by
a malfunction and the starter motor will continue to rotate until the
electrical supply is terminated. Should the warning light remain
illuminated after the starter switch is disengaged, internal and
external power supplies should be switched OFF, engine shut-down
procedure completed, the cause of the malfunction investigated,
and the fault corrected before attempting an engine start.

Starter Engaaed Warning Light - (Air Start)

In the event of.an in-flight failure a landing should be made as soon
as possible. After landing the engine shut-down procedure must be-
accomplished as soon as practicable. The cause of the malfunction
investigated, and the fault corrected before attempting an engine
start.

Low Voltage Monitor Liaht

Pre -Flight Check:

Before Engine Start -

Alternator rf f
Battery..
Low; Voltage Warn, Light:.-.:: On

Rev. No.. 6, 24 Oct. 1990
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PROCEDURES (Continued)

Low Voltage Monitor Light (Continued)

After Engine Start

Alternator on
Low Voltage Warn Light Off within 5 sec

Emergency Procedure

Low Voltage Warn Light On
Alternator Check Zero /

Reset

If Alternator. Will Not Reset -

Alternator Off

Refer to POH for Electrical Failure Procedures.

NOTES:

A. A landing should be made as soon as pyssible.
Under the alternator failure conditions the
-battery endurance should be a minimum of
30 minutes.

B. VHF' communication transmission should be-
Sestricted to maximum Of 3 minutes during•' . tota flight.

-Othe electrical services may bie used at the . .
pilors discretion but. th battery endurance - .-, ..... .ti
will be reducedprorata.

Rev No , 24 Oct. 1990
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